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Abstract

In the last decade much work has been carried out in the 
development and use of the 44' objective prism of the UK Schmidt 
Telescope Unit (UKSTU) for the purpose of deriving redshifts of 
galaxies.

The primary intention has been to obtain large numbers of 
moderately accurate redshifts for faint galaxies in order to probe the 
large scale spatial distribution of galaxies. The attainable accuracy 
with the 44' prism is such that supercluster sized structures can be 
resolved.

In 1982 a new prism with a refracting angle of 13 2 1 was 
commissioned. On its own, or in combination with the old prism, this 
new instrument results in higher dispersion spectra though at brighter 
limiting magnitude.

This thesis discusses the modification of existing methods and the 
development of new methods for the derivation of galaxy redshifts from 
higher dispersion spectra.

The advantages and disadvantages of new versus old are discussed. 
Magnitude and morphological range of suitable samples are presented.

It is found that the overall accuracy of redshifts from the 
dispersion 2 prism combination (1240A/mm at HIT) is +/-1150Km/s and 
that the limiting magnitude is 16.5. The range of later morphological 
types that are suitable for measurement is increased compared with 
results from the 44' prism. The approximate redshift range is from 
zero to z=0.1.

Observations have been made of a prominent cluster in the region of 
the Coma supercluster. Prism derived redshifts for most of the 
galaxies in this cluster show that it is at a similar redshift to the 
Coma supercluster, though plates of the intervening region will be 
needed to establish a physical connection with the supercluster. Prism 
plates have been taken of a region south of the supercluster and 
whilst there is no evidence of structure at the redshift of the 
supercluster, a background cluster has been discovered.
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Notes and Abbreviations

In what follows the term "redshift" is used freely and should, 
strictly, be replaced by "Doppler shift". The reason for this is, of 
course, because so few galaxies have blueshifts. The term "redshift" 
is also taken to be equivalent to velocity at all times. The 
relationship between redshift and velocity is taken to be

v=cz (i)
where v is the velocity, c is the speed of light and z is the 
redshift. (Relativistic effects are negligible at the redshifts being 
considered herein).

The Hubble constant is assumed to have the value 75 Km/s/Mpc.

The term "4000 feature" refers to the drop in spectral continua at 
roughly 4000 Angstroms, due to metal-line blanketing in the UV.

Unless otherwise stated: "cutoff" refers to the drop in
photographic emulsion sensitivity at long wavelengths; any reference 
to prisms refers to objective prisms; photographic densities quoted 
are specular; all field numbers quoted refer to UKSTU fields; all 
celestial coordinates refer to epoch 1950.

Abbreviations appearing in the text;

CGCG = Catalogue of Clusters and Groups of Galaxies (Zwicky et al. 
1961-1968)

COSMOS - Royal Edinburgh Observatory automatic measuring machine 
( = Co-Ordinates Sizes Magnitudes Orientations Shapes )

RC2 = Second Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs
et al. 1976)

RGO = the Royal Greenwich Observatory
ROE = the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh
UKST = United Kingdom Schmidt Telescope
UKSTU = United Kingdom Schmidt Telescope Unit
UOE = University of Edinburgh

Abbreviated references to papers are explained in the section; 
"References".

Plate serial numbers: (E.g. abl234PixW or ab 1234P (ixW)) 
prefixes;
a - if present, a = B;- plate taken with GG385 filter
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a = U;- plate taken with no filter 
a = Y;- plate taken with GG455 filter 

b - waveband b = J;- visual waveband (Illa-J)
b = R;- red waveband (IIIa-F)

suffixes;
P = prism plate, if present
i = dispersion where i=l,2,3 or 4
x = direction of dispersion (N,S,E or W,- usually N)
W = widening, if present

Prisms; o
Dispersion 1 refers to a dispersion at HT of 2440A/mm

o
Dispersion 2 refers to a dispersion at HT of 1240A/mmO
Dispersion 3 refers to a dispersion at Hf of 820A/mm 
Dispersion 4 refers to a dispersion at HT of 615A/mm 
Prism 1 refers to the 44' UKST prism. (Giving dispersion 1). 
Prism 2 refers to thel3 2'UKST prism. (Giving dispersion 3).

Finally it is noted, tongue in cheek, that Schmidt telescopes are 
not telescopes at all but cameras!

Results of sections of this thesis have been reproduced in Palmer 
(1984) and Savage et al. (1984a,b).
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I Introduction

1.1

The rationale behind this thesis revolves around two disciplines,- 
cosmology and quantum mechanics:

The first intimation of the form that modern cosmology was to take 
came in 1785 when William Herschel proposed the theory that the fuzzy 
nebulae observed with the telescopes of that time were, in fact, 
"island universes",- clusters of stars in their own right. (For 
various reasons, however, Herschel later dropped this theory and it 
wasnt revived until the nineteenth century).

The study of the evolution of the universe was given a huge boost 
when Hubble and Lundmark independantly confirmed the existence of 
separate island universes distinct from the Milky Way (for review of 
distance scales see Lundmark 1925) and when Hubble observed the 
correlation between galaxy velocity and distance.

The quantum nature of the universe, on the small scale, has given 
us the tremendously powerful tool of spectroscopy. This thesis deals 
primarily with one small aspect of spectroscopy,- its astronomical 
application to objective prisms, the development and application of 
the technique.

A brief discussion of the large scale evolution of the universe is 
also presented, with a bias to those theories and those spatial scales 
relevant to the observations presented here.
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1.2

Chapter two is a brief description of the history of prism 
spectroscopy. Cooke (1980) describes survey work performed with the UK 
Schmidt Telescope (UKST) in greater detail. This chapter covers only 
the various ways in which prisms have been used, in the past, to give 
doppler shifts for celestial bodies and is a more detailed 
introduction to the observational content of this thesis. Chapter two 
is deliberately split into two sections,- stellar prism spectroscopy 
and galaxy prism spectroscopy,- because it is only comparatively 
recently that the principle of prism spectroscopy has been applied to 
the study of galaxies and their spatial distributions.

Chapter three covers the calibration of the new prism,- the 
derivation of a dispersion curve and the possibility of field effects. 
The prism itself, combinations of prisms and the UK Schmidt telescope 
are described. Chapter three also deals with the calibration of 
photographic emulsion sensitivity cutoffs, their variation with image 
density and colour and their use as a wavelength standard in the 
determination of the doppler shift of spectral features. The use of 
coordinate transformations from direct to prism plate for similar 
purposes is discussed.

Chapter four covers the galaxy spectra in detail,- emphasis, of 
course, being placed on the mechanisms which affect the final 
morphology of the spectrum on the plate. An account is given of the 
modifications to the existing processes that are necessary in order to 
extract galaxy redshifts from higher dispersion spectra. Accuracy, 
magnitude and morphological ranges are described.

Chapter five contains the results of observations of clustering in 
the region of the Coma supercluster. Comparisons of data from various 
dispersions are made at this stage.

Chapter six discusses, in brief, the present state of the various 
theories of cluster evolution.

Chapter seven is the conclusion,- discussing the potentialities of 
this method of redshift measurement.
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II The History of Objective Prism Spectroscopy

The primary use of objective prisms and, particularly, objective
prism + wide angle camera combinations was, and is, spectral
classification.

Large numbers of stars, planetary nebulae and emission line regions 
can be classified in this manner,- as is given witness by the Henry 
Draper catalogue. Indeed, one of the main functions of the original 
UKST prism is to aid in searches for QSOs.

A secondary use of objective prisms is in the determination of
redshifts and the remainder of this chapter is a brief discussion of 
the methods used. Only those aspects of relevance to this thesis are 
described and for a more detailed history the reader is refered to 
Cooke (1980) and references therein.

For reviews of more recent projects revolving around objective
prisms see McCarthy (1984) and Savage et al. (1984a,b).

Chapter II is in two sections,- firstly, a discussion of previous 
methods of determining (stellar) redshifts and secondly, determination 
of galaxy redshifts. This latter distinction is not artificial. Even 
though in the past the term "prism surveys" has been synonymous with 
stellar observations or, more recently, QSO searches, the derivation 
of galaxy redshifts from objective prism spectra is a methodology in 
its own right for reasons which should become clear in the remainder 
of this thesis.

II.1 Objective Prism Velocity Measurements; General

At this point it is worth noting the form of the resolution of 
prisms since this has an immediate bearing on the optimum accuracy of 
the following methods. The optical resolution of a prism is given by

X/dX=t|dn/dA (II. 1)

where t is the difference in thickness between top and base (i.e. 
t=2Dtan(A/2), where D is the prism diameter and A is the refracting 
angle) and n is the refractive index of the glass. For optical 
wavelengths the refractive index of most types of glass is roughly 1.5 
and it increases with decreasing wavelength. Hence from equation II.1, 
for a given wavelength and diameter, the resolving power of the prism
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increases as the tangent of half the refracting angle. dn/dX usually 
varies quite slowly and decreases with increasing wavelength and so 
the resolution will be better at shorter wavelengths. For a UKST-type 
prism alone then, the probable error in redshift at a dispersion of 
lOOOA/mm at H? will be +/-60Km/s and for a dispersion of lOOA/mm this 
figure will be +/-6Km/s,- these figures being the absolute lower limit 
on the random error in measured redshift. An important point to note 
is that this resolution is dependant on prism diameter, whereas the 
dispersion is dependant, among other factors, on the telescope focal 
length,- the dispersion can be increased without necessarily 
increasing the resolution.

In brief then, the main methods used to find redshifts from prism 
spectra are, historically;
(1) Absorption Standards,
(2) The Reversion Method,
(3) The Spectrum Length Method, 

and, more recently;
(4) Coordinate Transformations,
(5) The Emulsion Cutoff Standard,

(methods (1) and (5) are somewhat similar as are (2) and (4)). Methods
1,2 and 3 are reviewed by Millman (1931).

Method (1) involves the use of an absorption standard to provide a 
fixed, sharp reference feature superimposed on the prism spectra. 
Interestingly enough, Pickering (1887) suggested using the Earth's 
atmosphere as an absorbing medium. Whilst this proved somewhat 
impractical for prism spectroscopy one notes that night sky lines and 
sodium lines from town lighting, though in emission, can be a 
prominent feature of slit spectra. For the purposes of prism 
spectroscopy it is necessary to fabricate a screen or filter that 
produces a sharp, narrow absorption feature of known, fixed 
wavelength.

One of the obvious disadvantages of method (1) (and method (5)) is 
the dependance of the redshift determination on one feature. The 
necessity of producing an absorption line rather than a wider band 
means that one must rely on the absorption properties of a given 
compound. This will lead to temperature dependance of the absorption 
standard and corresponding variation in accuracy of the redshift 
measurements. One might propose the use of several absorbing standards 
with different temperature dependances which could be cross 
calibrated, however this would lead to an inordinate amount of 
material 'twixt object of interest and detector. Also the calibration 
of each observation would prove tedious and would negate the
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advantages of prism spectroscopy viz. large numbers of moderately 
accurate velocities from one observation.

In a review of the accuracy of prism derived redshifts Fehrenbach 
(1947b) assesses the accuracy of this method as slightly worse than 
+/-lOKm/s. Typically, the photographic magnitudes of the objects
studied were brighter than 7 with dispersions of the order of 100 A/mm 
at HT.

The second method involves making two exposures on the same plate, 
with the direction of dispersion reversed for the second exposure, 
(see Fehrenbach (1947a) figure 6 or Fehrenbach (1948) figure 3). The 
exposures are made in such a way that the complementary images of the 
object(s) under consideration are adjacent (and parallel). If the
system is correctly aligned for the second exposure then any Doppler 
shift will show up as a shift of one spectrum with respect to its twin 
due to the reversed dispersion. However, since absolute realignment 
is very difficult, only the relative velocities of the images can be
reliably ascertained unless the field contains an object with a known
velocity.

In a practical vein, it should be noted that this technique was 
pioneered with small telescopes, indeed Pickering (1896) recommended 
leaving the prism locked in place and reversing the telescope. This 
may not be practical with all types of large telescope mount and, if 
so, reversing prisms on large modern instruments would waste valuable 
observing time and could not be justified. Other methods of inverting 
the dispersion involved the use of mirrors to expose the forward and 
reverse images simultaneously. Even ignoring the reduced amount of 
light reaching the plate in the latter configuration, the expense 
involved for a large instrument would be prohibitive.

Another disadvantage of this method is that care has to be taken to 
ensure that the field effects are symmetric so that the reversed 
spectrum experiences the same distortions as the original. Fehrenbach 
(1944,1947,1948) discusses the use and accuracy of a normal field 
direct vision prism, where the original prism is supplemented by two 
additional prisms arranged either side such that their outer faces are 
perpendicular to the optical axis of the instrument. This removes many 
of the field effects and ensures that the remaining field effects 
affect the forward and reverse spectra in the same way. Barbier and 
Fehrenbach (1955, and references therein) discuss the method in more 
detail and conclude that the accuracies attainable are +/—2Km/s at a 
dispersion of 80A/mm (between Hi and HS). (In all higher dispersion 
objective prism studies there are a number of important field effects
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that have to be taken into account when measuring redshifts. Certain 
of these sources of extraneous dispersion are discussed in chapter 3).

The third method is the length of spectrum method. As the 
velocities of the observed objects change their energy distribution is 
either redshifted or blueshifted. This effect, together with the 
non-linearity of the prism dispersion curve, results in the 
lengthening or shortening of the spectra. The length of the spectrum 
can be defined in terms of absorption (or emission) lines at either 
end of the spectrum and thus any ambiguity in defining spectrum length 
is removed. This would also overcome the problems associated with the 
transmission properties of the system/atmosphere and emulsion 
sensitivity variations. Treanor (1948) disagreed with Fehrenbachs 
criticism of the practicability of this method and suggested that the 
accuracy attainable is +/-10Km/s. Treanor also calculated that
systematic errors due to a one centigrade temperature change would 
vary from roughly llKm/s for the absorption screen method to 20Km/s 
for the reversion method, with the spectrum length method in between. 
Thus, for optimum accuracy, additional calibration is necessary.

Stock and Osborn (1972,3) refine the reversion method into a
coordinate transformation, their contention being that this is 
practicable on a curved field instrument such as a Schmidt telescope. 
As noted above, there are many field effects present on a prism plate, 
some of which can be removed by the use of compound prisms. However 
the Schmidt telescope has a purpose designed curved focal plane and 
the edge of field distortions associated with normal telescopes are 
minimised, making plate to plate transformations a practical affair. 
The possible difficulties of reversing the telescope or rotating the 
prism are therefore academic since this can be carried out during 
daytime,- there being no constraints on making two exposures on one 
plate.

For an arbitrary optical set-up within a telescope, one would 
expect a transformation, between different plates, of the form

dX=aeo+ <k,„X + ¿X„,Yt- 3.,, X Y  +- & l0X * 3-oj, Y  * + ••• (II.2)

similarly for dY,- dX and dY being the coordinate differences between
complementary images. For the concentric projection of optical paths 
in a Schmidt-type telescope, terms of third order and above become 
insignificant and cross terms vanish. Therefore, to second order, any 
coordinate transformation, whether from prism plate to prism plate or 
direct to prism plate can be represented by a formula of the form

dX=aoa + 4 i6X +  & aiY  +■ ( X 2 + Y ) Z (II.3)
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Rotation and translation of images from plate to plate are catered 
for by the coefficients a 0O , aol and a,. . Field effects inherent in 
the optics of the prism, catered for by the coefficient a lo (here 
a =a ). will be discussed in detail in chapter III.Id ox. ' *

o
Stock and Osborn, using a dispersion of 225 A/mm at HT, obtain an 

accuracy of ~+/-20Km/s at a limiting magnitude of 13.

At this point we note that one of the great disadvantages of 
objective prism spectroscopy is that the sky background is constant 
whatever the dispersion and so the exposure time is limited by the 
signal to noise characteristics of the emulsion used. E.g. a 
"sky-limited" exposure for an unfiltered Eastman Kodak Illa-J plate 
is, typically, sixty minutes. Increasing the dispersion therefore 
results in a brighter magnitude limit due to this fixed optimum 
exposure time and objective prism spectroscopy is limited to the study 
of brighter objects at these high dispersions. The advantage of the 
coordinate transformation method over the reversion method is that the 
exposure time on each plate is maximised, whereas for the original 
reversion method, with two exposures on the same plate, the magnitude 
limit of the sample would be significantly brighter.

II.2 Objective Prism Velocity Measurements; Galaxies

This brings us to the field of galaxy objective prism spectroscopy 
where magnitude limits play an important part. Since an objective 
prism spectrum of a galaxy is a convolution of the galaxy's luminosity 
profile with its composite stellar spectrum (see chapter IV) there is 
a limit on the angular size of a galaxy image above which the spectral 
features are simply too smeared out to be recognisable/useful and 
hence objective prism studies are limited to fainter objects and the 
depth to which a prism plate can be pushed is all important. We also 
note that a significant proportion of brighter galaxies also have 
reliable velocity determinations derived via the more accurate medium 
of slit spectroscopy.

In order to produce information that is useful, i.e. new, we must 
study fainter galaxies. In order to produce results of reasonable 
accuracy/reliability we must also study fainter galaxies. We are 
therefore limited, by emulsion characteristics, to comparatively low 
dispersions. For the study of galaxies the useful range of dispersion 
is from roughly 2500 to 800A/mm at Hi. If the dispersion is lower then 
the obtainable accuracy is such that not even large scale structure 
can be resolved. If the dispersion is higher, the magnitude limit is 
brighter, and the galaxy spectra are unacceptably smeared by the
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intrinsic image size.

A detailed discussion of low dispersion objective prism 
spectroscopy of galaxies is given by Cooke (1980), who describes the 
development of this tool, and by Beard (1983) who describes its 
application.

At medium to low dispersion two principal methods have been applied 
to derive galaxy velocities from objective prism spectra;
(4) The Coordinate transformation method and
(5) The Emulsion Cutoff Method.

As noted above, for various reasons the magnitude limits of 
objective prism galaxy redshift surveys vary from 12-16 magnitudes for 
medium dispersion to 15-19 for low dispersion. The resolution at the 
corresponding dispersions (see III.3.5) is such that, for a spectrum 
containing a single identifiable feature, the maximum accuracy 
attainable is roughly +/-1000Km/s for dispersion 3 to +/-2000Km/s for 
dispersion 1 (these figures neglect other sources of inaccuracy and 
also the improvement in accuracy attainable on measurement of several 
features). The constraints on the desired accuracy of reference 
wavelengths whether provided by an absorption standard or coordinate 
comparison are therefore less rigorous.

It has been shown (Cooke 1980) that the emulsion sensitivity cutoff 
of llla-J emulsion can be usedas a reference wavelength. In effect we 
can dispense with the need for a narrow absorption standard and rely, 
instead, on an intrinsic property of the photographic emulsion to the 
same end. Whilst this "feature" is quite broad its wavelength can be 
determined sufficiently well to justify its use at these dispersions. 
The use of the emulsion sensitivity cutoff is described in detail in 
chapter III. That chapter also covers the use of coordinate 
transformations in more detail. Here it is merely noted that 
coordinate transformations have come of age in the recent past with 
the perfection of computer driven automatic plate measuring engines. 
Accurate coordinates along with geometric and intensity weighted 
centroids of all the images on a plate (whether prism or direct) can 
be supplied in a matter of hours. The simplicity of the transformation 
involved for Schmidt plates greatly facilitates the data reduction 
process and accurate wavelength standards for images on a prism plate 
can be derived from the measurement of the corresponding direct plate. 
Clowes et al. (1980) use coordinate transformations in the measurement 
of quasars on Schmidt plates.
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Using a direct plate is more practical than using a "reversed 
prism" plate since it is unlikely, at this time, that two 
"antiparallel" prism plates of the same field will exist. Indeed, the 
reliance on the emulsion cutoff method is due partly to the lack of 
direct plates for fields in which prism plates exist, though the 
number of such anomalous fields will decrease with time as the first 
southern UKSTU/ESO sky surveys near completion. (This problem, of 
course, is not relevant to astronomy in the northern hemisphere where 
the Palomar-Schmidt sky survey is complete). An additional advantage 
of the use of the direct plate is that it can be used to check for 
overlapped images automatically.

The single great advantage of the emulsion cutoff method over all 
others, for the dispersions under consideration, is that, providing 
one has access to a manual microdensitometer, it is possible to 
measure the redshift of a galaxy using nothing more than the prism 
plate,- no intervening computers, mathematics, queues for automatic 
measuring machines etc.,- and in principle it takes about five minutes 
to derive a redshift!

The present state of the art of these latter two methods is 
described in the following chapter.
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III Calibration

111.1 The UK Schmidt Telescope and accessories

111.1.1 General Telescope Specifications

The major source of data for this thesis is the UK Schmidt
telescope. This instrument was commissioned in 1972 and is a
versatile, extremely useful addition to the pool of astronomical
hardware.

The telescope is a 1.2 metre classical Schmidt with a 1.8 metre 
mirror, giving a field of view of 6.5 degrees, (unvignetted field of 
5.4x5.4 degrees). It follows the design of the Palomar Schmidt
telescope. Apart from avoiding the reinventing of the wheel, the other 
practical advantage in building an almost identical instrument is the 
compatibilty of data reduction hardware and software.

In actual fact the UK Schmidt is superior to the original
configuration of the Palomar Schmidt in that the corrector plate is an 
achromat rather than a singlet and thus shows enhanced optical 
performance. This fact, coupled with the development of the Eastman 
Kodak type Ilia emulsions, has enabled the UK Schmidt Telescope Unit 
to offer sky survey plates of noticeably higher quality than the 
original red and blue Palomar surveys. The UK Schmidt differs from the 
original design in that it has a stiffer tube which allows it to take 
the weight of the objective prisms and also results in greater
pointing accuracy over long exposure periods. At this time, however,
the southern sky survey is not quite complete. A new northern sky 
survey, taking advantage of new optics and the advances in 
photography, is being carried out on the Palomar Schmidt and
eventually the whole sky will have been surveyed in a systematic 
manner.

111.1.2 Telescope Optics

More specifically, the corrector plate of the UKST is an achromatic 
doublet, commissioned in 1977, made of Schott UBK7 (crown) and LLF6 
(flint) glass. It is 1.24 metres in diameter and has a neutral zone of 
1.12 metre diameter. The achromatic wavelengths are roughly 3500 and 
8000 Angstroms.
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The original UK Schmidt objective prism, "prism 1", is made of 
Schott BK7 glass and has a refracting angle of 0.720 degrees giving a

o
dispersion of 2440A/mm at H7. This prism was commissioned in 1976. 
Prism 2, the new prism, was commissioned in 1982. It is made of a 
glass with properties closely resembling Schott BK7 and has aO
refracting angle of 2.18056 degrees giving a dispersion of 820A/mm at 
H?. The prisms can be mounted individually, or in combination, at any 
angle. The compound dispersions available are 1240A/mm,- prismso
mounted antiparallel,- and 615A/mm mounted parallel.

The predominant use of Schott BK7 glass in the telescope 
transmission optics is due to its high transmission in the 
ultra-violet.

Telescope and optics were manufactured by Grubb Parsons Ltd.
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Table 3.1; Specifications of the UK Schmidt Telescope.

Aperture diameter 
Mirror diameter 
Focal length 
Field
Unvignetted field (nominal)
Plate size/scale
(Lati tude
(Longi tude
(Altitude

1.24m 
1.83m 
3.07m
6.4x6.4 degrees 
5.4x5.4 degrees 
356x356mm giving 67. 
-31.273 degrees) 
149.070 degrees) 

1.130 Km)

14"/mm
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III.2 Photographic Emulsions

The principal photographic emulsion used in this study is Eastman 
Kodak Illa-J. IIIa-F plates were used in the calibration of the prism 
dispersion curve. Whilst IIIa-F, with its wider waveband, is useful 
for taking spectra of emission line objects, the bumpiness of its 
sensitivity curve redward of 5000 Angstroms makes it unsuitable for 
this study. Eastman Kodak type Ilia emulsions are fine grain 
emulsions, the grain size being less than 1 micron. (It is noted here 
that with optimum seeing, the minimum size of images on UK Schmidt 
plates is 22 microns).

The wavelength range of Illa-J is roughly 5480 to 3000 Angtroms and 
for IIIa-F is 6900 to 3000. In both cases the former figure is the 
wavelength of the emulsion sensitivity cutoff and the latter is the 
atmospheric UV cutoff.

The plates are hypersensitized in the usual manner for type-IIIa 
emulsions,- baking in nitrogen, then hydrogen at 20 celsius for 
several hours (Sim 1978 and references therein).

To combat the fungus-like condition, known as gold-spot disease, 
which attacks Illa-J emulsion (UKSTU 1983), plates may be selenium 
toned. (This also stops the spread of spots on affected plates). This 
is a new process and measurements of a high dipersion Illa-J prism 
plate, before and after toning, indicates no systematic effects as 
yet. (The other solution is, of course, to copy the plates before the 
disease sets in). The existence of gold spot disease is a great 
handicap in the measurement of direct plates where the data reduction 
software cannot distinguish between spots and images.

As far as prism plates are concerned, since the spots are usually 
circular it may be possible to automatically subtract them from a scan 
of a prism plate and the only reason that the disease is mentioned is 
that the selenium toning might be a possible source of "spectral 
features", though, as noted above, this is unlikely and has not been 
observed in the only toned prism plate that has been measured. It 
should be noted, however, that the spots tend to occur on areas of a 
particular photographic density, hence spectral images of given 
brightness might exhibit a band of spots at a particular wavelength. 
(This density preferance can most easily be seen on the calibration 
density step wedges on the edges of infected plates). It is possible,
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but unlikely, that this effect would interfere with feature 
identification,- unlikely because the band of spots would resemble an 
emission line, if anything, and this "line" would have an unusual 
wavelength dependance on image peak density.

The most important emulsion parameters of concern here are the 
sensitivity, the signal to noise variations and the form of the 
emulsion sensitivity cutoff. Those who wish to study faint objects at 
high resolution will also be concerned with contrast and grain size.

The ideal sensitivity variation as a function of wavelength would 
be a step function (astronomers not concerned with the use of prism 
spectroscopy for velocity determinations might disagree). The flat 
plateau would not introduce extraneous "spectral" features and the 
sharp cutoff would make velocity determinations via the cutoff 
childsplay. However, as figure 3.1 shows, the real situation is 
somewhat different. (This diagram shows the sensitivity curve for 
unsensitized Illa-J emulsion. The curve for hypersensitized Illa-J is 
slightly steeper at the green end but is otherwise similar. The 
important point is that the variation is smooth over the useful 
range)
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Figure 3.1: Emulsion sensitivity as a function of wavelength for
Eastman-Kodak Illa-J emulsion. The abscissa is in Angstroms, the 
ordinate is logarithm of sensitivity for moderately low density above 
fog. (Adapted from Kodak Manual P-315).

Figure 3.2: Signal to noise ratio as a function of exposure for
Eastman-Kodak Ilia—J emulsion, illustrating the existence of an 
optimum exposure. (Adapted from Eccles et al. 1983).
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There are no sharp jumps in the sensitivity curve for Illa-J so 
there is little danger of misinterpreting features appearing in the 
spectra, though it should be noted that at dispersion 1 a dip in the
sensitivity curve at 4400A can be confused with the G-band in some
cases. What is at once apparent however, is the width of the
sensitivity cutoff. This large width results in the possibility that
any genuine spectral feature that coincides with the cutoff will be 
hidden by it and, more importantly, the wavelength of the cutoff 
midpoint will vary as the spectral feature is redshifted down it. The 
other disadvantage of finite cutoff width is that when convolved with 
image continua of varying colours/slopes the midpoint of the cutoff 
varies systematically. The cutoff also varies with the peak intensity 
of incident light. The calibration of these variations is discussed in 
section III.4.

The variation of signal to noise ratios with exposure and 
hypersensitizing is a well investigated phenomenon. Sim (1978) gives a 
review of hypersensitizing techniques, which have not altered 
significantly in the intervening time,- though various measures such 
as the blowing of nitrogen through the plate holder during the 
exposure have been attempted,- and the plate material used in this
project comes under the heading of "tried and trusted" as far as 
emulsion properties go.

The relevant point concerning signal to noise ratios is that the
ratio reaches a peak value at a given exposure and falls away
thereafter. It is noted that since the fall-off of signal to noise at
high exposure is shallower than than the rise at low exposure, it is
safer to over expose a plate than the reverse. Figure 3.2 illustrates 
the trends. The importance of this fact is that it effectively limits 
the integration time to, for example, one hour in the case of Illa-J. 
(This is a nominal figure and depends on sky-brightness, filters etc.) 
This time limit is regardless of the dispersion used. In principle 
then, an optimum exposure at dispersion 1 will be 0.75 magnitudes 
deeper than at dispersion 2 and 1.2 magnitudes deeper than at 
dispersion 3. This is one of the major limitations on higher
dispersion surveys. Perfection of a fibre-optic system for the UKST 
(Watson 1983 and references therein) would probably make redshift 
surveys redundant at all but dispersions 1 and 2;- it is only at these
dispersions that numbers are large enough to justify the survey.
Certainly it is unlikely in the near future that fibre systems will 
have a capacity even approaching the three hundred channels/fibres 
that would be the equivalent of a high quality Schmidt objective prism
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plate at dispersion 2. Photographic emulsions are likely to remain an 
important form of detector for an appreciable time, despite the 
inroads of new optical and electronic technology.
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III.3 The Prism Dispersion Curve

It is instructive to derive a dispersion curve from the physical 
measurement of absorption and emission line positions in spectra in 
order to (a) compare the empirical curve with that predicted from the 
manufacturers data and (b) evaluate field and systematic errors in the 
derivation of wavelengths from prism plates.

To this end a variety of stars and planetary nebulae have been 
measured with the aid of a Joyce-Loebl 3c microdensitometer and the 
COSMOS automatic measuring machine.

Principal measurements were taken from from an un-hypered IIIa-F 
prism plate of five minute exposure and taken at a zenith distance of 
29 degrees. The orientation of the prism was north-south and the 
spectra were widened to 150 microns.

In addition to this plate (UR 7594P 3N) measurements were also 
taken from IIIa-F plates UR 7565P 3N, UR 7569P 3NW, UR 7576P 3N and 
Illa-J plates UJ 7572P 3N, UJ 7574P 3NW and UJ 7824P 3N, with the aim 
of checking for differences between plates and also checking the 
wavelength of the sensitivity cutoff in the two emulsions.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the appearance of stellar spectra on both 
Illa-J and IIIa-F emulsions, with and without widening. (Figure 3.3b 
shows the complementary density traces).



Figure 3.3a: The appearance of spectra on UKST prism
plates. These photographs are all x28 enlargements 
from original prism plates. The spectra are from IIIa-F 
plates UR 7621P (2NW), UR 7594P (3NW), UR 7610P (4NW), 
UR 7565P (3N) and Illa-J plate UJ 7574P (3NW) and 
illustrate the range of options available with the 
UKST. Dispersions 2, 3 and 4 are illustrated for 
comparison, as are widened and unwidened spectra 
and the two principal emulsions. The spectral 
classifications for each set of spectra are by the 
author since these stars are too faint to appear in 
standard catalogues. The IIIa-F examples at all three 
dispersions are the same ten stars. The widened, 
dispersion 3, IIIa-F spectra were used in the prism 
calibration. Widening offers advantages only when 
classifying stars directly by eye and offers no 
advantage when measuring objects with a micro
densitometer. Widening of galaxy spectra would result 
in unnecessary smearing of detail. These spectra show 
that there is no advantage in using IIIa-F spectra in 
preferance to Illa-J unless the astronomer is 
particularly interested in red emission lines or very 
late type stars.



Top: Dispersion 2, IIIa-F widened. From top; 1)A0-A2,
2)A3-A6, 3)A7-A9, 4)F3-F6, 5)F7-F9, 6)F9-G0, 7)G3-G6,
8 )K3-K6, 9 )M0-M2 and 10)M3-M6.
Below; Dispersion 2, Illa-J widened. From top; 1)A0-A7,
2)A7-F2, 3)F0-F4, 4)F3-F7, 5)F7-G2, 6)G3-G7, 7)G5-G9
and 8)K0-K4.



JO

Dispersion 3, IIIa-F, widened and unwidened in 
complementary pairs. Pair: 1)A0-A2, 2)A3-A6, 3)A7-A9, 
4)F3-F6, 5)F7-F9, 6)F9-G0, 7)G3-G6, 8)K3-K6, 9)M0-M2 
and 10)M3-M6.
These are the same ten stars as on the previous page, 
top, and following page.
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Dispersion 4, IIIa-F, widened. From top; 1)A0-A2, 
2)A3-A6, 3)A7-A9, 4)F3-F6, 5)F7-F9, 6)F9-G0, 7)G3-G6, 
8)K3-K6, 9)M0-M2 and 10)M3-M6. These are the same ten 
stars as on page 29, top, and previous page.
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Figure 3.3b: Microdensitoraeter scans of the dispersion 3 spectra
illustrated in figure 3.3a. The ordinate is in arbitrary density 
units. The abscissa is linear plate scale (not wavelength). The order 
of the spectral types is the same as the dispersion 3 spectra in 
figure 3.3a. The unwidened spectra in figure 3.3a are not shown here. 
For a more complete set of UKST spectra at the various dispersions 
available, see Savage et al. 1984a,b. For standard spectra at 
dispersion 1, see Kelly et al. 1982. Nb. the Illa-J spectra were 
digitised on a PDS whilst the IIIa-F spectra were measured on a 
Joyce-Loebl 3c.
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The following sections discuss the variation of dispersion with 
atmospheric effects and the system dispersion and the experimentally 
derived curve.

III.3.1 Atmospheric dispersion

Atmospheric refraction can have a significant effect, even on 
direct plates, due to the gradient of refraction across the field.(The 
field being 6.5x6.5 degrees). This effect results in a compression of 
the field in a direction parallel to that of the meridian. The 
distortion introduced can be minimised by adjustment of the polar axis 
of the telescope (Wallace & Tritton 1979). This is the cause of the 
slope of the spectral lines with respect to the dispersion direction 
(especially noticeable in widened spectra).This effect does not change 
the spacing of the lines and can therefore be ignored.

A simpler and more important aspect of atmospheric refraction is 
that due to the wavelength dependance of the effect. The atmospheric 
dispersion may become noticeable at the higher dispersion of the new 
prism, especially at large zenith distances.

For

R=Z -Z (IH.l)t ^
where Z is the true zenith distance and Ẑ  is the apparent zenith 
distance Allen(1973) gives

R=A( X)tan( Z^) -B (T , P )tan3 ( Z j  (III.2)

for dry air at 15 Celcius and 760mm Hg.

Variation of the refractive index with conditions of extreme
temperature and pressure is not spectacular and it is also doubtful
whether observations would take place in such conditions. We therefore 
ignore the effects of varying temperature and pressure for the
waveband under consideration (3250 to 7000 Angstroms).

For the fixed temperature and pressure given above we have

A=(n-1)+B (III.3)

were n is the refractive index and B=0.067 arcseconds. Hence

R=((n-l)+B)tan(Z„)-Btan3 ( Z j  (III.4)

The refractive index is given by Edlen(1953)
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10* (n-l)=a+b/(c-(51 )+d/(e-d*) (III.5)

with; a=6432.8,b=2949810,c=146,d=25540,e=41, d is the wave number 1/A, 
A given in microns. The fraction of this dispersion that is parallel 
to the prism dispersion is a function of hour angle and declination. 
We note, however, that whenever possible, Schmidt plates are taken on 
the meridian. We therefore calculate the maximum atmospheric 
dispersion likely to be encountered and check that this is below the 
limits of detection on the prism plates.

Dispersion curves for typical and extreme zenith distances are 
shown in figure 3.4. For the extreme wavelength range 3250 to 7000 
Angstroms and extreme zenith distance, we find that the spectrum is 
extended by 60 microns on the plate. As will be noted below this 
effect is measurable. However for the useful wavelength range (3500 to 
6750 Angstroms) and typical zenith distances the effect is barely 
measurable- causing extension of the entire spectrum by roughly 12 
microns.
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Figure 3.4a: Atmospheric dispersion for typical zenith distance,-
about ten degrees,- during an observation. Figure 3.4b: Maximum 
atmospheric dispersion likely to be encountered,- large zenith 
distance (>60°) and extreme waveband. The ordinates are wavelength in 
microns and the abscissae are the amount by which the corresponding 
ray will be deviated. The relative displacement is more important in 
this context.
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Obviously if one desires a rigorous check on the amount of 
atmospheric dispersion, one would also take a plate with east-west 
prism orientation under identical conditions and compare the two;- for 
plates taken on the meridian any systematic difference would lie 
within the telescope itself.

III.3.2 Corrector Plate

As noted above,the corrector plate is an achromatic doublet made of 
Schott UBK7 and LLF6 glass. Apart from the prism it is the most 
substantial piece of glass in the system.

Measurements of direct plates indicate that the corrector has no 
chromatic abberation within the limits of detection. Assuming that the 
manufacturers specifications are accurate then the additional 
dispersion due to the corrector plate should be less than one micron. 
The manufacturers data show that spot size increases with wavelength 
at the edges of the field and decreases with wavelength at the centre. 
No systematic field effect consistent with these data has been 
detected.

Figure 3.5 shows the variation of spot-size (i.e. image diameter) 
with wavelength. The same relation for the original (singlet) UKST 
corrector plate is shown for comparison. (Reproduced from
manufacturers data. See UKSTU 1983).
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Figure 3.5: Spot size for the UKST achromatic corrector plate as
a function of wavelength. Shown for comparison is the spot size for 
the original corrector plate. The spot size for the achromat varies by 
only 8 microns over the waveband of IIIa-F. (UK.STQ handbook).
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111.3.3 Thin Prism Aproximation & Non-Minimum Deviation Angles

The use of the thin prism approximation in the derivation of the 
theoretical dispersion curve and the gradient of dispersion across the 
plate due to departure from Mininxm-Deviation are responsible for 
discrepancies on the plate of roughly 5 microns over the whole 
spectrum. Again this figure corresponds to an extreme wavelength range 
and the figure would be less for a more reasonable range. I.e; the 
uncertainty in the relative positions of neighbouring Balmer lines 
would be of the order of single Angstroms.

For the wavelength range 3250 to 7000 Angstrom the thin prism 
approximation changes the length of the spectrum by 1.7 microns whilst 
the difference in spectra length on moving from field centre to field 
edge is less than 5 microns.

A more detailed discussion is given in appendix A.

Conclusion; for an average set of parameters the errors introduced by 
these extraneous sources of system dispersion are of the order of the 
errors of measurement inherent in the microdensitometer and may be 
marginally detectable in a large sample proccessed by an automatic 
measuring machine such as COSMOS.

To the accuracy of our measurement there are no detectable field 
effects on the plate. No systematic effects between different plates 
(at similar zenith distances) were observed. We believe that for 
zenith distances less than 40 degrees atmospheric effects can be 
ignored. Beyond this, such effects may become noticeable with careful 
measurement of spectra, but will not be observable in small samples 
until extreme zenith distances are reached.

111.3.4 The Dispersion Curve

The dispersion curve was determined empirically by the measurement 
of A-type stars with well defined Balmer lines and planetary nebulae 
and Wolf-Rayet stars with well defined emission lines. M-type stars 
were also measured but the centres of the TiO molecular bands could 
not be defined to the accuracy desired.

The stars were measured on a Joyce-Loebl microdensitometer which 
enlarged the 4mm spectra to 200mm;- quite sufficient to allow accurate 
manual measurement. The microdensitometer itself was calibrated with a
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Moire grating of known spacing.

A number of plates were also measured with COSMOS to provide
corroboration.

The sample used consisted of (a) 40 A-type stars with Balmer lines 
HjS to Hi in prominent absorption and (b) 10 emission line objects 
including planetary nebulae showing Hot in emission and Wolf-Rayet 
stars showing HeI5875,HeIl6559-70 and CIII5812 in emission. Due to the 
broad lines and many blends present in most Wolf-Rayet spectra at this 
dispersion, these objects were used only for corroboration. An 
additional sample of thirty or so stars were added to this sample to 
provide an appropriate set for emulsion sensitivity cut-off
calibration.

Having obtained the separations of the lines we attempted to fit
the data to a Hartmann dispersion formula of the form

\ = X 04C/(X+Xo)A (III. 6)

The fit was made using the least squares technique.

As a test of the accuracy of this method when applied to such a 
non-linear curve, we obtained the theoretical separations of the 
lines,-derived from the manufacturers data for the refractive 
index,-and used these pseudo-wavelengths in our algorithm. The 
residuals from the input values and the corresponding values evaluated 
using the Hartmann formula were obtained, - giving an indication of 
the accuracy attainable.

It was found that the commonly quoted value of A=l/1.2 should be 
replaced by A=0.86, the former being more appropriate to a much larger 
wave-band. Using separations derived from the manufacturers formula 
for the refractive index we found that the optimum values of the
constants in the Hartmann approximation formula are; X 0=1338.332
Angstroms,C=7923.777 Angstroms, X 0=3.0912mm and A=0.86

Table 3.2 shows the accuracy of the Hartmann/Least-squares fit. 
Column 2 shows the input wavelengths, column 1 shows the refactive index 
(derived from manufacturers data) for those wavelengths, column3 shows 
the derived separations-again using the manufacturers dataj- column4 
shows the output wavelengths calculated using the Hartmann formula 
with the above constants and column5 shows the residuals between the
input and output values of the wavelength.
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Table 3.2:

Refractive Input X Output Residuals
index wavelength wavelength

(microns) (mm) (microns) (microns)

1.51264263 0.700 5 9. 96 0.700534 -0.000534
1.51333638 0.675 60.04 0.675046 -0.000046
1.51409697 0.650 60.13 0.649778 -0.000202
1.51493649 0.625 60.23 0.624721 0.000279
1.51586978 0.600 60.34 0.599756 0.000244
1.51691524 0.575 60.46 0.574849 0.000151
1.51809582 0.550 60.60 0.549960 0.000040
1.51944057 0.525 60.76 0.525051 -0.000054
1.52098665 0.500 60. 94 0.500111 -0.000111
1.52278227 0.475 61.15 0.475119 -0.000119
1.52489080 0.450 61.40 0.450082 -0.000082
1.52739698 0.425 61.70 0.425018 -0.000018
1.53041585 0.400 62.06 0.399965 0.000035
1.53410634 0.375 62.50 0.374988 0.000012

The RMS residual is 1.89 Angstroms showing the potential accuracy of 
this method. This formula gives a figure of 835 Angstroms per mm at
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However after extensive measurements of spectra taken from 
objective prism plates we find that the actual dispersion curve varies 
from this approximation by a noticeable amount. Applying a least 
squares fit of the Hartmann approximation to the empirical data we 
found that the optimum values of the constants are as follows; 
X=1385.648 Angstroms,C=7794.254 Angstroms, Xo=3.0912,A=0.86 
-giving an inverse dispersion of 822 Angstroms per mm at HY.

Table 3.3 shows the accuracy of this fit when applied to the
empirical data. Column2 gives the accepted value of the wavelength of 
the given line, column3 gives the separation on the plate (HT is the
zero point), column4 gives the wavelength as derived from the Hartmann
approximation using the separation (X) as input. Column5 gives the 
residuals, column6 is the spread of measured wavelengths. X is in mm 
and wavelength is in angstroms.
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Table 3.3:

Line Wavelength X Output Residuals d

wavelength
(Angstroms) (mm) (Angs troms) (Angstroms) (Angs troms)

Hoc 6565 -1.483 6566.663 1.663 24.18
He I 5875 -1.190 5871.788 -3.212 22.13
Hfi 4861 -0.535 4862.932 1.932 7.02
H t 4340 0 4338.661 -1.339 3.44
H6 4101 0.317 4100.858 -0.142 3.36
H e 3969 0.516 3971.400 2.400 3.34

3889 0.653 3889. 966 0.966 3.54
3835 0.751 3834.920 -0.080 3.30

He 3797 0.823 3796.053 -0.947 2.91
Hi 3770 0.875 3768.760 -1.240 2.57
Oil* 3727 0.958 3726.592 -0.408
NIV* 3483 1.500 3486.963 3.963

The RMS residual is 1.666 Angstroms.

* these lines were not used in the fit but were included here to 
indicate the accuracy of the fit. Only 3 NIV lines were available,- 
showing the accuracy attainable with a limited sample,- however it 
should be remembered that the curve is less sensitive to errors at the 
blue end.
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111.3.5 Resolution

The He* emission line observed in planetary nebulae usually has Nil 
lines 6584A and 6548A in the shoulders. These lines are not quite 
visible as separate entities in the observed planetary nebulae, 
indicating a resolution approaching 35 Angstroms at H*. NeIII3868, 
found in emission in planetary nebulae, has just visible in the red 
wing, indicating a resolution approaching 20 Angstroms at HJ .

Dawe (1982 private communication) finds that the resolution is not 
limited by the prism, but by the achromat or seeing,

resolution at given A =SdA/dxlx (III.7)

where S = 22 microns if the seeing is better than 1.5 arcseconds, else 
S = 14.9D microns, D being the seeing disc in arcseconds. dA/dx|x is
the dispersion in A/mm at wavelength X .

111.3.6 Conclusions

The optimum empirical fit to the dispersion curve using the Hartmann 
formula is

X=1385.648+7794.254/(X+3.01012)0'86 (III. 8)

Wavelengths of spectral features in individual stars can be determined 
to an accuracy of +/-25 Angstroms at Hot and +/-5 Angstroms in the blue 
region of the spectrum.

Resolution at Hot approaches 35 Angstroms and for the blue region 
approaches 10 Angstroms, but will be limited either by seeing, if the 
seeing is bad, or by the acromat (22 micron resolution) if the seeing 
is good.
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III.4 Reference Wavelengths for Velocity Determinations

Having verified the form of the dispersion curve it is now 
necessary to decide upon some method of defining a reference point 
from which the Doppler shift of spectral features can be deduced.

The resolution of the telescope with prism 2 mounted is such that 
one expects an error of +/— lOOOKm/s in velocity if that velocity is 
determined via the measurement of one spectral feature at the 
wavelength of H'T. Obviously the accuracy will improve if we measure 
several features, but the inference that should be drawn here is that 
a highly sophisticated and accurate method of providing reference 
points for a wavelength scale is not justified by this limit on the 
errors. It is for this reason that the first method,- that of using 
the emulsion sensitivity cutoff as a fixed wavelength standard,- can 
be applied with good success despite the fact that at very high 
dispersions it would not be sufficiently accurate. The second method 
discussed here is that of coordinate transformatioms from plate to 
plate. Again, this method need not be applied quite so meticulously 
as would be necessary at very high dispersions.

III.4.1 The Emulsion Sensitivity Cutoff

As noted in section III.2, both Illa-J and IIIa-F emulsions exhibit 
large drops in sensitivity at long wavelengths, the midpoints of these 
sensitivity cutoffs being 5380 and 6900A respectively. Therefore the 
midpoint of the cutoff of each spectrum (see figure 4.7) can be used, 
in conjunction with the dispersion curve, to derive the wavelengths of 
features in the spectrum. In most cases the feature can be
unambiguously identified, its rest wavelength assigned and the D’dppler 
shift and velocity evaluated in the usual manner.

This section discusses the determination and calibration of the 
wavelength of the cutoff. The cutoff position for Illa-J emulsion is 
measured from density (or intensity) traces of several stellar
spectra. Stars have Do'ppler shifts that are low enough to be 
completely hidden by the random errors of measurement and are 
therefore effectively at zero redshift. Measurements of a large enough 
sample of stellar spectra should produce a reliable figure for the
position of the cutoff. In the case of dispersion 1 it is sufficient
to use spectra of stars of moderately late spectral type. The reasons 
for this are two-fold;- firstly, galaxies have similar colours, in
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general, to late-type stars (see figure 3.6) and, all else being 
equal, would have similar spectra, secondly and more practically, in 
the high galactic latitude and at the depth reached at dispersion 1, 
the predominant population is of this spectral type and searching for, 
say, A-type stars would be a time consuming process.
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Figure 3.6: Variation of galaxy colours with T— type. The abscissa
shows B—V colours for each T-type and also shows the corresponding 
stellar spectral type for comparison. The ordinates give the Hubble 
type and the T-type. (Data from RG2).
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Once the sample of homogeneously typed stellar spectra has been 
gathered, a plot of cutoff wavelength,- derived by assuming zero 
stellar Doppler shift and measuring the separation of the cutoff half 
maximum density point and known spectral features,- versus image peak 
density can be produced. Figure 3.7 is such a plot. Typically, we see 
a blueward shift of the wavelength of the cutoff midpoint with 
decreasing image peak density. Conversion to intensity (see chapter 
IV) should remove this variation but it is still advisable to perform 
this cutoff versus "brightness" calibration, firstly, to find the mean 
value of the cutoff for that plate and secondly, to check for any 
residual variation.

It is wise to perform this calibration for every plate, or at least 
every emulsion batch, to ensure consistency between measurements from 
different plates.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of cutoff wavelength with image peak
density for fixed spectral-type/image-colour. The cutoff wavelength is 
defined as the half maximum density point, where density is measured 
from the background fog.

Figure 3.8: Variation of cutoff wavelength with image colour or
spectral type. (Adapted from Emerson 1982).

wavelength with image 
1982).
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In addition to calibrating the variation of the wavelength of the 
cutoff half maximum density point versus peak image density it is also 
useful, for a sample of constant peak density, to calibrate the 
variation of cutoff midpoint with spectral type. The rationale behind 
this is that the varying colour from early to late spectral types is 
manifested as a change in the slope of the continuum which, when 
convolved with the finite width of the sensitivity cutoff, results in 
a systematic variation of cutoff wavelength with image spectral type. 
The magnitude of this variation has been predicted by detailed 
simulations, of galaxy and stellar spectra, constructed by Dr D. 
Emerson (1982,1983 private communication). These simulations predict a

o
shift of 70A in the cutoff wavelength in going from spectral types BO
to M5. This corresponds to a variation of the cutoff wavelength of

©roughly 25A over the spectral range occupied by galaxies.

It should be noted that this calibration need only be applied to
dispersions higher than dispersion 1 for two reasons; (1) at 
dispersion 1 the depth of the sample is such that it is not possible 
to assign reliable morphological types to the fainter galaxy images
(2) the more limited accuracy of dispersion 1 makes this calibration 
an academic exercise;- not only would it not influence the results in 
any noticeable way, it is also unlikely that the measurements of
stellar spectral features (e.g. Ca H and K + 4000A feature) would be 
accurate enough to show the variation.

Also it is unlikely that a wide enough spectral range could be
selected to give a representative sample. This problem occurs with any 
high galactic latitude, deep prism plate whether at dispersion 1 or 4. 
The solution to this is to measure the variation of cutoff wavelength 
with image colour for a rich galactic field, in which every spectral 
type is populous, and assume that the results apply to deep, high 
latitude Illa-J plates;- n.b. there is no a priori reason to assume 
that this is not so and any variation from plate to plate would 
probably be undetectable above the random errors.

It is unlikely that this calibration need be applied rigorously to 
every plate, once an initial calibration has been made, and I suggest 
that Dr Emersons simulations will provide adequate calibration for a 
general sample of plate material. Figure 3.8 illustrates the image 
colour versus cutoff wavelength variation.

Another source of systematic variation in the wavelength of the 
cutoff midpoint is the presence of spectral features whether in
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absorption or emission.

Emission features tend to move the cutoff towards the red. A 
typical example is the 5007+49590III line. Although several hundred 
Angstroms from the nominal cutoff wavelength, the low dispersion at 
long wavelengths gives the appearance that these lines are actually on 
the cutoff and unless the emitting region has a bright continuum, it 
is difficult to define the cutoff midpoint. However when there is an 
observable continuum, one can usually discern a shoulder at the base 
of the line which can be associated with the top of the cutoff.

With absorption features the problem is rather more insidious;- 
emission lines are usually bright and obvious at a glance, but with 
absorption features one has to assume a given line strength for a 
given morphological type and hope that the galaxy under observation is 
not anomalous in any way. This difficulty is due to the dispersion in 
the red being so low that individual lines cant be resolved and thus 
have their presence verified empirically. Emerson (1982) notes that 
whilst these variations are in principle measurable, various other 
effects act to smooth them out. In a large sample of galaxies with 
strong Mg b and Mg H lines one might expect to see a small systematic 
variation on going from zero to moderate redshifts. It would be
difficult to verify this without a large sample of calibration 
redshifts,- the existence of which would negate the necessity for 
prism redshifts.

Another possible source of systematic error that is very likely to 
be drowned in the random noise is the variation of the cutoff as the 
slope of the redshifted continuum varies. This effect will certainly 
be negligible in this context.

III.4.2 Coordinate Transformations

The second method of determining wavelengths of spectral features 
is to use a coordinate transformation from direct to prism plate. A 
transformation of the form equation (II.2) is applied to the
coordinates of images measured on the direct plate to match them with 
corresponding images on the prism plate. Thus for each image on the 
prism plate we have a reference point from which the dispersion curve 
can be zeroed. This of course only gives relative positions,- 
especially if the fields do not overlap exactly,- and we make the same
assumption as above viz. all stellar spectra are effectively at zero
redshift and we therefore have a set of absolute reference points. 
The Do'ppler shifts of galaxies can be measured with respect to the 
zero-shift stars and any dependance on the accuracy of cutoff
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positions for individual objects is removed,- only systematic effects 
possibly remain. S.M. Beard and I have calibrated this transformation 
for data supplied by Dr P.C. Hewett and the results are plotted in 
figure 3.9. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show cutoff positions determined via

O4000A feature-cutoff separation and coordinate transformations 
respectively,- for spectra at dispersion 1. Naively, one would expect 
the former plot to be a factor of -f2 more scattered since the accuracy 
depends on the random errors of two "features" rather than one. 
Comparison of figures a and b show that this is approximately so,- 
confirming the superior accuracy of the transformation method. It 
should be noted that the centroids of galaxies may vary from prism to 
direct plate and that this would increase the errors of the coordinate 
transformation method by a small amount. Figures 3.9c and 3.9d show 
cutoff position as a function of X and Y on the plate;- there is 
neither a systematic difference between X and Y nor variation of 
cutoff with position thus confirming the consistency of the 
transformation.

All of the results in this study are based on the former method of 
deducing spectral feature wavelengths. Although less accurate than the 
coordinate transformation method, it does have one important redeeming 
feature;- simplicity. As noted in chapter II, all that is needed is a 
prism plate and a manual microdensitometer and, providing the 
calibration has already been performed (and the microdensitometer has 
warmed up), the velocity of a galaxy can be derived in less than five 
minutes. We are not dependant on the existence of complementary direct 
plates, nor are we dependant on the availability of time on automatic 
measuring machines (which would have to measure two entire plates for 
the transformation method) and appropriate hardware and software for 
the reduction of the digitised data.

However in favour of the transformation method, time limits 
notwithstanding, apart from improved accuracy we note that (1) the 
Southern Sky Survey will not be incomplete for long (2) the reduction 
of data from the direct plate can automatically sift out such menaces 
as overlapped images (3) for some classes of galaxy the most prominent 
spectral features are emission lines from HII regions,- these regions 
are usually quite faint and have measureable separation from the 
brighter nucleus and therefore cannot be measured against the image 
cutoff,- which can be catered for more reliably by coordinate 
transformations (see figure 4.4) (4) this method is, by its nature, 
automatic.

In summary, if time and facilities are available, the coordinate 
transformation method is to be recommended, though the cutoff method
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is by no means drastically more inaccurate and does offer considerable 
practical advantages if the sample size is not over-large.

Post-script: At time of writing Dr Hewett is measuring a higher
dispersion prism plate to provide us with data from which we can
produce a more detailed assessment of the coordinate transformation
method.
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Figure 3.9c,d: Cutoff wavelength determined by coordinate
transformation versus x and y plate position respectively. Lack of 
variation of the cutoff with x and y shows that field effects have 
been adequately catered for.
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IV The Spectra; Data deduction

IV.1 Objective Prism Spectra of Galaxies

Figures 4.1a,b and c are examples of galaxy spectra at dispersion 
2. Figure 4.Id is a star of spectral type G included for comparison. 
Figure 4.1a is the spectrum of Virgo galaxy NGC4486b,- a compact
elliptical of morphological type T=-6 and magnitude Bfc =14.5. Figure 
4.1b is NGC4436 (late lenticular) from the same region and figure 4.1c 
is an elliptical from field 1009. Figure 4.2 shows an elliptical and 
spiral galaxy at dispersions 1, 2 and 3 in the form of
microdensitometer tracings and photographs of the Schmidt plates. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the difficulty of comparing different plates at 
different dispersions,- problems include the use of filters and 
saturation.

The form of the stellar spectrum is the result of the convolution 
of the original spectrum, the seeing disc, the instrumental
resolution, the prism dispersion curve, the photographic emulsion 
sensitivity curve and the transmission functions of the atmosphere and 
the telescope optics.

In the case of galaxy spectra, all the above factors apply, 
together with the convolution of the luminosity profile of the galaxy 
and, strictly, the admixture of the various spectral populations 
across the disc. (See figure 4.3,- variation of galaxy colour with 
radius). The noise characteristics of the emulsion and the optical 
configuration of the measuring machine are also important, but to a 
lesser extent. The emulsion signal to noise characteristics are 
usually of more importance in determining the optimum exposure time. 
Sky brightness introduces much more random noise than any grain noise 
inherent in the emulsion. The output signal to noise is given by

E/^ =0.4343(17 ̂  (IV. 1)

E is the exposure, gamma is the contrast (the slope of the D vs. 
Log(E) curve) and % and Sd are the RMS uncertainties in exposure and 
density respectively. ^ is dependant on the grain type of the 
emulsion and the total diffuse density, i.e. Sj is a function of the 
gross fog density, the sky fog density and, where applicable, the 
signal density (Eccles et al. 1983). For Illa-J emulsion, a 1000 
square micron measuring aperture and a total density of 0.2, Sj =0.007, 
whilst for a density of 1.0 ^ =0.019 (Furenlid 1978). The former
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density is typical of the chemical fog on a plate, the latter is 
typical of the background level on a sky limited Illa-J exposure. 
Hence sky noise contributes significantly more to the final signal to 
noise ratio than does the chemical fog or grain noise on its own. (The 
figures for IIla-F are almost identical).

The transmission functions of air and glass are smooth in the 
waveband of interest.
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Figure 4.1: Dispersion 2 spectra from Illa-J prism plates. 4.1a
is E0 galaxy NGC4486b and 4.1b is late lenticular NGC4436, both of 
which are from plate BJ 7612P (2N) of the Virgo cluster. 4.1c is an 
elliptical galaxy from field 1009, (BJ 8611P (2N)). 4.Id is a G-type 
star for comparison. The cutoff wavelength is nominally 5380A. The 
abscissae are the pixel numbers from the data array,- the pixels being 
16x16 microns. The ordinates are in arbitrary units.



Figure 4.2a-b: Comparison of dispersions 1, 2 and 3. 4.2a are
NGC4486b at dispersions 1,2 and 3 respectively. Note;- the dispersion 
1 spectrum is saturated and the dispersion 2 plate is filtered (filter 
GG385), illustrating the difficulties encountered when classifying and 
comparing prism spectra. With a compact galaxy, such as this, one can 
expect to see the 4000A feature at dispersion 1 and also the G-band at 
higher dispersions. With less "clean" spectra these are difficult to 
see without the aid of a microdensitometer.



Figure 4.2b: NGC4305, as for 4.2a. (Nb for NGC4305 feature 
positions are deduced from known velocity (from slit spectroscopy)).



Figure 4.2c: Appearance of NGC4486b on the direct plate and at
dispersions 1, 2 and 3,- plates J2137, UJ 4055P (IN), BJ7612P (2N),
UJ 7817P (3N),- respectively.

Figure 4.2d: NGC4305, as for 4.2c.
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Figure 4.3a,b: 4.3a Colour as a function of radius for galaxies.
Specifically this is a plot of colour versus aperture (A) rather than 
radius. (D(0) is the corrected diameter of the galaxy). (Adapted from 
de Vaucouleurs 1961). 4.3b colour gradients for the spheroids of the 
indicated morphological type. (Adapted from Wirth 1981).
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IV.1.1 The Continuum

In the first instance, the prism dispersion curve and the emulsion 
sensitivity curve play the most obvious role in affecting the final 
form of the spectrum. The dispersion curve, with its non-linearity, is 
responsible for concentrating most of the incident flux at the red end 
of the spectrum. This results in the tadpole shape of the spectra on 
unwidened prism plates and the red peak in intensity or density seen 
in plots of scans of the spectra. The emulsion sensitivity curve is, 
of course, responsible for the sharp drop in the spectrum at roughly

t5400A, however the relative smoothness of the remainder of the 
sensitivity curve leaves the rest of the spectrum practically 
undisturbed.

More specifically we note that the final appearance of the 
continuum is of less concern at higher dispersions than at dispersion 
1. The reason for this is that the higher dispersions enforce brighter 
limiting magnitudes on the sample. This in turn means that the 
observed redshifts have a lower practical limit. At dispersion 2, for 
example, due to the limiting magnitude of 16.5 (or possibly, 17.0, in 
exceptional conditions) it is unlikely that one will encounter 
galaxies of redshifts much higher than about 0.1. At dispersion 1 it 
is not unknown to measure redshifts in excess of z=0.2. The effects of 
this higher redshift limit manifest themselves in two seeminglyo
different ways; (1) the 4000A feature approaches the emulsion cutoff 
(and disappears over it if the redshift exceeds 0.25). Due to the
steep slope of the continuum at this point, the 4000^. feature becomes
less easy to measure, as the top and bottom of the feature blend in
with the continuum slope. (The midpoint of the 4000A feature is 
usually used as the point of measurement at dispersion 1 (Cooke 1980, 
Beard 1983)). At high redshifts the G-band "disappears" and the top of 
the 4000A discontinuity becomes a point of inflexion in the continuum 
slope. At higher redshifts still, this too disappears and the 
estimation of the position of the 4000& feature midpoint becomes more 
involved,- depending on the position of the "misplaced top" (Emerson
1983). (2) the resolution at the red end of the spectrum is worse than 
that at the blue end, hence measurement of spectral features at the 
red end will result in larger errors than measurement of similar 
features at the blue end. So, for a sample of uniform magnitude, one 
would expect those objects at higher redshift to have larger redshift 
errors if the same feature were used to derive the redshift 
throughout. Both of these effects are, of course, due to the 
non-linear manner in which the dispersion curve varies.
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At higher dispersions, the redshifts encountered are of a low 
enough order that these effects are not important.

IV.1.2 Spectral Features

The intrinsic features of the spectrum,- the lines and continuum 
discontinuities,- are affected by the seeing disc, the resolution of 
the instrument and, in the case of galaxies, the luminosity profile of 
the galaxy itself. All of these effects work to smooth out any detail 
in the spectrum. Indeed, some measure of resolution of spectral 
features is gained by noting that even at dispersion 3, A-type stars 
with several well defined Balmer lines are still not clearly enough 
resolved to enable velocities of less than about +/-350 Km/s to be 
measured.

As noted in section III.3.5, empirical measurement has shown that 
the resolution of spectral features is dependant on the seeing if the 
seeing is worse than 1.5" or the telescope optics if the seeing is 
better than this. Equation III.7 gives the form of the resolution. If 
we limit ourselves to one feature at 4000X. then the resolution is such 
that the errors in velocity will be +/-1500 Km/s at dispersion 2 and 
+/-1000 Km/s at dispersion 3, on average. With several features and 
good seeing, the optimum errors in determining line wavelengths 
suggests that the maximum accuracy attainable at dispersion 3 is 
+/-350 Km/s and at dispersion 2 is 600 Km/s, (See below).

The lower resolution of red features renders them unreliable for 
redshift determinations and they suffer from the additional 
disadvantage of being redshifted over the cutoff. For these reasons it 
has been found expedient to ignore all spectral features that appear 
in absorption redward of about 4700X (rest wavelength). This, 
unfortunately, rules out the use of the Mg b lines which appear quite 
prominently in the spectra of galaxies, but disappear into the cutoff 
at even moderate redshifts. (See figure 4.8a). Close examination of 
galaxy prism spectra at dispersions 2 and 3 suggest that the only 
reliable spectral features are absorption bands and blends. This is 
due to the smoothing out of the spectrum of the galaxy, when convolved 
with its luminosity profile. The variation of spectral type across a
galactic disc and the internal velocity dispersion of the galaxies
being observed do nothing to aid matters either,- unlike slit 
spectroscopy the area sampled cannot be limited to a particular
component of a galaxy. It is found, then, that the main features of 
note in prism spectra of galaxies are the G-band+HT, the 
CN-band+Ca4227A,the large continuum drop at 4000A due to line
blanketing and Ca H & K, the two prominent absorption bands at 3850A.
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o oand 3750A and the Balmer jump at 3646A (cf. late-type stellar 
spectra,- figures 3.3b and 4.Id,- and see figure4.8a). Wavelengths 
given are usually those derived empirically from independant studies 
at much higher dispersions. Wavelengths of certain spectral features 
may vary slightly with object type. Figure 4.8a is a plot of a prism 
spectrum of a lenticular galaxy with the spectrum of elliptical 
NGC4472 superimposed. The latter was constructed by Emerson (1982) 
from other sources and has a resolution of about 40&. NGC4472 shows 
Mg b clearly as well as the G-band, a shallow CN-band, very strong 
4000A feature and 3850, 3750 and 3646X. features. The prism spectrum 
shows the G-band and 4000& feature very well, but Mg b is lost in the 
noise and low resolution of the red end of a prism spectrum. The prism

Ospectrum shows weak features at 3850 and 3646A. Also in later-type 
spirals emission regions often occur, exhibiting OII3727 and 
OIII5007+OIII4959 in emission. (See figure 4.4). However, as noted in 
chapter III, emission line regions are not usually bright enough at 
other wavelengths to show a continuum and, therefore, a cutoff from 
which the redshift can be deduced (unless a coordinate transformation 
is being employed).

This latter point highlights what is probably the biggest stumbling 
block in the derivation of redshifts from objective prism spectra of 
galaxies:- the physical geometry of the galaxies under observation. At 
dispersion 2, finite size of galaxy images can result in a spectrum 
that is unacceptably smoothed or distorted, even though the spectral 
resolution is higher (see figure 4.4). Indeed, compared to this 
problem, the other factors adding to the distortion of the original 
spectrum can be minor irritations.
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Figure 4.4a: Variation of the position of emission line regions
with respect to the cutoff of the parent galaxy. Wavelength increases 
to the right. Note the noise, geometrical smoothing and lack of 
absorption features,- this is typical of extended, low surface 
brightness galaxies.
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Figure 4.4b,c: Direct image and dispersion 3 spectrum of the
galaxy.^ The shift of the emission lines with respect to the image
UJ 7824pS(3N))°USly dUe t0 geometry and not to ^0PPler shift. (Plate

Figure 4.5: Photograph of the screen of a Sigma Electronics ARGS,
displaying galaxy NGC4486b as a digitised array. This illustrates the 
advantages of storing the data "raw" rather than converting spectra to 
ID arrays.
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What makes this problem of particular interest is that it obviously 
affects different morphological galaxy types to different extents. As 
figure 4.4 shows, spiral galaxies of high T-type can exhibit 
drastically different spectra from earlier types and the spectra also 
depend on orientation with respect to the direction of dispersion. 
(Obviously this problem could be alleviated to a certain extent by 
rotating the prism and taking another plate but this would be highly 
wasteful of valuable observing time). This problem does not apply to 
elliptical or lenticular galaxies to any degree. The problem is 
exacerbated by the fact that spiral galaxies do not exhibit strong 
G-bands or 4000A features, as can be seen in figures 4.2 and 4.4 and 
by comparison of figures 4.1a and 4.1c with 4.1b. N.b. figure 4.1b is 
the scan of a late lenticular galaxy with a slightly stronger than

Oaverage 4000A feature, but even so, the G-band is obviously less 
pronounced than in the ellipticals.
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IV.2 The Reduction Process 

IV.2.1 The Measuring Machines

The principal measuring machines used in this work were the PDS 
microdensitometer of the RGO and the Joyce-Loebl 3C microdensitometers 
of the ROE and the UOE. Much additional plate material was reduced 
using the ROE COSMOS automatic measuring machine. The Daresbury 
laboratory Joyce-Loebl MDM6 microdensitometer was evaluated for future 
use, as an alternative to the PDS.

Both Joyce-Loebl 3Cs are standard scanning microdensitometers with 
a split beam light-path. One beam travels through the sample, the 
other through a density wedge. The wedge is moved to equalise both 
signals thus mechanically producing a density tracing of the scan 
through the sample. The University 3C is also connected to a 
microcomputer so that data can be digitised and stored in a form that 
is readable by a mainframe computer, (-the "Kellyometer", developed by 
Dr B.D. Kelly of the ROE). The main advantages of the 3C's are speed 
of measurement, simplicity, high dynamic range and stability. The 
stability is inherent in the nature of split beam optics (though it 
must be noted that these machines can suffer from mechanical feedback 
when measuring very dense images). The major disadvantages of these 
machines are that the measuring process is suitable only for small 
numbers of objects, the data usually consist of only a single scan 
through the image and transfer of data to a mainframe computer is a 
time consuming process.

The PDS and the MDM6 both have a high range in photographic 
density, but the PDS is a single beam instrument and is therefore 
sensitive to temperature variation. This latter problem was not 
significant enough to affect this study. The PDS is driven by a DEC 
PDP11 computer. Galaxy spectra were scanned using a 16x16 micron 
stepping mode and a 17x17 micron spot (full width at half maximum of 
the spot profile at the plate). The data were stored on tape and then 
converted to a form readable by the DEC VAX11/780 of the ROE. Whilst 
both the MDM6 and the PDS can be driven by a finding list stored by
their respective computers, neither machine has an autofocus as yet
and, due to time limitations, are therefore not suitable for scanning 
more than roughly 1000 images scattered across an area as large as a 
UKST plate. COSMOS is a completely automated measuring machine
(MacGillivray 1981) but whilst it is very accurate and reliable, it
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suffers from the problem of not having a particularly high dynamic 
range and cannot cope with the photographic densities that are 
measurable on the semiautomatic machines. Since many of the images to 
be measured were photographically quite dense and since a typical 
number of images to be measured per plate would be in the region of 
350, it proved expedient to use the PDS microdensitometer as the 
principle measuring machine.

IV.2.2 Data Processing

The Astronomy Department of the UOE is housed in the ROE, which 
runs two mainframe computers one of which, the DEC VAX11/780, is part 
of the nationwide Starlink network. Postgraduate students have the use 
of this machine and the Starlink image and data processing software 
is, of course, geared to astronomers and was of great usefulness to 
this study. No other computing facilities were required.

Whilst most of the necessary image processing and graphics 
subroutines are readily available, it was still necessary to develop 
software capable of handling the extra information present at higher 
dispersions. A description of the basic reduction process follows;

The spectra are raster scanned with the stepping microdensitometer, 
the pixel spacing being 16x16 microns, the nominal pixel size being 
17x17 microns. This resolution was chosen since finer resolution would 
result in increasing emulsion noise. Coarser resolution, whilst 
reducing the amount of storage space and processing time marginally, 
would have degraded the data somewhat,- remembering that at dispersion 
2 the scale at Hi is 1.25 Angstroms per micron. The other original 
rationale behind this choice was that it would match most closely the 
16 micron spot and 16 micron step of the optimal COSMOS measuring 
configuration. Since, ultimately, the majority of the plate material 
was measured on the PDS, this point is academic. A box size of 128x25 
pixels was found to be adequate for the vast majority of spectra at 
dispersion 2, even to the extent of including a useful amount of sky. 
The data are stored in this "raw" form, i.e. a 128x25 array of density 
values. Cooke (1980), Cooke et al. (1981,1982,1984), Beard (1983), 
Beard et al. (1983,1984) and Parker et al. (1984) have all used a 
process perfected by Cooke (1980) to derive galaxy redshifts from 
plates taken with prism 1. This process consists of either a 
star-galaxy separation via measurement of the direct plate 
(MacGillivray 1981) and then measurement of the galaxy spectra on the 
prism plate, or the analysis of all the spectra on the prism plate. 
This is achieved by the measurement of the entire prism plate by 
COSMOS, each image then has a 128x8 pixel box inscribed about it,
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centred on the geometric centroid of the image. The scans through the 
spectrum are summed perpendicular to the dispersion and stored as a 
1x128 array of intensity converted values, along with the position of 
the spectrum on the plate. Tnen either (1) those spectra with 
positions matching galaxy positions from the star-galaxy separation 
are selected or (2) an eyeball separation is performed on the sample. 
At this time, a further option is being developed by Drs Cooke (UOE) 
and Kelly (ROE), which, when perfected, will be an automatic redshift 
measurement package.

At higher dispersions there are typically less than about 500 
suitable galaxies per plate, which can be separated by eye and scanned 
individually (this latter point being quite necessary if the measuring 
machine has no autofocus). The amount of resulting data is obviously 
much less than that produced by the above process for dispersion 1 and 
so it is not inconvenient to store the data "raw". Indeed if 
dispersion 2 data were processed in a similar manner to that for 
disperion 1 then a significant amount of information could be lost. 
I.e. at higher dispersions the images are larger and brighter,- 
geometry is more important,- and summing perpendicular to the 
dispersion often introduces an unnecessary smoothing factor. The other 
advantage of storing data in this form is that the data can be 
displayed as images, rather than graphs, if necessary (figure 4.5).

At the same time that these measurments are made, a moderately 
large sample of stars is measured to aid the calibration processes. 
Each separate measuring run with a particular plate is accompanied by 
measurement of the calibration wedges in the edges of the plate.

Fortunately, as noted above, basic subroutines for the display of 
2D images and simple graphics are readily available. The amount of 
modification necessary to display the spectra in the desired manner is 
minimal. The spectrum can either be displayed as an image or as a plot 
of density or intensity versus plate scale i.e. pixels (the plot could 
be converted so that the abscissa records wavelength, but there is 
little advantage in this). This plot can either be a superposition of 
several lanes of the image or the sum of several lanes (figure 4.6). 
The former plot allows one to observe the variation of suspected 
features with brightness and position in the spectrum, the latter, in 
ideal circumstances, should enhance any genuine features. With care 
one can observe features in spectra that would otherwise have been 
smoothed out if the entire spectrum had been compressed to one 
dimension.
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Figure 4.6a: Several lanes of the digitised spectrum array
plotted superimposed. This enables the observer to distinguish real 
(consistent) features from those caused by rogue pixels or noise. The 
ordinate is in arbitrary units. Figure 4.6b: The 25x128 array 
containing the spectrum compressed to a 1x128 array. The features are 
smoothed. For a galaxy with a more varied surface luminosity than 
NGC4486b, indiscriminate compression to ID would lose information. The 
ordinate is in arbitrary units.
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The advantage of displaying the spectrum as an image is that the
not infequent phenomenon of the rogue pixel can be easily spotted. 
Such pixels can and do result in false features that would otherwise 
have been misinterpreted.

Software has now been written that copes with all four dispersions, 
a description of this data reduction software package follows;

Until coordinate transformations become standard as a method of
fixing wavelength scale it is still necessary to use the emulsion
sensitivity cutoff as a wavelength reference point. Stars, assumed to 
have a practical redshift of zero, are used to calibrate the variation 
of cutoff wavelength with image brightness, or, if the image has been 
intensity converted, to check for any residual variation. The midpoint 
of the cutoff of the galaxy spectrum can then be assigned an
appropriate wavelength, nominally 5380A (Nandy et al. 1977, Emerson 
1982, and see chapter III). Most galaxies have a smooth cutoff and the 
midpoint can be chosen as the half maximum density point. In practice 
the cutoff is defined as starting 10% above average sky level and 10% 
below average peak level (figure 4.7a),- this refinement avoids the 
noise encountered at sky and peak. However a more sophisticated
approach is sometimes needed; the average peak height is defined as 
the maximum of a second or third order polynomial fitted to the points 
in the peak of the spectrum. The average sky-level is easy to derive 
and the cutoff is again defined as the area 10% above average
sky-level and 10% below the peak. A third order polynomial is then 
fitted to this section of the cutoff and the cutoff midpoint is
defined as the half maximum density point of this curve (figure 4.7b).
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Figure 4.7: Method by which cutoff midpoint is determined for
those galaxies with noise in the cutoff region. A polynomial is used 
to define the peak and the cutoff is defined as the region 104 above 
sky and 10% below the peak. A third order polynomial is then fitted to
the cutoff.
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The calibration is now complete and the redshift can be extracted 
if the galaxy exhibits significantly strong features. Whilst the above 
cutoff fitting and calibration is performed automatically by the 
software package, there are several advantages in processing the 
spectra interactively from then on. At time of writing, the automatic 
redshift package is still in its development and testing stage and is 
only applicable to dispersion 1. Fortunately at dispersion 2, or 
higher dispersions, the numbers of spectra are not inordinately large. 
Interactive processing of spectra acts as its own quality control 
since the astronomer is not having to constantly check an automatic 
process. Display of the spectrum as a 2D image shows morphology and 
orientation,- parameters that could not be derived automatically. 
Position of emission lines with respect to the galaxy proper can also 
be checked. The problem of being objective whilst processing data
manually can be attenuated with a little fore-thought and
remeasurement.

The redshift itself is derived by pinpointing strong spectral 
features via a graphical display + cursor. Usually two features are 
desired to assign a reliable redshift. However in exceptional cases 
where one strong and unambiguous feature is present a redshift is 
still assigned.

The principal feature is still the 4000X discontinuity with the Ca 
H and K lines at the bottom. The presence of the G-band is also 
required to ensure a reliable redshift. In many cases the absorption
bands mentioned in IV.1.2 are present and quite strong.

An average or weighted average fit of the identified features can 
be made and a redshift determined from this. One alternative is the 
use of a rather more sophisticated cursor. With the high level 
graphics facilities available, a cursor has been constructed which 
indicates the relative positions of the more common spectral features 
interactively (these features being the 4300,4150,"4000",3850,3750 and 
3646^ features;- see IV.1.2). As the cursor is moved towards or away 
from the cutoff, the spacings of the cursor lines vary automatically 
according to the dispersion. A visual best fit or "autocorrelation" of 
features can thus be made which is probably slightly more accurate 
than a mean of independantly measured features. This is, to a limited 
extent, a manual application of the automatic correlation technique 
described below.
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In this latter technique a mask can be constructed,- either 
artificially or from G-type stars,- and a correlation applied.

Drs J.A. Cooke (UOE) and 3.D. Kelly (ROE) are engaged in the 
development of an automated redshift measuring package (Cooke et al
1984). Their technique is fully automatic whereas the technique used 
here is only semi-automatic. The method is quite simple and merely 
involves the comparison of a standard spectrum with the observed 
spectrum. However after deciding whether the spectrum is suitable, the 
observer must identify a feature before the correlation can be made. 
Suitability depends on the strength of the feature with respect to the 
noise. Unlike the automated technique, the continuum is not
subtracted, rather a slice of the spectrum containing the known
feature is compared with the corresponding slice of the standard.
Figure 4.8a shows spectrum 101 from plate BJ 8611P (2N) (thin line)
and the standard,- NGC4472,- constructed from other sources by Emerson 
(1982) (thick line). Spectrum 8611:101 has been deconvolved from the 
dispersion curve. Figure 4.8b shows the area of interest (i.e. 
strongest features),- including the 4000A feature and the G-band,- for 
both spectra. Figure 4.8c is the result of artificially "redshifting" 
8611:101 past NGC4472. The most likely redshift of 8611:101 can be 
deduced from the position of the minimum of the curve.

Whilst this technique is more objective and consistent than a 
manual measure of the redshift, it cannot be applied to all the 
features visible in the spectrum at the same time unless the continuum 
is catered for (taking a slice,- as above,- diminishes the importance 
of the continuum). Measurements of spiral galaxies, dependant on 
several weaker features, would necessitate correlating all the 
features with a standard simultaneously. This would in turn 
necessitate continuum subtraction and filtering of noise and would 
amount to an automated correlation as applied by Cooke and Kelly. 
Rather than duplicate their work, this technique was not persued to 
any length and remains semi-automatic.

One of the disadvantages of using discontinuities in the spectrum 
is that when the spectrum is convolved with the extended luminosity 
profile of the galaxy, the midpoints of the cutoffs and 
discontinuities remain in the same place, but the tops and bottoms of 
such features will move in relation to the rest of the spectrum. The 
bottom of the 4000X discontinuity, for example, will move bluewards 
with respect to the cutoff midpoint as the size of the direct image 
increases (figure 4.9). So for a manual identification of the 4000X 
feature, assigning the bottom of the feature the wavelength 3969& 
regardless of image brightness would result in a systematic error as
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Figure 4.8a-c: 4.8a shows prism spectrum 8611:101,- lenticular
galaxy,- deconvolved from the dispersion curve (thin line and
elliptical NGC4472 (thick line). 4.8b is a f 18? C~nH°r-handl as strongest features in the prism spectrum (4000A_feature and G band) as 
used in the feature correlation;- 4.8c. The minimumof this curve is 

used to find the most likely redshift ror the prism spectrum.
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we change the sample from bright to faint galaxies. From figure 4.12 
it can be seen that such an effect does not show above the noise.

Magnitudes are measured by taking the sum of the values of all 
those pixels in the image that are 10% above the sky level. These
pseudo-magnitudes or "total densities" are calibrated against
published apparent magnitudes (usually from CGCG) and are accurate to 
about +/-0.3 magnitudes within the interpolated region. However it 
should be noted that this calibration is achieved by fitting a
straight line throught the comparison, which is in fact a slightly non 
linear relation, with the result that at the faint end of the
distribution (>15.5) the "PDS magnitudes" are systematically too 
bright. Unfortunately, any number of slightly curved fits could be 
made to the data due to the spread and so we are left with this 
unfortunate inaccuracy in the assumed magnitudes of objects that are 
fainter than the CGCG limiting magnitude. This effect can be seen in 
figure 5.3 where the limiting photographic magnitude appears to be 
between 15.5 and 15.7 whereas in reality it is slightly fainter than 
16 photographic magnitudes.

The large scatter is due, in part, to the present mode of 
measurement,- i.e. extraction of the spectrum in a 128x25 pixel array. 
This mode effectively limits the maximum area of a galaxy to 128x25 16 
micron pixels or 3700 square arcseconds. Whilst this area can easily 
accomodate a faint galaxy and a satisfactory amount of sky, it is 
obviously not possible to assign a total density or peak density to an 
image that extends beyond the box. It is in this area that COSMOS 
comes into its own; not only can it assign a more objective total 
density (or transmission) parameter for each image,- i.e. the sum of 
the transmissions of each pixel that is a given percentage above sky 
background, as opposed to a simple measure of minimum transmission 
(maximum or peak density),- but also COSMOS data for the whole plate 
can be analysed for field effects. Redshift-magnitude corrections, eg. 
of the form;

dm=51og(l+z)+4.1z (IV.2)

(as applied by Shane and Wirtanen 1967) have not been applied here,- 
magnitudes quoted are observed magnitudes.
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Deconvolution Techniques (Discussion);

Some thought was given to the possibility of deconvolving the 
luminosity profile of the direct image from the spectrum of a galaxy, 
eg. using standard Fourier transform methods.

With slitless spectroscopy an obvious problem is the indiscriminate 
nature of sampling;- the entire galaxy contributes to the final
spectrum. The spatial extension of the galaxy results in the smoothing 
of detail in the spectrum,- this being especially so for spiral 
galaxies. In principle it would be advantageous to deconvolve this 
spatial extension to arrive at a cleaner, sharper spectrum.

After experimentation and discussions with Drs Emerson (UOE) and 
Dawe (ROE) this method of enhancing the data was finally rejected for 
three reasons; (1) non-linear emulsion response, (2) variation of 
spectrum across galaxy disc and (3) sensitivity of deconvolution 
process to finite sets of discrete data.

In detail the objections are as follows; (1) the response of
photographic emulsion to incident light is non-linear. Greater care
than usual would have to be taken in the conversion to intensity from 
photographic density. I.e. in comparing one plate to another,- prism 
and direct,- the relationship between amount of incident light and 
density would have to be derived with arbitrary accuracy, and even if
this were practical the use of different filters for the two plates
would interpose new problems. In this respect the comparison of two
plates is by no means trivial. (2) Especially in the case of spiral
galaxies, one would expect a noticeable variation in spectral
type/colour from nucleus to disc. (See figure 4.3). The final 
spectrum, therefore, is a superposition not only of a spatially 
separated set of spectra of varying brightness, but a set that shows 
variation of spectral type with position also.

Taking points (1) and (2) together it is unrealistic to suppose 
that deconvolving the direct image from the spectrum would yield real 
information. These points notwithstanding, experiments with standard 
software for fourier transformation suggest that the amount of fine 
tuning necessary to produce real data from a discrete and finite input 
set is prohibitive. I.e. though it is possible to get results via this 
method, each step in the process would have to be checked and 
optimised manually;- as with point (1) the process is feasible but 
would take inordinate amounts of time.
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The conclusion is that whilst deconvolution may be possible in 
theory, in practice it is difficult to ascertain how reliable the 
resulting data really are. Unfortunately, spiral galaxies, which would 
benefit the most from this type of treatment, are the most difficult 
type to process. Application of this technique to spectrally "simpler" 
elliptical galaxies would not yield a worthwhile improvement (compare 
figure 4.Id,- a G-star and the optimum spectrum that can be expected,- 
with figure 4.1a and c,- the spectra of elliptical galaxies).
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IV.3 The Results

IV.3.1 Morphological Range

Figure 4.10a is a schematic illustration of the advantages of 
higher dispersions over dispersion 1. It is schematic because the 
suitable galaxies for dispersion 1 are often too faint to be assigned 
reliable morphological types. At the practical magnitude limit of 
plates at dispersion 1 it is virtually impossible to distinguish
elliptical galaxies from spiral galaxies with bright nuclei (on the 
direct plate). In a sense, this point is academic since the nucleus of 
a spiral approximates to an elliptical and if the disc is invisible on 
the direct plate, it will not contribute to the spectrum on the prism 
plate. Lack of strong features and low surface brightness with
increasing T-type contribute to this disparity between dispersion 1 
and the higher dispersions.

The main points of note are that, at all dispersions, elliptical 
galaxies most readily yield reliable redshifts. The percentage
decreases as T increases due to the lack of features and the change in 
surface brightness. For low T-types practically all redshifts are 
derived from absorption features. High T-type spirals and irregulars, 
which would otherwise yield no results, sometimes exhibit emission 
lines from which a redshift can be obtained.

Figure 4.10b illustrates the actual percentage of galaxies of
various types which yielded redshifts at dispersion 2. The sample
consists of galaxies from plate BJ 8611P (2N),- field 1009,-
containing a possible member cluster of the Coma supercluster (see
chapter V). The morphological types were deduced from an eyeball
examination of direct Schmidt plates and are probably accurate to only
+/-2 in T. Whilst a plate of the Virgo cluster has been taken at
dispersion 2 and measured in this study, only those galaxies with
existing velocities were measured,- for calibration (see IV.3.3),- and
no attempt was made to measure every galaxy on the plate.
The field 1009 sample was selected according to 
subjective surface brightness criteria.
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Figure 4.10a: Schematic representation of the proportion of each
T-type which yield a redshift. Indicated are the low and higher 
dispersion cases and the type of feature which is usually used in the 
measurement. Figure 4.10b:Actual percentage of each morphological type 
which yield a redshift. (Data from field 1009, plate BJ 8611P (2N)).
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IV.3.2 Magnitude Limits

Stellar photometry is an intricate matter, but stars at least can 
be treated as point sources. With galaxies, the problems are 
compounded by the finite size of the image,- surface photometry is 
almost an art. Determining the total magnitude of a galaxy is no mean 
task and, depending on necessity, this parameter may have to be 
adjusted by a factor determined by the geometry and orientation of the 
galaxy. A single parameter description of the magnitude of a galaxy 
conveys little information for many purposes. Whilst it is possible, 
if necessary, to estimate the magnitudes of stars on a plate via an 
extrapolation to fainter magnitudes it is usually impossible to do 
this for galaxies in any meaningful manner. Even if the plate has an 
accurate stellar photometric sequence, it is not readily possible to 
extend this calibration to galaxies. The determination of galaxy 
magnitudes suffers from the dual difficulty of determining the 
magnitudes accurately in the first instance and then extrapolating to 
all the galaxies in the field of view if one is fortunate enough to 
have this information.

Those reference works cataloguing galaxies do not always cover the 
field desired, or the magnitude range desired. It is true that 
comprehensive lists of galaxy magnitudes do not exist beyond apparent 
magnitudes of 15 and comprehensive lists of surface photometry do not 
exist for galaxies fainter than about apparent magnitude 13. Without 
independant observations then, it is virtually impossible to quote 
magnitude limits for dispersion 1 and difficult to do so for 
dispersion 2.

Fortunately one of the few plates taken at dispersion 2 available 
for the calibration of this project is plate BJ 7612P (2N) centred on 
the Virgo cluster. Whilst by no means all of the galaxies in this 
field have detailed surface photometry, it is a well studied field and 
educated guesses can be made from the data aailable.

For the purposes of deriving redshifts from prism spectra it is 
necessary that the galaxies under observation be compact or have 
compact nuclei (emission line regions are excluded from this 
discussion). In other words, surface brightness, as opposed to total 
magnitude, is the relevant parameter. Fainter galaxies with high 
surface brightness often yield more reliable redshifts than brighter 
but diffuse galaxies. At dispersion 1 the necessity for detailed 
surface photometry is lessened somewhat since the faintest accessible
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galaxies have similar appearance.

Figure 4.11a is a plot of apparent total bolometric magnitude (RC2) 
vs. peak image density. Figure 4.11c is a plot of peak image density 
versus surface brightness (all data are from Virgo region galaxies and 
RC2). This is a schematic plot.

The large scatter is due to the present mode of measurement (see
above, IV.2.2). However, leaving these inadequacies aside, from figure 
4.11 it is possible to draw several broad conclusions with regards to 
magnitude limits at dispersion 2. From figure 4.11a it is possible to 
deduce that the faint magnitude limit for this prism combination is 
roughly Bt =16.5. The bright limit can be set at approximately Bt =12.5
giving a range in magnitude of 4. Comparison of "total density" and
apparent magnitude confirm the limit of Bt =16.5.

These limits are those at which it becomes impossible to extract 
redshifts from galaxies of any morphological type (although it should 
be noted that we are considering absorption features only. Emission 
features may show up at fainter magnitudes but the parent galaxy is 
usually too faint to register on the prism plate and the only method 
of extracting a redshift would be a coordinate transformation). At the 
faint limit only one feature (usually the 4000X feature) may be 
clearly visible. If the strongest, or only, feature cannot be 
identified unambiguously, or if this feature has a depth less than a 
given factor above the mean amplitude of the random noise, then the 
galaxy is judged to be too faint,- it is this limit that is shown in 
figure 4.11.

The more logical parameter to use, surface brightness, is obviously 
available for fewer galaxies due to the difficulties of measuring it. 
From the sparse data, plotted in figure 4.11c, it can be seen that the 
limiting surface brightness is m̂  =17.0 magnitudes per square 
arcminute.

Due to lack of appropriate data for faint galaxies, the limiting 
magnitude for dispersion 2 will be quoted as a total bolometric 
magnitude of 16.5, despite the comparative unsuitability of this 
parameter.
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Figure 4.11a-c: Magnitude limits (Bt ) for galaxies having

detectable features at dispersion 2. 4.11a; The faint limit is that at 
which the noise swamps the 4000X feature. The bright limit is that at 
which the emulsion saturates or the image appears too large. The 
spread is due to the variation of surface brightness with T-type, the 
upper bound being for compact ellipticals, the lower for the more 
diffuse spirals. Figure 4.11b: magnitude limit as a function of
feature strength (above noise). Magnitudes are B fc magnitudes (see 
RC2). (Data from Virgo plate BJ 7612P (2N) and RC2). Figure 4.11c: 
Surface brightness limits. Insufficient data make the extrapolation 
questionable. (Data from Virgo plate BJ 7612P (2N) and RC2).
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IV.3.3 The Redshifts; Accuracy

The first step in any redshift survey which depends on the emulsion
sensitivity cutoff is the calibration of the cutoff to check for
variation of cutoff midpoint with image brightness and to check the 
actual wavelength of the cutoff, which may vary between emulsion 
batches. It is recommended to carry out this procedure for every 
plate. The cutoff wavelength for stars is derived by measuring its 
position with respect to the G-band and Ca H and K. When a plot of
cutoff position versus brightness is made, any residual systematic 
variation can be subtracted. The remaining random scatter is regarded 
as an indication of the random errors in redshift that can be expected 
at this particular dispersion. This will be the minimum practical 
redshift error that can be quoted since spectral features in stars are 
unambiguous and much sharper than those in galaxies.

For dispersion 2 this minimum practical redshift error for G-K
stars is +/-600Km/s. From the predicted resolution at dispersion 2, 
with two measurable features, one would expect random errors of 
roughly +/-1000Km/s. The above empirical error for zero redshift stars 
suggests that the resolution might be somewhat better than this, but 
the improvement may be due to the "autocorrelation" of features 
described in IV.2.2.

The prism derived redshifts were calibrated with the Virgo plate 
(BJ7612P(2N)). This region is the source of many previous publications 
and redshifts derived from slit spectroscopy are readily available (de 
Vaucouleurs et al. (1976) and references therein, Eastmond and Abell 
(1978), Sulentic (1980), Huchra (1983) and Huchra et al. (1984)).

Figure 4.12a is a plot of prism derived redshifts versus published 
slit derived redshifts (mainly those provided by Huchra 1983). The
data are from those spectra with the strongest, most unambiguous
features,- a similar number of redshifts from less reliable galaxy 
spectra have also been measured. (Reliable spectra are considered to 
be those with well defined and unambiguous spectral features, the 
measured wavelengths of which are consistent with each other. Less 
reliable spectra are those for which the feature positions are not too
well defined, are ambiguously identified or are not quite consistent
if there are more than one).

From this sample it is found that the mean random error of the 
prism redshifts is +/-860Km/s in the range -500 to 13000Km/s. This
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Figure 4.12: Accuracy of prism redshifts compared with slit
redshifts with small errors. 4.12a; data from Virgo plate 
BJ 7612P (2N) versus RC2 and Huchra (1983 private communication). 
4.12b data from field 1009, plate BJ 8611P (2N) versus Sullivan et al. 
(1982) hydrogen 21cm observations. Figure 4.12c: Consistency of
manually derived redshifts. Comparison of two measurements of the same 
data set.
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figure is derived assuming that the slit derived redshifts have no 
errors;- most slit redshifts have random errors of less than 
+/-100Km/s, which can be ignored in this context. If the complete 
sample of prism redshifts is considered, the average random error 
becomes +/1150Km/s. Figure 4.12b is a plot of prism redshifts for
field 1009 vs. velocities derived from 21cm hydrogen line observations 
(Sullivan et al. 1981). As noted above there seems to be no systematic 
variation of the spread of errors with brightness. Since the more 
reliable subset consists of a much greater proportion of ellipticals, 
the variation of accuracy with T-type is reasonably obvious.

As a check on the objectivity of the manual/interactive measurement 
of the spectra, repeat measurements were made to assess the
consistency of the process. Figure 4.12c is a plot of one measurement 
of a set of prism spectra versus a second measurement of the same 
data. In this case, for a random sample of spectra,- i.e. no 
preference was given to sharp spectra,- the error in "repeatability" 
is ~+/-700Km/s.

Dynamical Deductions (Discussion)

The maximum practical accuracy of redshifts at dispersion 2 is
+/-600Km/s. This figure is large compared to errors of order +/-10Km/s 
encountered in slit spectroscopy. Naturally this limits the 
applications of prism spectroscopy in the investigation of cluster 
dynamics;- if the intrinsic random errors in the measurement of 
velocity are to be deconvolved from the observed velocity dispersion 
of a cluster to give the true intrinsic velocity dispersion of the 
cluster then the random error in velocity must be significantly
smaller than the dispersion if the result is to be meaningful 
Obviously if the intrinsic velocity dispersion of the cluster is less 
than the random error then no useful information can be deduced other 
than a limit on the desired quantity (see below). However if the true 
velocity dispersion of the cluster is significantly larger than 
lOOOKm/s then useful first estimates of cluster dynamical mass may be 
made. Certainly for large clusters, spectra at dispersion 2 can be 
used to check for anomalous velocity dispersions.

Two of the main methods of determining cluster mass are as follows;
M=Rcv V G  (IV. 2a)

(Eg. Zwicky 1957) where the effective radius Rt is given by

R =&m V e ,e. j
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2( \ [S(x)]dx) / f [S(x)*]dx (IV.2b)

(Schwarzchild 1954). is the gravitational energy of a cluster of 
total mass M. Here S(x)is a strip (annulus) count;- the number of 
galaxies in a strip, of unit width, a perpendicular distance x from 
the cluster centre. R is the limiting radius of the cluster. 
Alternatively using

where the central density has been evaluated from the central 
radial velocity dispersion (vr<£ ) and the core radius (Rc). p( r) is the 
spatial distribution of galaxies,- usually an isothermal sphere or 
King(1972) model.

The disadvantage of the former method is that of determining where 
the cluster ends, though within superclusters, a tidal radius might be 
determined objectively. In the context of this study, the latter 
method suffers from the disadvantage that the core velocity dispersion 
must be accurately determined. This may restrict the sample to "10 
galaxies for smaller clusters and if so would allow only the study of 
elliptical rich clusters. The last argument may be academic since the 
proportion of ellipticals increases with decreasing distance from the 
cluster centre, however it is not an invariable rule that all clusters 
have centres composed almost entirely of elliptical galaxies.

It is also dangerous to simply plug in a density variation of the 
form p  (r)<*( 1+r *) 'l, without justification, in the case of smaller 
clusters where, statistically, this density variation is unlikely to 
be exact and p will have the form p(r,©,j>) due to asymmetry.

In summary then, the application of objective prism techniques to 
the study of cluster dynamics is limited to large clusters for two 
reasons: (1) only large clusters have intrinsic velocity dispersions 
that are of the order of the errors in prism derived velocities and 
(2) in general only the more highly populated clusters have a 
guaranteed high proportion of low T-types to which the application of 
prism techniques are most suitable.

p6 =9(v(.t )i /4TTG(R J (IV.3a)

(Bahcall 1977) the total mass within radius R is given by

0
(IV.3b)

Use of either of these methods to determine the dynamical mass of 
the NGC5416 cluster, observations of which are described in chapter V, 
is quite inaccurate since for a cluster of this size the expected
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intrinsic velocity dispersion is less than the random velocity errors 
and these velocity errors cannot therefore be meaningfully 
deconvolved from the observed velocity dispersion. Either technique 
can be used only to give the upper limit on the mass of the cluster 
and this limit is 10*" solar masses within a 2Mpc radius of the 
cluster centre. This figure is hardly suprising,- an educated guessij
would put the mass of the cluster at roughly 10 however the
pertinent point is that an upper limit can be quoted; this would be 
impossible for a cluster of any size if we were confined to data 
derived from dispersion 1 spectra.

a
The mass of the luminous matter in the cluster is roughly 6x10 

solar masses (see V.2.2) thus a lower limit can also be set on cluster 
mass, though this limit is no more accurate than the above limit.
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With regards to other forms of cluster and supercluster analysis, 
two point spatial correlations have been applied to simulations of 
clustering that have been modified to include prism velocity errors. 
The clustering simulations were provided by Dr H.T. MacGillivray (ROE) 
and consist of one simulation with random clustering and one with 
superclustering on a 20Mpc scale. The simulations cater for galaxy 
type, magnitude, orientation and position. The original simulations 
give real space positions and it is a simple matter to "smear" these 
positions via a gaussian curve corresponding to the 1150Km/s prism 
velocity error. Figure 4.13 illustrates the results. The upper two 
curves are the logarithm of the two point spatial correlation. The 
curves have been translated up the ordinate for clarity. The solid 
curves represent the random clustering scheme, whilst the dashed 
curves represent the superclustering simulation. The two lower curves 
show the effects of including the prism velocity errors. The 
dispersion 2 prism can distinguish between random and non-random 
clustering providing that the scale of the superclustering is over 
15Mpc,- as one would expect given the size of the prism velocity 
errors. A simulation of superclustering on a lOMpc scale was 
practically indistinguishable from the random case when convolved with 
the prism errors. Simulations of superclustering on a scale larger 
than 20Mpc would correspond to a multi-plate observation. It is 
unlikely that correlation functions derived from prism observations 
would easily distinguish between two superclustering scenarios.
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Figure 4.13: Spatial correlation functions
clustering (solid line) and superclustering 
simulations. The lower pair represent the result 
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V The Redshifts; Observations

V.l Introduction

Having perfected the technique of obtaining redshifts from higher 
dispersion spectra, an area for the application of this technique was 
desired. One region of interest is the Indus supercluster, first 
investigated in depth by Corwin (1981) using direct plates from the 
UKST. At a later date Beard (1983) began an investigation of this 
supercluster using plates taken at dispersion 1 and the techniques 
perfected by Cooke (1980). This region of the sky, therefore, would 
have been an ideal area to apply the new techniques for dispersions 2 
and 3, due to the large amount of in-house observations.

A second rationale for observing a section of this supercluster at 
higher dispersions was that the supercluster proper is located at a 
redshift of z=0.06 with a significant amount of structure, and 
separate clusters, in the foreground. It would, therefore, be an ideal 
test of the reach of dispersions 2 and 3 and comparisons with 
dispersion 1 would be greatly facilitated.

However, due to several familiar problems associated with 
observational astronomy,- weather, scheduling of prism runs, seasonal 
nature of fields, etc.,- data was not forthcoming. These problems 
coupled with the time limit of this project made it necessary to 
select another field of observation. Therefore application was made, 
at the end of 1982, for plates to be taken of field 1009 and several 
nearby fields. This field is centred at 14 00 00,+10°00*00 and is 
close to the Coma-A1367 supercluster. The possiblity of a "second 
order cluster" in this region was noted by Abell (1961) and the 
existence of the supercluster was later confirmed by Chincarini and 
Rood (1976) and Tifft and Gregory (1976), followed by detailed 
observations by Gregory and Thompson (1978 hereafter "GT").

GT measured and collated from other sources several hundred 
redshifts of galaxies in and between Coma and A1367, however they had 
no data for a prominent cluster centred in field 1009. This cluster 
escaped Abell classification but on closer examination has richness 
class zero (Abell 1958). This cluster was designated the "NGC5416" 
cluster, after its brightest member, by GT.
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It was decided to observe this cluster for several reasons (1) 
comparative richness, (2) comparative lack of detailed published 
observations and (3) suitability for higher dispersions. Of course 
Coma-A1367 is much closer than Indus and thus the survey depth at 
higher dispersions (Section IV.3.2) cannot be checked as strenuously 
as observations of Indus would allow, however the above advantages 
were judged to outweigh this possible disadvantage and the desire to 
be able to present genuine observations at higher dispersions, rather 
than just presenting an evaluation, made it expedient to change the 
"theatre of observations" to this part of the sky.

Unfortunately, in the interim between observations and reductions, 
Tago et al. (1984- hereafter TES) published data, partly compiled from 
other sources, for a large area about the Coma-A1367 supercluster, 
including field 1009 thus slightly reducing the impact of observations 
presented here. However the cluster in field 1009 has been studied in 
detail here whereas published data for the region consists of a 
cluster population and redshift (TES) and a survey comparing the 
properties of spiral galaxies in A1367, Coma and the NGC5416 cluster 
(Sullivan et al. 1981).

Plate BJ 9065P (2N) was requested in order to ascertain the 
contribution of possible field galaxies to the population in field 
1009 and also to check whether there is an extended enhancement in 
number density at a redshift corresponding to the NGC5416 cluster. 
Unfortunately, as can be seen from the plate grade, the seeing was so 
poor that the plate is useless.

The plates taken of fields 861 and 933 together with existing
dispersion 1 plates of fields 861 and 789 were measured in order to
check whether the Coma supercluster is truly annular in morphology,-
if Coma, A1367 and the NGC5416 cluster form part of an annulus, then 
the remainder of the ring should show up as a number density 
enhancement at the appropriate redshifts in one or more of these 
fields. A summary of plate material taken for this project is given in 
table 5.1a. Table 5.1b lists additional existing material, not taken 
specifically for this project, but of great use.
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Table 5.1a:

UKST- UKST- RA Dec Filter Emulsion Exp. Grade/ Disp.
Plate Field h / deg. t mins batch

BJ 8610P 861 12 40 0 00 GG385 IIIa-J 60 a 2J2 2
BJ 861 IP 1009 14 00 10 00 GG385 IIIa-J 60 b 2J2 2
BJ 9014P 861 12 40 0 00 GG385 IIIa-J 60 b IB 3 3
BJ 9055P 933 12 40 5 00 GG385 IIIa-J 60 b IB 3 2
BJ 9065P 1008 13 40 10 00 GG385 IIIa-J 60 c IB 3 2
BJ 9074P 933 12 40 0 00 GG385 IIIa-J 60 b 213 1

Table 5.1b:

J 5023 861 12 40 0 00 GG395 IIIa-J 65 A IB 8 -

J 5086 933 12 40 5 00 GG3 95 IIIa-J 65 A 218 -
UJ 584IP 789 12 40 -5 00 None IIIa-J 40 A 218 1
UJ 5853P 861 12 40 0 00 None IIIa-J 45 A 218 1
J 6797 N5 14 00 9 34 GG 3 95 IIIa-J 20 A 1D0 -

N.b. (1) field N5 is a non standard field that covers over three 
quarters of field 1009, (2) the prism orientation is north-south for
each prism plate (none of which were widened), (3) "batch" refers to
the emulsion batch, (4) grade c or worse is unuseable. Cannon et al.
1978 describe the grading system.
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In the remainder of this chapter the results of the observations 
will be presented and immediate deductions therefrom are discussed. In 
the following section, the observations will be discussed in terms of 
the Coma supercluster region as a whole.
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V.2 The Observed Fields; 1009, 933, 861 & 789

V.2.1 The Observations

Figure 5.1a displays the general area of the Coma supercluster in 
the form of a luminosity contour diagram. The data consist of CGCG 
galaxies having a photographic magnitude between 13.0 and 15.0. The 
brightest contour is 29.5 magnitudes per square arcsecond and the 
interval between contours is 0.5 magnitudes. Dashed lines represent 
data consisting of CGCG galaxies brighter than 13.0 and have the same 
magnitude interval as the previous sample. The superimposed squares 
indicate the positions of (a) field 1009, (b) field 1008 (dashed to 
indicate that there were no measurents of this field, though a plate 
was available;- see V.l above), (c) field 933 and (d) the top half of 
field 861. Field 789 is directly "below" field 861. Figure 5.1b is a 
luminosity contour plot of field 1009, derived from UKST observations 
and is complete to an apparent magnitude of roughly 16.0. The very 
brightest contour is 27.6 magnitudes per square arcsecond and the 
interval is 0.35 magnitudes. Figures 5.1c and 5.Id are similar plots 
of fields 933 and 861 respectively and the brightest contour is 28.2 
magnitudes per square arcsecond for 933 and 28.5 magnitudes for 861. 
For these fields, the brightest galaxies were excluded, the sample 
consisting only of those galaxies with the same magnitude limits as 
the sample for field 1009 (13.5 to 16.0). The contours were evaluated 
using a standard STARLINK graphics routine and the magnitudes given 
in table 5.2.

Figures 5.2a-c represent the x-y plate positions in millimetres 
(UKST plate scale is 67.14" per mm), of all the galaxies measured in
fields 1009, 933 and 861 repectively. Figure 5.2d is a plot of a sub
area of field 861 for which several hundred galaxies were measured at 
dispersion 1. Figure 5.2e is a plot of galaxies in a sub-area of field 
789. The size of the circles representing each galaxy is an indication 
of its brightness rather than its apparent size. For reasons discussed
below there is no data for the fainter galaxies in fields other than
789 and 861 and no available brightness estimates for 789.
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Right ascension (1950)

X (mm on plate)

Figure 5.1a: Luminosity contour plot of the nieghbourhood of the
Coma supercluster. Solid contours;- galaxies with mi>13.0. Dashed 
contours;- galaxies with mp<13.0. Contour interval 0.5 magnitudes, 
brightest contour 29.5 magnitudes per square arcsecond. Squares 
indicate (a) field 1009, (b) field 861, (c) field 933 and (d) field 
1008. (Adapted from GT, data from CGCG). 5.1b: luminosity contour plot 
of field 1009, derived from UKST observations of galaxies fainter than 
mp=13.5 and complete to an apparent photographic magnitude of roughly 
16.0. The very brightest contour is 27.6 magnitudes per square 
arcsecond and the interval is 0.35 magnitudes. (Data from table 5.2).
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Figure 5.2d-e: show sub-areas measured at dispersion 1 on plates
UJ 5853P (IN) (field 861) and UJ 5841P (IN) (field 789) respectively. 
Note that no brightness estimates are available for field 789 
galaxies.
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The small rectangles appearing in figures 5.2a-e and in figure 5.7 
are the calibration wedges and labels on UKST plates. There is a
vignetted strip around each of these. The inscribed borders in figures
5.2d and 5.2e are the limits of measurement in those fields at
dispersion 1.

The complete set of dispersion 2 data for fields 1009, 933 and 861 
is presented in table 5.2 and represents the observational content of 
this project. For brevity in the main text, table 5.2 is in
appendix C .

Tables 5.2a, 5.2b and 5.2c are lists of the galaxies measured from 
the dispersion 2 plates of fields 1009, 933 and 861 respectively.

Tables 5.2a-c give plate position and, where available, a magnitude
and identification from CGCG. The first two columns are the position
of the object, in millimetres, in the relevant UKSTU field (measured
from the south-east corner of the plate). The third column is the
redshift. (The correction to redshifts due to Solar motion is of the

■s
order of z=7.0xl0 in this region and has not been applied to this 
data). The fourth column is the photographic magnitude from CGCG,- 
where applicable,- or a photographic magnitude calculated from the PDS 
scan (see IV.2.2) which is accurate to roughly +/-0.3 magnitudes for 
galaxies brighter than about mp=15.5. The fifth column is a 
(subjective) measure of feature strength(s),- a value of five implies 
several strong, unambiguous features, whereas zero implies no 
features. The sixth column is the Hubble type deduced via examination 
of UKST direct plates,- no distinction is made between spirals and 
barred spirals in this context. The seventh column is the name of the 
data file in which the spectrum is stored on magnetic tape. The eighth 
column is the field+galaxy number of the object in CGCG and NGC/IC. 
Numbers in brackets give the spectrum number of the object on 
overlapping plates,- e.g. (8610: 8) means that this spectrum is also
spectrum file-number eight on plate BJ 8610P (2N).

The galaxy positions for the fainter spectra on plate UJ 5853P (IN) 
were derived via a star-galaxy seperation using COSMOS data from the 
direct plate of this field, performed by Dr H.T. MacGillivray and 
checked by pairing these coordinates with a manually derived finding 
list for the brighter galaxies with the aid of a pairing programme 
supplied by Dr M.R.S. Hawkins and modified by myself. For this reason, 
the 600 or so brightest galaxies measured on the dispersion 1 plate of 
field 861 occupy only the COSMOS scan area (250x250mm) rather than the 
full 350x350mm area of the plate.
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The spectra measured on plate BJ 9074P (IN) were the same galaxies 
as those measured on the dispersion two plate of field 933 and 
represent no new information and are not included here. The reason for 
this discrepancy between measurement of fields 861 and 933 is that 
whilst plate UJ 5853P (IN) had been available for some time, the 
dispersion 1 plate of field 933 was taken at the last moment and there 
was not sufficient time to have the direct plate put through COSMOS, 
have the data reduced into a galaxy finding list and measure the extra 
spectra.

Finding lists for the 350 or so galaxies per plate accessible to 
measurement at dispersion 2 are easily produced manually.

The spectra measured on plate BJ 9014P (3N) are the same as those 
measured on plate BJ 8610P (2N). Magnitude limits and comparison of 
the dispersions are shown in figure 5.3 and 5.6.

The measurements of field 789 were made a considerable time ago on 
a Joyce-Loebl 3C microdensitometer and are therefore single pass scans 
of the densest parts of the galaxy spectra. This fact, coupled with 
the small number of CGCG galaxies in this field, resulted in a lack of 
magnitude estimates for the galaxies in field 789, so only the plate 
position and redshift are available. This is unfortunate because, for 
reasons discussed below, the dispersion 1 plate of field 861 has a 
slightly brighter limiting magnitude than normal and it is a little 
difficult to compare the two samples.

The dispersion 1 plate of field 861 is of survey grade and 
therefore for safety reasons measurements were taken from a copy 
plate. This copy was made by ROE Photolabs in such a way as to enhance 
the features of bright spectra at the expense of faint spectra. The 
dispersion 1 plate of 933 was not of exceptional quality and only the
galaxies measured at dispersion 2 were measured at dispersion 1,- for
comparison.

Figures 5.3a-d are histograms of magnitudes from CGCG of galaxies
in fields 1009, 933, 789 and 861 respectively. Figures 5.3e-g are the
magnitudes of the entire sample (including those galaxies that didnt 
yield a redshift for various reasons) described in table 5.2, the 
diagrams represent fields 1009, 933 and 861 respectively (dispersion 2 
sample). Figure 5.3h are those galaxies in field 861 that yielded 
redshifts at dispersion 2 and dispersion 3 for comparison with the 
total sample (which is superimposed). Note that only part of field 789 
falls within the CGCG survey area. The magnitudes of those galaxies 
which do not appear in CGCG are derived from the PDS scan,-(see
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Figure 5.4 is a combined histogram of the T-types of each field 
which includes all galaxies in table 5.2. (Nb. this distribution is 
not representative of general proportions of morphological type. The 
sample in table 5.2 was selected by eye, selection depending on 
suitability for detection of redshift from a prism spectrum,- low 
surface brightness galaxies being ignored).

Finally, figures 5.5a-d are the redshift histograms for fields 
1009, 861b+789, 933 and 861a respectively. 861a is the dispersion 2
result. The 861b and 789 results are from dispersion 1 spectra and 
contain a large proportion of fainter galaxies.

Superimposed on the histogram in figure 5.5a is a selection 
function;- the number of "field" galaxies expected at a distance 
corresponding to redshift z, brighter than 16.5. This selection 
function was evaluated, in the first instance, using the luminosity 
function of Christensen (1975);- selection function (a). Built into 
the selection function are factors that (1) allow for the variation of 
upper and lower magnitude limits with T-type (section IV.3) and the 
percentage of each morphological type expected in the field (Dressier 
1980 and references therein), (2) the percentage of each T-type that 
is likely to be orientated in such a way, with respect to the 
dispersion direction, as to yield no redshift. The inclusion of these 
constraints has only a small overall effect,- moving the peak of the 
distribution nearer by 16Mpc (z=-0.004). It should be noted that 
whilst Christensen used much the same sample as Schecter (1976), 
Christensen predicts systematically more fainter galaxies than the 
Schecter luminosity function, which is thought to be slightly more 
accurate (Felten 1977). Both samples were composed of galaxies 
brighter than 11.85 from RC2. Selection function (b) is derived using 
the Schecter luminosity function. If this luminosity function is used 
then it is found that the peak of the selection function occurs at 
higher redshifts. In either event, the pronounced cluster at z~0.02 is 
significant at the 99%+ level (chi-squared statistics). The 
enhancement in the distribution at z~0.055 corresponds in part to a 
faint cluster at this redshift (this bump is significant at the 50% 
level relative to selection function (b)).

Comparison with the redshift distributions in fields 933 and 861 
suggests that the Schecter luminosity function is probably slightly 
more appropriate to this sample.

IV. 2.2.)
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Figure 5.3a-d: Histograms of photographic magnitudes of those
CGCG galaxies in fields 1009, 933, 789 and 861 respectively. Note that 
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galaxies that yielded redshifts (dashed line) and a histogram of those 
galaxies at dispersion 3 from plate BJ 9014P (3N) that yielded 
redshifts (chain line). (The set of galaxies measured at dispersion 3 
is the same as that in table 5.2c).
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of T-types of all galaxies in table 5.2.
The dashed line is field 1009, the solid line is field 933 and the 
chain line is field 861.
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Before discussing the immediate implications of these data, it is 
worthwile checking the consistency from field to field and the 
accuracy of the results. Figures 5.6a-c illustrate various 
cross-calibrations. 5.6b shows the redshifts of galaxies as measured 
on plates BJ 9055P (2N) and BJ 8610P (2N) where they overlap. 5.6a and 
5.6c are comparisons of redshifts measured at dispersions 3 and 2 and 
dispersions 1 and 2 respectively (data from field 861). Note figure
4.12b is a plot of published redshifts vs. prism redshifts for this 
field.

Briefly, from 5.6b we see a spread of 1340km/s between velocities
derived from complementary spectra on seperate plates. This is a 
random sample of galaxies and this error is not inconsistent with the 
results of section IV.3.3. Figure 5.6c shows a mean spread of 3100Km/s 
between redshifts derived from dispersions 1 and 2 and this is 
consistent with what one would expect when convolving a sample with a 
dispersion of roughly +/-3000Km/s with a complementary sample having a 
mean error of roughly lOOOKm/s. The comparison of dispersions 2 and 3
is shown in 5.6a and displays a slight systematic error at higher
redshifts which has been traced to the use of the wrong calibration 
table for the emulsion cutoff of plate BJ 9014P (2N). Here the average 
spread is +/-1400Km/s if the systematic error is removed and the 
straggler is ignored (this is a galaxy whose features were 
misidentified on one plate. On much closer examination the mistake 
showed up, but would not have been noticed if only a single plate was 
available). The comparison of prism velocities with other sources,- 
plotted in 4.12b,- shows a fortuitously low spread of +/-650Km/s;- the 
repeatability error of 720Km/s (Figure 4.12c) suggests that this 
figure is unusually low and is just a fluke distribution. (This 
repeatability error is for a random sample of spectra. Limiting the 
sample to the better spectra reduces this error to ~500Km/s). All in 
all, the results here are consistent with section IV.3.3.

Any worries about the consistency of manually selected galaxy 
samples should be allayed by comparison of figures 5.3a-g and by 
comparison of the histograms of T-type in figure 5.4. One of the main 
concerns was whether it is possible to consistently judge the 
suitability of spectra, i.e. how reliable is the faint magnitude limit 
of an eyeball sample. Part of the problem is that surface brightness 
is more important than apparent magnitude. However, given that the 
evidence of figures 5.3b-c and f-g suggests that field 861 contains 
fewer galaxies than field 933, the histograms of T-type for fields 861 
and 933 are remarkably consistent showing the degree of reliability
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possible in the manual selection of seperate samples complete to the 
same surface brightness limit. Also it is noted from figure 5.3h that 
the magnitude distribution of those galaxies with an assigned redshift
is similar to the shape of the total sample, again suggesting that the
faint magnitude limit is consistent (i.e. when we pick a sample of 300 
galaxies and 200 give redshifts, we do not find that the remaining 100 
are all faint galaxies).

The easily visible cluster in field 1009 shows up on a plot of x-y 
positions (5.2a), as an excess of bright galaxies in the histogram of 
magnitudes compared to other fields (5.3), as an excess of spiral 
galaxies compared with other fields (5.4),- the NGC5416 cluster is 
unusual in that it is a spiral rich cluster,- and as a pronounced bump 
in the redshift histogram (5.5a). Thus there is little doubt that 
there is a pronounced cluster of galaxies at a redshift of z=0.019. 
This cluster is illustrated by figure 5.7a, which is an x-y plot of 
galaxies having redshift in the range (z:0.017<z<0.023).

The bump at about z=0.055 is marginally significant if the 
selection functions are accurate. Figure 5.7b is a plot of x-y 
positions of field 1009 galaxies in the redshift range 
(z:0.050<z<0.060) and shows no obvious clustering at this redshift 
apart from the small group at (320,190).

It should be noted that the NGC5416 cluster is spiral rich and
since, on average, 40% of the total number of spirals of all T-types 
do not yield redshifts (see figure 4.10), the central cluster will not 
look quite as pronounced in a plot of selected redshifts as it does in 
figure 5.2a.

If we consider the other fields,- figures 5 . 5 b - d - and assume that 
the Schecter based selection function is the more appropriate, then we 
find that there is little evidence of a number density enhancement at 
the redshift of the NGC5416 cluster. In these fields there is a bump 
in the distribution at a redshift of about z=0.07. Figures 5.7e-h are 
plots of galaxies with redshifts in the range (z:0 .060<z<0.075). 5.7e 
shows field 933, 5.5f shows the dispersion 2, field 861 sample, 5.7g 
shows the dispersion 1, field 861 sample and 5.7k is field 789 
(dispersion 1 data).
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Figure 5.7: x-y plots of galaxies in selected redshift ranges. As
for figure 5.2.

Figure 5.7a: Field 1009,- illustrating the NGC5416 
cluster. Dispersion 2.
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dispersion 1.
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Figure 5.8 is a plot of luminosity per unit area versus radius from 
cluster centre for those galaxies at a similar redshift to the 
cluster, the former being in arbitrary units (the plot needs to be 
scaled by a small amount to cater for galactic absorption) and the 
latter is in millimetres (lmm=67.14"). Superimposed on the 
distribution is the general shape of a King (1972) surface density 
profile. Since there is no dramatic variation of morphological type 
across the field, the luminosity distribution should mimic the surface 
density profile moderately well. The magnitudes of the subset of 
galaxies which yielded no redshift were compared to the magnitude run 
of the galaxies included in this plot in order to estimate the 
fraction of galaxies from the "no-redshift" sample that should fall 
fall in this redshift bin. The rough indication was that the 
appropriate members of the "no-redshift" sample were only slightly 
concentrated near the cluster and would not noticeably affect the 
shape of figure 5.8 if they could be included. A possible excess of 
galaxies appears as an obvious bump at a radius from the cluster 
centre of 165mm (185') corresponding to a radius of 4Mpc (Ho=75).
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V.2.2 Conclusions

With no data for fields near 1009 the following conclusions are by 
no means watertight, but are still convincing. There is little doubt 
that the NGC5416 cluster is at a similar redshift to the Coma 
supercluster. In actual fact, the mean-redshift of A1367 is z=0.021, 
whilst Coma is at z=0.023 implying that the "plane" of the 
superscluster is slightly inclined to the line of sight. If the 
NGC5416 cluster,- at a mean redshift of z=0.019,- is a part of the 
supercluster system, it would be expected to have a redshift slightly 
different to that of Coma or A1367. Three other interesting points are 
apparent in figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5; field 1009 has an excess of
bright galaxies, an excess of spiral galaxies and an excess of low 
redshift galaxies compared to fields 933 and 861. Obviously the 
brighter component of galaxies in 1009 will account for the excess of 
lower redshifts, but it is noted from figures 5.7a and 5.8 that not 
all of the galaxies in the redshift range (z:0.017<z<0.023) are 
centred in the NGC5416 cluster itself. Indeed there seems to be an 
excess of field galaxies at these redshifts if this field is compared 
with the others (Figures 5.5a to c). Without data for the fields 
contiguous with 1009, it is possible only to draw tentative 
conclusions, but with the excess of low redshift galaxies in 5.5a and 
the manner in which these seem to be distinct from the NGC5416 cluster 
(5.7a and 5.8) it is tempting to suggest that the NGC5416 cluster is 
embedded in a number density enhancement at the same redshift as the 
cluster, but not belonging to it dynamically (else this cluster is 
highly relaxed). If this is so then this enhancement might represent 
an intercluster component or "ICR galaxies" (GT). Specifically GT find 
that the number density of galaxies brighter than m=15 in the 
intercluster region is 0.019 per Mpc (H =75):- assuming that the 
intercluster population is 8.7 Mpc thick, then a Schmidt plate would 
contain roughly 16 galaxies brighter than photographic magnitude 15 
with a redshift spread of +/-0.0023 about the mean population 
redshift. Convolving this intrinsic spread with the random error of 
the prism velocities, one would expect to see 16 galaxies with mj,<15 
with a spread of +/-0.0043 about the mean redshift. (The background 
population in the same field with the same constraints would be 1 ,- 
where GT defined the background in terms of both the density of 
galaxies between us and Coma and in terms of the local density of 
galaxies). However, nearer to a cluster one would expect the thickness 
of this population to increase to smoothly match the size of the 
cluster. Analysis of field 1009 suggests that there is an upper limit 
of eight galaxies brighter than mp=15 that do not seem to belong to
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the cluster,- i.e. they do not follow the expected density profile of 
a normal cluster (see 5.8). It is not unknown for cluster density 
profiles to exhibit secondary maxima, but they are not usually this 
strong, or this far from the cluster centre,- the usual distance for 
secondary maxima is roughly 1.5Mpc, (Austin and Peach 1974). The 
redshift spread of these galaxies is +/-0.007. If these galaxies are 
not the results of relaxation in the NGC5416 cluster, then there would 
seem to be an underlying number density enhancement in this region 
that is half as large as that in the region between Coma and A1367. 
Contiguous plates are needed to confirm this or show whether this 
possible population is a connective tissue with the Coma supercluster.

If the luminous mass of the NGC5416 cluster is calculated, this 
will give a lower limit on the mass of the cluster. The luminous mass13
in figure 5.7a is 1.1x10 solar masses, whilst the mass in a box 
3.25x3.25 degrees (175x175 mm) centred on the cluster itself is 
6x10. The luminosity density of this central region is 2xl0q L a 
per cubic mega-parsec, whilst the figure for the remainder of the

8 • 3observed area is 3x10 L0Mpc . This latter figure is similar to that 
quoted by Allen (1973) as the average luminous emission from all 
galaxies. Thus this component of the sample may only be significant if 
the surrounding areas are void of galaxies. It should be noted here 
that the uncertainty in prism redshifts gives an uncertainty of +/-0.4 
in absolute magnitude and a corresponding error of +/-50% in the 
derived luminosity. This error has to be added to the uncertainty in 
the apparent magnitude. Bolometric corrections, K corrections and 
scaling for absorption have been considered, but are small in 
comparison to the random errors. Mass to luminosity ratios were 
assumed to have the values 80 for ellipticals, 50 for lenticulars and 
25 for spirals.

TES use clustering analysis in their investigation of the structure 
of the Coma supercluster. Whilst this method gives an objective 
quantative means of defining important scale lengths, it does not 
remove the subjectivity of the definition of a supercluster. Choice of 
an appropriately large neighbourhood radius will result in all 
galaxies and clusters being members of a supercluster and thus this 
radius cannot be used an infallible test of supercluster membership 
but rather is useful as a comparison of different systems. Whilst in 
conjunction with the use of percolation analysis and three dimensional 
correlation analysis this method is useful in parameterising 
clustering, it is not a subsitute for the method of e.g. GT, where a 
region of enhanced density between clusters is pinpointed;- the 
existence or non-existence of such connective tissue is as important 
in relation to the choice between fragmentation and hierarchichal
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clustering scenarios as the distribution of individual clusters in 
space. I.e. if clustering analysis brings to light a possible chain of 
clusters, then this result should be reinforced by observation of the 
intervening regions to confirm that these clusters are connected. This 
could be an important factor in disciminating between evidence for a 
purely adiabatic scenario and hybrid schemes.

More specifically TES suggest that the NGC5416 cluster may be the 
end of a chain of clusters (most of them Zwicky clusters) reaching to 
Virgo and which, at larger neighbourhood radii, joins with the Coma 
complex. This chain is resolved at a neighbourhood radius similar to 
that which brings Coma and A1367 together.

The proposition that the NGC5416 cluster is part of a chain 
extending approximately radially from our supercluster could possibly 
explain the excess of low redshift galaxies this side of the NGC5416 
cluster, seen in figure 5.5a. Surrounding fields should be analysed to 
confirm this. This would also consitute an intercluster population 
similar to that found in the Coma-A1367 chain.

The spiral excess in field 1009 compared to the nearby fields seems 
to be accounted for by the cluster itself.

Despite the significant time devoted to the study of superclusters 
in the past decade, an objective definition of the term supercluster 
is not forthcoming. As discussed above regarding field 1009, one 
method of defining the extent of a supercluster is to confirm the 
existence of a region of excess number density connecting the centres 
of known clusters. It is somewhat difficult to make such observations 
from Schmidt prism plates, as opposed to slit spectroscopy, for two 
reasons;- (1 ) the radial resolution of prism derived velocities is, by 
now obviously, not as high as can be achieved with other forms of 
spectroscopy and therefore the less dense structures such as 
connecting chains will not be seen convincingly on individual plates,- 
as was seen in the above discussion of field 1009. This brings us to 
the second problem. (2 ) the galaxy spectra are limited to the 6 .5x6.5 
degree area of the plate, whereas using a narrow angle system with 
slit spectrograph, paradoxically one can observe galaxies with much 
larger seperations in one night. Again, this latter problem,- lack of 
plates,- will become irrelevant as prism surveys become complete.

With these limitations in mind and in the light of the unuseable 
quality of plate BJ 9065P (2N),- field 1008,- measurement of fields 
933, 861 and 789 were expected to fill the gap to a certain extent by 
favouring one of two possibilities;- (l)confirm that the Coma
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supercluster is an annular structure by displaying a hump in the 
redshift distribution at the appropriate redshift. A redshift of 
z=0.019 for the NGC5416 cluster is consistent with the possibility 
that Coma, A1367 and the NGC5416 cluster form part of an annular 
supercluster. Interestingly enough, such a supercluster would have the 
same dimensions as the annular Indus supercluster (Corwin 1981). This 
contention is bolstered by the possibility that the NGC5416 cluster is 
embedded in an ambient number density enhancement. Alternatively (2) 
the Coma supercluster may only be an open ended filament.

Fields 933, 861 and 789 were measured in the hope of detecting a 
density enhancement at a redshift of about z=0 . 0 2  since the lower limb 
of a possible annular supercluster would pass through on or more of 
these fields.

In the event, if we ignore the bright foreground structure in these 
fields, we can see an increasing number density of galaxies at fainter 
magnitudes as declination increases (cf figures 5.3b,c,d or 5.3f and 
5.3g) however the redshift distributions in these fields show no 
significant enhancement at the appropriate redshift. Also, if we 
consider those galaxies with mp<15 and check the redshift 
distributions we see no bump of the appropriate width containing the 
15 or so galaxies that would correspond to the number density 
enhancement seen between Coma and A1367. Whilst there are 6 galaxies 
brighter than m^=15 with redshifts between 0.012 and 0.021 in field 
933, they do not represent an excess when compared with the other 
galaxies brighter than mp=15 in this field. This clump is too wide in 
redshift space to be significant and the mean redshift of this 
distribution is too low. No continuation of this clump is seen in 
field 861.

This suggests that the Coma supercluster is purely chain-like in 
morphology and does not seem to manifest a cell-like structure.

One curious point emerges from comparison of figures 5.5a,b and c: 
there seems to be a deficit of distant galaxies in field 1009. This 
effect also seems to hold for galaxies brighter than mp=15. Indeed the 
drop in numbers for z>0.06 in field 1009 corresponds to the redshift 
at which numbers start to increase in fields 933 and 861. The 
significance of this is hard to ascertain since at these redshifts 
fields 1009 and 933 are seperated by roughly lOOMpc, however it does 
leave open an interesting question.

Whilst more densely populated than field 861, field 933 seems to be 
devoid of any notable structure. The bump at z~0.065 shows up as an
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increased density of galaxies towards the southern edge of the plate 
whereas in field 861 we see a distinct distribution. Field 861 
contains several large CGCG clusters whereas 933 does not. The plot of 
all galaxies in 861 (figure 5.2c) suggests a non random distrinution 
on the plate. To check that this was not a field effect, however 
unlikely, a two dimensional statistical analysis was made following 
the method of Peacock (1983). The distributions in each redshift bin,
0 . 0 1  wide in redshift space, were found to be different from each 
other and from the distribution in figure 5.2c at a significance level 
of P>0.99, thus elliminating the possibility of plate effects;- the 
distribution at z~0.065 is undoubtedly real.

Table 5.3 give the measured redshifts of Zwicky clusters in fields 
861 and 933. Only one of these clusters falls completely within field 
933.
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Table 5.3:

Cluster z <*z n CGCG Field:C

ZWC 1241+0125 0.0412 0.004 14 015:001
ZWC 1244-0139 0.0695 0.005 13 015:013
ZWC 1240-0058a 0.0398 0 . 0 0 2 5 015:007
ZWC 1240-0058b 0.0639 0.005 4 015:007 (2)
ZWC 1233-0206 0.0737 0.007 5 014:002
ZWC 12494-0447 0.0587 0.005 5 043:015

Notes: (1) the CGCG field:cluster number is not unique;- a large 
cluster may appear on several fields. (2 ) this identification is not 
certain, n is the number of galaxies used to determine the redshift.

CGCG clusters of class VD or ED (very or extremely distant) are 
beyond the range of dispersion 2 and only the more luminous members of 
clusters with distance class D will yield redshifts at this 
dispersion. From the data at dispersion 2 there is some reason to 
doubt the validity of one or two of the CGCG cluster contours in this 
region.
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VI Galaxy and Cluster Formation and Evolution. Precis.

VI.1 Theory

Two of the main motivations for studying the large scale 
distributions of matter can be summarised as ( 1 ) deducing the 
evolution of the universe as a whole, e.g. is it open or closed? Is it 
"steady state" or "big bang"? (2) We would also like to know the 
origin of galaxies and the evolution of clusters and groups of 
galaxies.

The study of evolution of the universe depends as much on particle 
physics as on astronomy since the possible mass of the neutrino is a 
critical factor, also particle interactions are, of course, of prime 
importance in determining cosmological abundances of the elements, the 
masses of stars and other intricate large scale effects. More familiar 
forms of mass,- e.g. intercluster and intergalactic gas,- fall within 
the scope of radio astronomy (e.g. see Scheuer 1975) and, in some 
cases, X-ray astronomy (Gursky and Schwartz 1977 review extra-galactic 
x-ray sources). Investigation of nongalactic mass is justifiable in 
its own right, but is given much additional impetus by the "missing 
mass" problem,- the discrepancy between cluster masses derived from 
the virial theorem and from the estimated sum of the masses of the 
observed galaxies (first noted by Zwicky 1933). The problem of the
closure or non closure of the universe is beyond the scope of this
study and it is doubtful that a large scale survey at the accuracy of 
dispersion 2 would prove to be of any value in this context since the 
study of a small number of individual clusters in great detail would 
be more likely to explain the nature of the missing mass.

The dynamical evolution of the material in the universe on the
large scale is also, of course, affected by the nature of missing mass
and, indeed, some supercluster formation/evolution scenarios depend 
on the same neutrinos which, if they have non-zero mass, would suggest 
a closed universe.

At this time one of the most protracted problems in cosmology is 
the nature of galaxy clustering. The galaxy would seem to be the basic 
building block of the universe,- it contains stars, clouds of dust and 
gas, rocks and degenerate matter and, indeed, is sometimes refered to 
as an "island universe". Certainly one cannot define the edge of a 
galaxy uniquely, however the clustering of matter in galaxies is an
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established fact;- whilst galaxies are known to cluster together the 
true nature of clusters and superclusters is still somewhat subjective 
and open to question,- an important question being "are all galaxies 
cluster members?". Whether or not the true nature of galaxy clustering 
is known, there is little or no dispute that galaxies form clusters 
which themselves form clusters. The crossing times of most 
superclusters are greater than the age of the universe and they are 
therefore unrelaxed and will give an indication of the manner in which 
fluctuations in the early universe arose.

The important and as yet unresolved problem is whether clusters and 
superclusters are fragments or conglomerates (or a hybrid). The two 
main explanations of the clustering mechanism differ in the timing of 
the epoch of large scale stucture formation (most theories assume the 
universe to have been homogeneous and isotropic at very early epochs 
and most evidence supports this). In the isothermal scenario (or 
hierarchical gravitational clustering model E.g. Peebles 1974, Aarseth 
et al. 1979) galaxies form first followed by the formation of 
clusters and superclusters respectively. In the adiabatic model 
(Zeldovich 1978 and references therein) "pancake" density enhancements 
form in the early universe and proceed to fragment into ever smaller 
associations. In the former theory galaxy morphology is an important 
factor since the galaxies formed first and have had time to interact 
and evolve to a significant degree. In the latter theory the 
morphology of superclusters is of interest, particularly the 
possibility of chain and sheet -like arrangements of clusters.

The water may be muddied by the real possibility of hybrid 
scenarios.

In the remainder of this chapter the main theories of clustering 
are discussed in more detail. Following these summaries is a section 
discussing observational approaches.

For a review of the evolution of density enhancements through the 
epoch of equal matter and radiation density and the epoch of 
recombination, see for example, Gott (1977) and references therein. 
Whilst fascinating in itself, the relevant point in the context of 
this thesis is that in the case of adiabatic fluctuations, the masses 
of surviving fluctuations at recombination,- i.e. those with mass 
greater than the damping mass that are in the contracting acoustical 
mode at recombination,- are of cluster or supercluster scale, whilst 
if the fluctuations were isothermal in nature, we would see 
enhancements above the background density with masses typical of
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globular clusters.

Zeldovich (1978), Doroshkevich et al. (1978) and references therein 
describe the evolution of adiabatic density fluctuations. Briefly, in 
this scenario density fluctuations in the epoch before recombination 
involve baryons and photons equally. Fluctuations below a certain mass 
will be damped due to photon viscosity. At recombination, the 
surviving fluctuations are of cluster and supercluster mass. Since the 
spectrum of fluctuations was probably proportional to some inverse 
power of the mass involved, the most dense fluctuations are the 
smallest,- i.e. those just above the damping mass. Whilst much larger, 
more massive fluctuations may be possible, their overdensity will be 
small and their evolution time scale long and they will thus be 
eclipsed by the less massive fluctuations.

Those fluctuations that are contracting at recombination will 
continue to do so, however there is no a priori reason to suppose that 
the fluctuation or the components of the peculiar velocities within 
the fluctuation will be symmetrical or uniform. It is thus likely that 
anisotropies in the component velocity fields will favour an oblate or 
possibly prolate spheroidal structure upon collapse. The contraction 
along the minor axis (or axes) of the fluctuation will be accelerated 
and the fluctuation will become a "pancake". Any remnant gas of the 
fluctuation and gas from regions affected by the gravitational 
potential will fall onto the dense thin layer, shock fronts will be 
seen as the infalling material loses its velocity and the dense inner 
regions experience further compression and undergo rapid radiative 
cooling whilst the outer envelope will remain very hot. This one 
dimensional compression and heat transfer increases the stability of 
the pancake in the other two dimensions. The evolution of the cool 
matter in the dense regions is dependant on the pressure generated in 
the shock fronts. Turbulence and vorticity, induced by the infalling 
gas, and thermal instabilities result in the formation of cool clouds 
moving through the hotter gas. Galaxies form from these clouds, though 
there may be star formation before the clouds have evolved into 
proto-galaxies.

One would thus expect to see flat or chain like superclusters with 
a possible hot envelope and with galaxies and clusters exhibiting a 
certain degree of preferential orientation and morphology.

Jones (1976) reviews turbulence theories. A later view of the whirl 
theory of galaxies formation is given by Ozernoy (1978). In a viscous 
medium in which turbulence is present, a turbulent eddy will

i
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characteristically give up its energy to smaller vortices in one 
rotation period. Eddies for which this characteristic time is longer 
than the universal expansion time scale are said to be "frozen in",
i.e. do not take part significantly in the turbulent energy cascade. 
Turbulence on a small scale will be damped by viscosity. The 
intervening scales will achieve a Kolmogorov spectrum by a cascade of 
turbulent eddies. After recombination the Jeans mass will drop and 
these eddies will represent a spectrum of inhomogeneities which may 
then proceed to collapse. The smallest surviving fluctuations will 
have the largest overdensity. On smaller scales the overdensity was 
washed out by damping and larger mass fluctuations also have smaller 
overdensity. In this scenario, the fluctuations having maximum 
overdensity have masses of large galaxies. Fragmentation of the 
protogalaxy into stars and hierarchical clustering of galaxies then 
occurs. Superclusters may already exist in very small numbers as the 
result of the collapse of larger eddies.

These conclusions can be reached by invoking effectively a single 
parameter,- the original vorticity velocity. This theory has a built 
in explanation for galaxy angular momenta and implies that galaxies 
will be aligned with rotation axes parallel to that of the parent 
eddy. Also since the angular momentum of a galaxy is proportional to 
the mass

Ip=M* (VI. 1)
and the rotational velocity of a vortex is proportional to its 
"radius"

V ( R ) o e R 5 (VI.2 )

larger vortices have more angular momentum and larger galaxies form. 
Hence the presence of large elliptical galaxies at the centres of rich 
clusters is explained. Whirl theory also predicts a cutoff in the 
spectrum of inhomogeneities at a scale of lOOMpc;- supercluster size.

The remaining major theory of galaxy and cluster formation is the 
theory of isothermal fluctuations;- the gravitational instability 
picture.

In this scenario, primordial fluctuations in baryon density are not 
accompanied by equivalent photon density fluctuations. Baryon 
fluctuations are not subject to damping but still cannot grow before 
recombination due to Thompson drag. As in the adiabatic case, just 
after recombination, the spectrum of fluctuations is expected to have 
the form

bp/p*m3 (VI. 3)
(Gott 1977 and references therein). Thus the smaller mass fluctuations 
have larger density contrast. In this case, with no damping limit on
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fluctuation mass, the lower mass limit on the fluctuations of 
interest is the Jeans mass, which is of globular cluster size (1(/m s) 
just after recombination. Therefore in the isothermal scenario, the
building blocks are of globular cluster size and above and galaxies
and clusters are expected to form via gravitational clustering.

One of the major sources in favour of this theory was the observed 
lack of prefered clustering scales. This showed up as a smooth 
distribution in correlation functions. Angular-correlation 
(covariance) functions were thought to exhibit no strong features out 
to depths <1000Mpc. Peebles (1974) found that the covariance function 
was smooth on scales ~40Kpc to 30Mpc. Groth and Peebles (1977) 
tentatively identify the observed break in the power law form of the 
covariance function with the transition between linear and non-linear 
density fluctuations (though this presupposes an Einstein-de Sitter
universe (Davis et al. 1977)). Shanks et al. (1980 and previous
related papers) find that the covariance function for deep samples is 
also smooth, apart from the "break", and that these samples scale 
moderately well from previous local samples. Shanks et al. observe the 
break in the covariance function though at smaller scales than Groth 
and Peebles. (Hewett (1882) raises the possibility that there might be 
systematic errors in the measuring proccess used by Shanks et al.;- 
specifically that early COSMOS field effects were not fully catered 
for). Unless the density parameter is shown to be unity, then this 
knee in the covariance function puts constraints on clustering 
theories.

Perhaps the major disadvantages of correlation functions is their 
inability to differentiate between spherical and linear (or planar) 
clustering, although higher order correlations do place constraints on 
the amount of linear clustering. Also the accuracy of the observations 
and the dependance of selection functions on other parameters makes it 
difficult to look for evolutionary effects between correlation 
functions for local and deep samples.

Thus, though the general idea is very simple, this theory must be 
backed up by other theories which will account for the break from the 
power law form of the covariance function and galaxy and cluster 
morphology and therefore, the isothermal scenario is perhaps not as 
self contained, per se, as other theories of large scale evolution.
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VI.2 Observation

From an observational point of view there are several distinct 
lines of attack; ( 1 ) large scale surveys in two and three dimensions,
(2) detailed study of high redshift galaxies, (3) detailed study of 
individual superclusters.

The first method is typified by the catalogues of Abell (1958) and 
Zwicky et al.(1961-1968) which give positions and magnitudes of 
galaxies and populations and redshift estimates for clusters and 
galaxy counts such as those of Shane and Wirtanen (1967),- the "Lick 
counts". The CGCG counts are complete to mp=15.5, whilst the Lick 
counts are complete to about 19.0. Having secured this information,- 
which typically has a cutoff at 15.5 apparent magnitudes,- it can be 
checked for second order clustering and subjected to statistical 
analysis (e.g. Peebles 1980). Unfortunately the information content of 
such catalogues does not allow the resolution necessary to distinguish 
between the above evolution theories,- it is of more use to analyse a 
smaller field in greater depth and accuracy. Part of the problem is 
that if superclusters form in sheets then in a two dimensional 
projection they will only appear if edge-on and in that case will be 

. indistinguishable from chain type superclusters.

One way of resolving this dilema is to repeat the survey in three 
dimensions. An example of such a survey is the "CfA survey" (Davis et 
al. 1982) using redshifts derived from slit spectroscopy. However with 
slit spectroscopy the observations occupy considerable time and 
resources and are usually limited to brighter galaxies and 
superclusters (e.g. the CfA survey is limited to 2400 galaxies 
brighter than an apparent magnitude of 14.5). Sky limited prism plates 
at dispersion 2 need one hour exposure time, cover a 6x 6 degree field 
and reach a magnitude limit of 16.5. With the perfection of automatic 
redshift detection it should be possible to produce three dimensional 
galaxy catalogues which, whilst they might not be as well resolved in 
the radial direction as would be desired, would increase the power of 
the statistical analysis of the data. With the speed at which 
detection and computing hardware and computer software are increasing 
in sophistication it is difficult to predict whether high accuracy 
observations of individual objects or automatically processed survey 
data will be more useful or readily available. As the capital costs of 
large capacity computers decline in real terms and the mountain of 
survey data continues to grow, and with the aid of modern automated 
measuring engines (which are still evolving, though more slowly than
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detectors or computers) we will perhaps be able to make deductions as 
impressive as those made by Johannes Kepler using the catalogues of 
Tycho Brahe.

Modern direct Schmidt plates can reach as faint as 23 apparent 
magnitudes. After measurement of such plates on a machine such as 
COSMOS, several classes of object can be extracted semi-automatically;
(1) galaxies, via a star galaxy separation (MacGillivray 1981) usually 
from direct plates, (2) Quasars, detected on prism plates either 
automatically (Clowes et al.1984) or manually (Savage et al.1984 and 
references therein). As the redshifts at which galaxies can be 
observed are extended, the relevance of quasar observations to galaxy 
clustering will become more pronounced. (3) Galactic and 
extra-galactic variables (Hawkins 1984) from comparison of two or more 
plates. We remember that it was the study of galactic variables that 
gave a distance scale which showed that most nebulae were island 
universes in their own right. Comparison of plates with different 
wavebands yields colours of images,- useful in distinguishing types of 
variables and in probes of galactic structure (Reid and Gilmore 1984 
and references therein).

Examples of the use of direct plates can be seen in the work of 
Corwin (198/) who observed the annular Indus supercluster in detail. 
Beard (1983) surveyed those fields in Indus for which Schmidt prism 
plates were available, in three dimensions. MacGillivray et al.(1982) 
used direct plates, measured by COSMOS, to analyse orientations of 
cluster galaxies (see below). Hewett (1982) compares correlation 
functions derived from deep Schmidt plates with previous work which 
used brighter samples. (An important extension of the use of Schmidt 
plates for evaluation of correlation functions will be the analysis of 
the galaxy correlation function over several contiguous Schmidt 
fields).

The second approach to the problem of cluster evolution is to fix 
the epoch of galaxy formation,- in the two main theories of cluster 
formation galaxies form either before or after clusters. Lilly (1983 
and references therein) has studied the evolution of galaxy colours, 
tracing their history back to high redshifts. In principle, perhaps, 
this method is simpler than the other two,- "merely" involving the 
observation of the state of evolution of a sample of galaxy types at 
increasing redshifts. In practice many difficulties are involved. 
Quite apart from the usual limitations encountered in the observation 
of faint, distant objects, the matter is confused by such problems as 
ascertaining the k-corrections,- which depend on the type of universe 
we live in, which in turn is partly what we are trying to deduce;
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specifically

m=M-5+51og(cz/H )+l.086(l-qo )z+... (VI.4)

to first order, where ra and M refer to the usual magnitude convention. 
Hence at relativistic redshifts the apparent magnitude of an object is 
dependant on the decceleration parameter and the Hubble constant as 
well as the correction necessary due to the redshift of the spectrum 
through the waveband of observation. It is therefore no 
straightforward matter to ascertain whether we are looking at 
representative, complementary samples in each chosen redshift bin.

On the positive side it is noted that in the isothermal scenario 
galaxies are formed at redshifts of the order of 2 0- 1 0 0 0 , whereas for 
the adiabatic scenario the likely galaxy formation redshifts are 
z<5-10. This difference is large and it is almost within our 
observational capacity to check whether the adiabatic scenario is 
correct.

The third observational approach involves the detailed analysis of 
individual superclusters; dynamics, cluster size and morphology and 
galaxy morphology. As noted above, observation of orientations of 
galaxies within clusters and with respect to supercluster axes, if 
present, is one possiblity. In the adiabatic scenario superclusters 
form as sheets or "pancakes", then fragment into smaller units. One 
would therefore presume to see sheet-like or cellular superclusters 
with string-like enhancements at sheet intersections and, within the 
limits of available interaction time, larger enhancements at the 
"corners" of cells. As the density fluctuation collapses into a sheet 
and then fragments into smaller structures, conservation of the 
component of angular momentum perpendicular to the sheet would 
manifest itself in the alignment of the rotation axes of the 
resultant galaxies within the pancake plane. Small scale 
irregularities in the collapsing sheet and subsequent dynamical 
evolution of the clusters would tend to disrupt this alignment. Other 
theories, such as turbulence scenarios (see above), suggest that the 
angular momentum of galaxies results from the action of vortices in 
the collapsing proto-supercluster, leading to alignment of galaxy 
rotation axes perpendicular to the supercluster plane. Unfortunately, 
the most observationally significant regions are those with the 
highest populations of galaxies and are therefore prone to the highest 
degree of mixing and tidal interaction. Sheets, if they exist, are 
much more difficult to detect and do not therefore lend themselves to 
this type of analysis. Conversely, in gravitational clustering, the 
mechanism of cluster building is random accumulation of galaxies and 
therefore, apart from tidal effects, one would expect to see no
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systematic alignment of galaxy axes.

The morphology of clusters as a whole is also a relevant pointer,- 
the crossing time of sheets or chains is usually longer than the age 
of the universe. Clusters will therefore only be virialised 
perpendicular to their parent sheet or in the radial direction, if 
part of a chain. Whilst it is possible for chains to form at random in 
the isothermal scheme, it is unlikely that there will be any preferred 
cluster orientation . Orientation of cluster axes, where present, with 
respect to possible sheets or chains is more likely in the adiabatic 
scenario. MacGillivray et al. (1982) has observed a certain degree of 
preferential orientation of galaxies within the Virgo supercluster 
whilst Bingelli (1982) has observed preferential cluster orientation 
with respect to neighbouring systems as well as preferential galaxy 
orientations within the clusters. Such observations tend to support a 
non-random cluster formation scenario.

Another important factor derived from the detailed study of 
individual clusters and superclusters is the morphology of the 
constituent galaxies themselves. It is a well established fact that 
the percentages of each morphological galaxy type vary systematically 
with number density of galaxies (Dressier 1980 and references 
therein),- ellipticals are a prominent constituent of rich cluster 
cores, whilst spirals predominate in the "field". At first glance this 
is more difficult to reconcile with the isothermal scenario than the 
adiabatic,- there is no a-priori reason to suppose that elliptical 
galaxies would be the preferred centres of clustering in a random 
model. Unless hybrid theories are invoked, the isothermal model can 
only remain viable if some explanation for the distribution of T-types 
can be found. The conversion of spiral and lenticular galaxies into 
ellipticals via the action of intergalactic gas is known to be 
unlikely (e.g. see Dressier 1980 and references therein). An 
alternative mechanism is the conversion of spirals and lenticulars 
into ellipticals via direct collision (Toomre 1977), though this may 
also be unlikely,- van den Bergh (1984) uses counts of globular 
clusters to suggest that mergers are unlikely to produce cD galaxies.

The possibility of a gaseous, remnant left over from the formation 
of pancakes or a hot envelope surrounding superclusters (see above) 
has been investigated by Oort (1981) and Murray et al. (1978). The 
former investigated the possibility that certain of the absorption 
systems seen in quasar spectra were due to intervening hydrogen. 
Sargent et al. (1982) present observations which suggest that this is 
not so. Pravdo et al. (1979) suggest that the x-ray observations of 
hot gas surrounding superclusters made by Murray et al. (1978) were
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not consistent. These observations, both pro and con, are not
complete. Whilst this method seems to have been unfruitful, perhaps a 
more concerted set of observations should be made before it is
discarded.

Personally I suspect that the observation of high redshift galaxies 
with the intention of deducing the epoch of galaxy formation may prove 
to be the most fruitful line of approach for the present, particularly 
with the impending launch of the space telescope. If this is so I 
suspect that the study of galaxy clustering will become more rather 
than less important since we will have put strong constraints on 
evolution mechanisms, e.g. if the adiabatic theory proves to be 
correct, it may necessitate the existence of collisionless dark matter 
to account for the uniformity of the cosmic microwave background, 
which in turn will affect the clustering of galaxies. By analogy, 
faint planets in our solar system were only discovered by patient 
measurement when the heliocentric model was accepted.

Of course no theory has any practical use unless it predicts the 
right results, but, as we have seen, at the present moment the 
observational data do not conclusively favour any particular theory. 
The problem is basically one of observational limitations, a problem 
having its analogue in the world of theory;- it is difficult to 
parameterise clustering. Various measures can be applied, such as
covariance and spatial correlation functions (Peebles 1980), nearest
neighbour counts (Peebles 1980), multiplicity analysis (Groth and 
Peebles 1977), clustering analysis (e.g. TES), percolation analysis 
(though the sensitivity of the latter to linear features has been 
criticised by Bhavsar and Barrow 1984). The popular projected and 
spatial two point correlation functions are not sensitive to the 
existence of sheets or strings and illustrate the disadvantages of 
single parameter measures of clustering. Rather than trying to 
analytically derive these measures for a given theory, it is usually 
more profitable to perform an n-body simulation of the theory and 
measure the result by these methods. Such simulations will also allow 
us to discard the more grossly incorrect theories at a glance or 
indicate that some refinement is required.

The technical implementation of n-body simulations is beyond the 
scope of this brief summary. Due to the rapid evolution of the method 
and the machines used to apply it, it is difficult to even quote a 
definitive reference.
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Most simulations assume a Friedmann universe with weak initial 
clustering for reasons discussed in section VI.1 and references 
therein.

The earliest epoch at which n-body simulations are usually applied 
is that at which the previously discussed density fluctuations, or 
components thereof, begin to behave as point masses. Due to finite 
artificially bounded sets of points, various edge effects must be 
catered for. Refinements incliade the use of "soft potentials" and 
mergers. In the earlier simulations, Aarseth et al. (1979, first of a 
series of papers) observe the evolution of 1000-4000 point masses with 
initial conditions derived by assuming that the point masses had 
evolved from isothermal fluctuations. An initial fluctuation spectrum 
of the form (eq. VI.3) is assumed and the cases 11=1.0 andil~0.1 are* 0 o

considered. The epoch at which the simulation begins is evaluated from 
an estimate of the collapse time of fluctuations to galaxies. (z=10-30 
depending on density parameter). Aarseth et al. argue that dissipation 
is unimportant on mass scales larger than galaxies, assuming the 
original fluctuations were isothermal, thus the simulation begins when 
"globular clusters" coalesce to form protogalaxies. Various arguments 
justify the use of a Poisson distribution of n points of equal mass as 
one starting distribution;- such a distribution is not drastically 
different from the above density fluctuation spectrum (eq. VI.3). The 
equations of motion are integrated from this epoch to the present. The 
n bodies occupy a volume of co-moving radius 50Mpc, particles being 
reflected at a boundary in these models. The resulting distributions 
for the various choices of density parameter showed reaslistic 
clustering and yielded correlation functions similar to observation. 
Alternative models with an initial density fluctuation spectrum more 
closely resembling the predicted form,- achieved by distributing the 
galaxies on randomly oriented rods,- soft interaction potentials, a 
Maxwellian spectrum of peculiar velocities and various mass 
distributions were evaluated for differing values of the density 
parameter.

Efstathiou and Eastwood (1981) model the evolution of up to 20000 
equal mass points having no initial peculiar velocities and weak 
initial clustering. They find that such initial conditions lead to 
covariance functions that do not agree with observational results 
whether the universe is open or closed. They suggest the possibility 
that the departure of their models from observation, at large scales, 
may be due to a failure of the gravitational instability model with a 
power law spectrum at these scales.
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Miller (1983) followed up to 100000 particles with a Poisson 
initial distribution and zero peculiar velocities within a periodic 
boundary,- particles leaving one side reappear at the opposite side. 
Other simulations were initiated with differing initial distributions 
and non-zero peculiar velocities. Power spectrum analysis is used to 
show that there is no prefered clumping scale, however Miller derives 
correlation functions similar to those of Efstathiou and Eastwood. The 
simulations indicate that voids and string-like superclusters can grow 
via gravitational clustering. Simulations with high initial peculiar 
velocities proved to be unlike observed distributions.

Zeldovich (1978 and references therein) and Doroshkevich et al. 
(1980) follow adiabatic perturbations from the non-linear stages. 
These simulations are two-dimensional,- matter distributions in 2D 
were simulated both by applying the approximate theory of non-linear
2D perturbations in the adiabatic case and by using numerical
simulations. Zeldovich follows the evolution of 16000 gravitationally 
interacting point masses, having periodic boundary conditions. Using 
either method, cellular structures quickly become apparent.
Doroshkevich et al. use 4096 gravitationally interacting, 
collisionless particles with the same boundary conditions and "cloud 
in a cell" distribution. They found that cell structure appeared in 
the non-linear stage and either fragmented after a finite time (n=l) 
or was frozen in to the universal expansion (xvfO.l), disruption being 
more difficult in the latter case. The initial conditions of these 
simulations were random velocity and density perturbations, but with a 
cutoff in the density fluctuation spectrum,- only long-wave
perturbations being allowed. As with Zeldovich, the inclusion of other 
dynamical forces to provide the necessary dissipation resulted in a 
broadly similar cellular structure. Similar results were obtained by 
Klypin and Shandarin (1983) who modelled the 3D evolution of 33000 
points from z~5 to the present, assuming adiabatic perturbations.

Mellot (1983) specifically models the 2D evolution of collisionless 
dark matter, the clustering of which will influence the evolution of 
baryon perturbations (this side-steps the problem, in the adiabatic
scenario, of cosmic microwave background uniformity by allowing the 
baryons to cluster at later stages than for pure baryonic
perturbations). Using 90000 overlapping "clouds in cells" on a 100x100 
mesh with periodic boundary conditions, the results are similar to 
those of Doroshkevich et al. (1980) except that the cell walls 
disintegrate much more slowly in a closed universe. The simulation 
follows the particles initially at rest at z= 1 0 0 0  to the present 
epoch, assuming a closed universe. The cell structure has roughly the 
same scale as the shortest permitted fluctuation wavelength. The model
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does not cater for cooling, shocks or collision.

Most published models simulate the observed galaxy distributions 
quite well, though one suspects that there is a natural selection 
effect operating here,- only realistic simulations being published. 
The conclusions that may be drawn from this fact are; (1) in practical 
terms n-body simulations can be used to help justify a particular 
model but, at present, cannot be cited as evidence favouring one model 
over another, (2 ) most of the evolutionary models can satisfactorily 
explain the growth of very small amplitude perturbations present at 
recombination into the large amplitude perturbations seen today, but 
what remains to be seen is whether the less obvious loose ends can be 
tied up,- e.g uniformity of the cosmic microwave background in the 
adiabatic scenario and galaxy and cluster morphology and orientation 
in the isothermal.
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VII Conclusions

VII.1 The Results

The limiting parameters of prism redshift surveys at higher 
dispersions can be summarised thus:

Redshift accuracy (general sample) ; ~+/-1150Km/s
(restricted sample); ~+/- 900Km/s (1)

Faint magnitude limit; 16.5 (2)
Bright magnitude limit; 12.5 (2)
Percentage of galaxies yielding redshift; 70 (3)

Notes:
(1 ) sample restricted to early morphological types
(2) total bolometric magnitude (RC2). Magnitudes can be derived to an 
accuracy of +/-0.3 via interpolation from a set of standards. 
Extrapolation is not recommended. A larger sample box around each 
spectrum and some means of catering for field effects would improve 
this figure.
(3) 90% of ellipticals and lenticulars have respectable spectra that 
show measurable features whilst only 1 0 % of late spirals and 
irregulars have the right orientation, intrinsic geometry and
brightness to show identifiable features in the prism spectrum.

These results apply to dispersion 2. The numbers of suitable
galaxies at dispersion 3 are of course smaller and the slight increase 
in the accuracy of the redshifts cannot be justified by the rise in 
the faint magnitude limit from 16.5 to 15.5. The bright magnitude
limit is a function of image size as much as emulsion limitations and
therefore the bright limit remains unchanged for dispersion 3. Few 
calibration velocities were available for the dispersion 3 plate 
measured, so an accurate indication of the decrease in the redshift 
errors is unavailable.

Measurement and processing time for a plate can be as short as a 
week in theory. In practice queueing for time on measuring machines 
etc. will lengthen this process considerably.

Provision of a coordinate transformation necessitates the 
measurement of two entire plates on COSMOS or a similar machine 
(semi-automatic machines would be totally impractical unless an
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autofocus is available). COSMOS can measure 60% of the area of a UKST 
plate at most, the other disadvantages of this machine being that it 
has a comparatively low dynamic range in transmission and is generally 
much in demand. Time constraints not-withstanding, coordinate 
transformations provide a more accurate and consistent wavelength 
scale than the cutoff method, allow redshifts to be derived from 
emission line objects, allow overlaps to be automatically discarded 
and allow field effects to be catered for.

Use of the emulsion sensitivity cutoff as a wavelength reference 
introduces a small increase in the size of the random redshift error 
but is extremely simple to apply. When higher dymamic ranges in 
density or transmission are desired, the PDS microdensitometer is to 
be prefered. This instrument, at time of writing, has no autofocus and 
is therefore suitable only for comparatively small numbers of objects. 
Here, the cutoff method is more suitable. The PDS is also 
intrinsically slow in terms of scanning speed compared to COSMOS.

VII.2 The Observations

Measurement of redshifts of dispersion 2 spectra from several 
plates in the neighbourhood of the Coma supercluster shows that the 
NGC5416 cluster is, without a doubt, at a similar redshift to the 
Coma-A1367 system. This cluster is somewhat nearer than Coma or A1367 
and with the one plate available, it cannot be shown conclusively 
whether the NGC5416 cluster is in or in front of the plane of the 
supercluster. Plates of the intervening region should resolve this 
question. There is some evidence that the NGC5416 cluster may be 
imbedded in a low density cloud of galaxies. Whether this is so and 
how far this possible cloud extends cannot be determined without 
further observation.

Measurement of dispersion 2 plates of the region south of the Coma 
supercluster show no evidence of structure at the appropriate 
redshift, confirming the visual impression that Coma is not an annular 
or cell-like supercluster.

These fields did, however, show evidence of structure at a redshift 
of z=0.07. This observation was confirmed, within limits, by the data 
from dispersion 1 plates. The size of the observed structure is 
roughly 40Mpc (H0 =75Km/s/Mpc). As is the case of the NGC5416 cluster, 
plates of adjacent fields would be most useful in determining the 
nature of this structure.
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Unfortunately, the smearing out of detail caused by the +/-1150Km/s 
random errors in the prism redshifts make application of clustering 
and percolation analysis impracticable. Application of a two-point 
spatial correlation analysis gives no startling results. The 
significance of this result is difficult to assess and it would be 
instructive to compare it with a complementary set of velocities 
derived from slit spectroscopy.

As with all useful observational techniques, we note that analysis 
of the prism redshifts raises as many new observational problems as it 
solves.

In broad terms, results from dispersion 2 prism plates can be used 
as probes of supercluster structure, but are just a little too coarse 
to be used to probe clusters in any detail (eg. the accuracy is such 
that upper limits can be assigned for the masses of the largest
clusters). In terms of the study of superclusters and their origin, 
the dispersion 2 prism combination is probably best suited for
detecting previously unobserved large scale structure and, to a 
limited extent at high redshifts, probing the morphology of that 
structure.

VII.3 The Future

The largest currently available CCDs have between one third and
half a million pixels. A UKST plate has approaching one hundred 
thousand million pixels (emulsion grains) or, using an eight micron 
measuring increment - a typical option on automatic measuring 
machines, two thousand million. A difference of four orders of
magnitude.

A UKST plate weighs roughly three hundred grams whilst 
five magnetic tape required to store the digitised 
approximately 2 0  kilograms. I weigh seventy five
therefore;

Schmidt plates = l astronomer

This argument is obviously frivolous but it does dramatically 
illustrate the fact that analogue data has some advantages over 
digital data. Assuming that huge CCDs are feasible, assuming that the 
high speed, high capacity hardware and software required to drive them 
are not fiendishly expensive, the problem of data storage still has no 
dramatic cure in sight.

the twenty 
data weigh 
kilograms,

(VII.1)
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I would suggest that the only practical or justifiable application 
for such a system would be a space-bound Schmidt camera where 
replacement and retrieval of glass plates would be more expensive than 
a solid state detector. Such a system would suffer slightly less from 
the sky-background problem which limits ground based wide angle 
exposures to a much greater extent than in slit spectrorcopy.

I therefore have no doubts that ground-based Schmidt camera 
systems, with provisions for objective prisms and fibre systems, will 
be in demand for some considerable time to come.

Having arrived at this not very profound conclusion I must admit
that the future of redshift studies using dispersion 2 may not be as
durable as that of as direct plate surveys. This is simply because the 
number of galaxies for which slit derived redshifts are available will 
obviously continue to grow and also fibre systems will become more 
prominent. It is unlikely that fibre systems will ever have several 
thousand channels but at time of writing these systems are still in
their infancy and their future is difficult to predict.

The great advantage of objective prism surveys is that eventually 
plates of every field will be available and will provide an easy means 
to measure the redshift of any object brighter than about 16.5 
apparent magnitudes. In the cases of all the alternate systems, 
applications for telescope time must be made and specific objects are 
observed. Despite the gradual encroachment of slit spectroscopy I 
suspect that prism spectroscopy as a method for deriving redshifts 
will continue to be a useful survey tool.
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Appendix A. Prism Optics

A.l Thin Prism Approximation

For simplicity, the thin prism approximation was used in the
derivation of the dispersion curve. This section justifies its use.

At minimum deviation, for any prism the angular deviation D is 
given by

sin((D+A)/2)=nsin(A/2) (A.l)

where A is the refracting angle and n is the refractive index of the 
glass. If A is sufficiently small then the thin prism formula for D 
can be applied viz.

D=(n-1)A (A.2)

Now

X=fD (A.3)

where X is the position on the plate and f is the focal length of the 
telescope/camera (f=3074.2mm for the UKST). Using the values of the 
refractive index for wavelengths 7000 and 3500X (see \ A.2), i.e. the 
extreme waveband of IIIa-F emulsion, it is possible to derive 8x for 
both the normal case (A.l) and the thin prism case (A.2). It is found 
that the difference |Sx(normal)-8x(thin prism)| is 1.7 microns. This 
figure represents inaccuracy of the thin prism formula at the 
plate;- i.e. minimal and certainly unmeasurable.

A.2 Field Effects

Another source of systematic dispersion variations is that of 
departure from the angle of minimum deviation. The prism is set up so 
that any ray parallel to the optical axis of the telescope is at 
minimum deviation (strictly we should restrict ourselves to one 
wavelength, but in what follows, this will be seen to be unnecessary). 
Since the Schmidt telescope usually has a wide field of view,
significant departures of incoming rays from the minimum deviation 
angle will occur. Figure (A.l) is a ray diagram of the prism.
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For random orientation of the incoming ray, the deviation D of the 
ray can be evaluated via the formulae;

D+A=i; +1 ' (A . 4)

A=I, '+\ (A.5)

sinl, =nsinl, ' (A. 6)

sinlj '=nsinlt (A. 7)

where the refractive index of air is assumed to be constant at unity. 
By symmetry arguments, minimum deviation can be shown to occur when

1 = 1 /  , I '=1^ ,i.e. D+A=2I, (A.8)

If we evaluate

8 x=x(minimum deviation+/-2.5degrees)-x(minimum deviation) (A.9)

for the two cases ~=7000 and ~=3500A, we find that

6x(7000A)=94.97 microns (A.10)

6x(3500A)=99.32 microns (A.11)
hence edge of field spectra are less than 5 microns longer than centre 
of field spectra. This figure will be less for a narrower waveband,
e.g. Illa-J, and is too small to show up above the random errors of
measurement.

A.3 Manufacturers Specifications

The refractive index of the prism is given as;
Z -* ■  -  f

n=a0 -faX H-aX+a^X+aA+aX ( A . 1 2  )
with; a0 =2.2699,a, =-9. 6402xl0'3,aJ; =1.1026x10’* ,a3 = 1 . 9471xl0'5,
af = l.0122x10 ,a5.=-4.4100x10. We also have;

X=f(n-l)A (A.13)
where the thin prism approximation has been applied, minimum deviation 
is being considered, the refracting angle of the prism is given by 
A=3.80579x10 radians and the focal length of the telescope is given 
by f=3074.2mm. X is the position of a feature on the plate in mm.
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Appendix B. Relation of Photographic Density to Intensity

In general the relationship between density and exposure is given
by:

D=F([log(E)-f(A)-p(£)]/[g(A)+P(fc)]) (A.14)

(Burton 1954) where F,f,P,p and g are functions of their respective 
arguments and E is the exposure:

E=It (A.15)

here I is the incident intensity (summed over all wavelengths) and t 
is the exposure time. For a given exposure time, formula A.14 reduces 
to:

D=?log(E)+C(A) (A.16)

(Emerson 1982) where is the slope of the linear portion of the
characteristic curve or the "contrast". The variation of gamma and C
with wavelength are given by Clowes (1983). Formula A.16 is used in
the conversion from density to exposure or intensity.
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Appendix C. Table 5.2: Galaxy Catalogue for Fields 1009, 933 & 861

Table 5.2a (Plate BJ 8611P (2N), Field 1009)

(1 ) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v )(vi) (vii) (viii)

226.0 46.3 .0135 15.4 2 Sb 18 Z046.030
230.3 44.6 ---- 15.0 0 Sb 19 Z046.029
234.4 45.1 ---- 15.1 0 Sb 20 Z046.025
236. 9 41.2 .0084 15.7 2 SO 2 1
239.1 41.4 ---- 15.2 0 Sc 22 Z046.018
266.0 45.1 .0516 15.8 3 SO 23
266.5 45.3 .0735 15.8 3 E 24
268.6 44.8 .0516 15.8 2 SO 25
270.6 40.8 ---- 15.7 0 Sa 26
264.7 42.6 .0209 15.7 1 Sa 27
261. 9 43.4 15.6 0 Sb 28
265.7 30.1 .0798 15.6 1 Sa 29
181.6 6 8 . 8  .0278 14.4 1 Sa 30 Z046.040
196.7 70.0 ---- 14.5 0 Sc 31 Z046.036
241.5 54.3 .0118 14.8 2 Sa 32 Z046.017
240.5 55.2 .0159 15.3 2 Sa 33
239.6 56.2 ---- 15.3 0 Sc 34 Z046.019
287.6 54.0 .0384 15.5 2 Sa 35
2 90.1 54.5 ---- 15.5 0 Sc 36
284. 9 58.6 .0193 15.3 1 Sc 37
182.6 87.4 .0175 13.8 3 SO 38 Z046.039
248.1 83.0 .0883 15.6 2 Sa 39
259.7 77.2 ---- 15.2 0 Sc 40
298. 3 82.1 .0460 15.8 1 SO 41
306.6 77.4 .0365 15.7 3 EO 42
305.8 76.2 .0347 15.8 3 EO 43
301.7 74.0 .0292 15.7 4 Sa 44
314.2 85.4 .0674 15.2 2 Sa 45
315.0 82.9 .0574 15.6 2 Sa 46
311.0 79.4 .0574 15.7 2 Sb 47 Z045.126
313. 9 76.6 .0384 15.2 2 SO 48 Z045.125
119.5 97.7 .0365 15.5 2 49 Z046.052
233.6 1 0 0 . 2  ---- 15.1 0 EO 50 Z074.020
232.2 99.5 ---- 15.6 0 Sa 51
282. 9 105.4 .0275 16.0 4 Sa 52
268.4 97.1 ---- 15.2 0 Sb 53 Z046.005
265.8 97.1 .0135 15.3 4 Sa 54 Z046.006
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285.4 113.7 ---- 15.7
285.7 113.1 .05 94 15.4
285.6 108.0 ---- 15.7
287.6 1 0 2 . 8 ---- 15.6
330.0 105. 9 ---- 15.6
329.2 113.3 .0251 15.5
285.6 108.0 .0381 15.2
287.6 1 0 2 . 8 ---------- 15.6
330.0 105. 9 .0018 15.5
329.2 113.3 ---------- 15.4
133.1 141.1 .0196 15.2
137.1 139.0 .0 905 15.7
137.6 135.3 .0148 15.3
148.3 129.1 ---------- 14. 9
187.0 128.5 ---- 14.7
226.5 136.6 .0226 14.6
208.6 138.2 ---- 14.8
205.0 134.4 ---- 15.4
215.4 119.3 . 0 1 1 0 15.5
227.7 119.8 .0634 15.7
226.5 125.3 ---- 15.5
229.1 124. 9 .0458 15.6
274.1 140.6 .0535 15.6
285.7 120.7 .0634 15.4
317.7 134.7 .0329 15.6
341.3 137.3 . 0 2 0 2 15.7
130.0 158.8 .0189 14.1
129.5 159.2 .0139 15.5
1 2 1 . 1 157.2 .0034 15.4
166.0 165.1 .0135 14.7
178.0 144.2 .0304 15.0
177.4 146.3 .0239 15.6
183.8 143.1 .0209 15.3
187.7 151. 9 .0230 15.6
188.3 166.2 .0207 14.4
182.7 163.5 .0159 13.6
166.9 163.9 ,.0149 14.3
172. 9 162.5 ,.0167 14.3
170.5 159.3 ,.0209 14.8
171.7 160.5 .. 0 2 2 0 16.0
173.1 158.6 ..0183 15.5
174.5 158.2 ..0175 13.9
176.0 158.6 ..0155 15.5
180.0 157.0 ..0204 15.6
192.0 148.1 .0067 15.7

0 Sa 55
1 Sb 56
0 Sc 57 Z074.001/073.O'
0 Sc 58
0 59 Z073.082
1 Sc 60 Z073.084
2 Sc 61
0 Sc 62
1 E0? 63
0 Sc 64
4 EO? 65 Z074.100
2 Sa 66

1 Sc 67 Z074.096
0 Sc 68 Z074.083
0 Sa 69 Z074.045
4 70
0 Sb 71 Z074.031
0 Sa 72 Z074.036
0 Sc 73
1 Sc 74
0 Sb 75
0 Sb 76
3 SO 77 Z074.006
1 Sa 78
2 EO 79
2 Sb 81
0 SO 82 Z074.102 N5463
4 EO 83
1 Sc 84 Z074.106
0 Sb 85 Z074.070
0 Sa 86 Z074.055
2 Sb 87 Z074.056
1 Sc 88

0 Sb 89
3 Sa 90 Z074.044 N5409
2 Sc 91 Z074.052 N5416
0 Sc 92 Z074.068 N5434
3 EO 93 Z074.063 N5424
2 Sc 94 Z074.065 N5431
4 E? 95
2 Sa 96 Z074.062
3 E2 97 Z074.Q59 N5423
3 Sa 98 Z074.058
1 Sa? 99
1 Sa 1 0 0 Z074.042
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193.4 148.8 .0135 15.7 5 SO 1 0 1
208.1 155.4 .0118 15.6 2 Sb 1 0 2 Z074.032
232.5 143.3 .0294 15.4 1 Sc 103
301.0 152.6 .0441 16.1 2 Sa 104
300.1 153.2 .0012 15.6 1 Sc 105
323.0 163.1 .0518 15.7 3 Sa 106
322.5 163.7 ---- 15.7 0 Sc 107
321. 9 164.4 .0549 15.8 2 EO 108
318.6 166.9 .0535 15.6 2 Sa 109
141.6 174.0 ---- 15.5 0 Sc 1 1 0 Z074.093
318.5 168.3 .0563 15.7 2 Sa 1 1 1
135.2 177.3 .0347 15.7 2 SO 1 1 2
136.1 167.3 ---- 15.7 0 Sc 113 Z074.099
161.4 172.6 .0253 14.7 4 EO 114 Z074.075
162. 9 170.5 ---- 15.2 0 Sa 115
161.3 169.5 .0593 15.7 2 SO 116
160.0 167. 9 .0694 15.5 2 Sb 117
161.6 167.9 .0125 15.1 2 SO 118 Z074.074
148.8 184.4 .0574 15.7 2 Sa 125
185.3 191.0 .0340 15.6 4 SO 127
184.3 189.8 .0186 13.8 2 Sa 128 Z074.050
181.8 181.8 .0155 15.1 1 SO 129
186.8 173.8 .0171 15.5 4 SO 130 Z074.046
183.4 170.3 ---- --- 0 Irr 131
185. 9 168.5 .0149 15.6 2 Sa 132 Z074.048
209.1 188.7 .0517 15.5 2 Sc 134
208.6 189.3 .0467 15.8 2 Sa 135
207.7 190.2 .0527 15.8 5 E 136
205.6 189.0 .0507 15.8 0 Sb 137
2 0 0 . 6 188.8 .0251 15.6 2 Sc 138
202.3 185.3 .0448 15.7 0 Sa 139
256.7 185.4 .0329 15.7 1 Sc 140 Z074.009
240.3 186.9 .0204 14.5 2 Sb 141 Z074.018
305.6 178.6 .0554 15.5 2 E 142
318.4 168.2 .0421 15.6 2 Sa 143
316.7 169.3 .0503 15.3 2 E 144 Z073.087
166.1 164.9 ---- 14. 9 0 Sb 145
315.8 169.0 .0483 15.6 4 EO 146
307. 9 180.0 .0519 15.6 2 SO 147
322.4 184.1 .0357 15.7 2 Sb 148
338.4 177.8 .0546 15.6 2 Sa 149
331.3 190.1 ---- --- 0 Sa 150
123.4 212.3 .0051 15.6 0 Sa 151
119.8 211.9 .0245 15.5 2 Sb 152
185.3 191.0 .0402 15.7 4 Sa 153

N5438

N5437

N5414
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184.4 191.6 .0310 15.6
168.8! 191.6 .0186 ---
331.1 190.8 ---- 15.8
194.3 2 0 0 . 0 ---- 15.3
2 2 0 . 2 2 0 1 . 2 .00 93 15.3
244.7 191.3 .0126 15.6
256.6 204.2 ---- 15.6
275.0 195.4 .0273 15.5
320.0 199. 9 ---- 15.6
315.6 200.5 .0535 15.6
317.5 198.3 .0574 15.6
309. 9 194.1 .0565 15.7
334.6 198.0 ---- 15.7
1 2 0 . 0 215.6 .0347 15.8
141.1 215. 9 .0089 15.6
141.8 216.7 .0255 15.2
143.2 216.2 ---- 15.6
146. 9 236.4 ---- 15.1
179.4 215.4 ---- 15.4
184. 9 238.0 ---- 15.3
194. 9 219. 9 ---- 15.5
193.5 219.3 ---- 15.1
191.4 222.4 .0169 15.5
2 0 0 . 8 227.6 ---- 15.6
213. 9 230.7 ---- 15.6
237. 9 232.2 .0135 15.6
255.7 232.2 .0274 15.8
295.4 219.6 .1129 15.7
310.0 233.1 .0735 15.5
150.4 245.8 ---------- 15.5
145.1 247.8 ---------- 15.3
210.3 24 9.6 ---------- 15.4
271.8 12.7 ---------- 15.6
174.7 257.5 ---------- ---
324.2 254.8 ---- ---
320.7 254.8 ,.0574 ---
144.2 272.6 ---- ---
147.7 268.4 ..0574 14.8
163.1 267.8 ,.0139 15.1
173.8 267.8 ---- ---
173.1 267.2 ---- ---
278.7 266.4 .07 90 15.7
276.8 267.1 .0421 15.6
296.5 266.4 .0186 15.5
150.3 282.0 .0347 14.6

2 Sa 154
2 E 155
0 Sb 156
0 Sc 158 Z074.039
2 Sa 159 Z074.025
3 E0 160 Z074.017
0 Irr 161 Z074.010
2 EO 162 Z074.005
0 Sb 163
2 Sa 164
2 Sb 165a
2 Sa 166
0 Sb 167
2 SO 168
2 Sb 169
4 SO 170 Z074.041
0 Sa 171
0 Sb 173 Z074.085
0 Sb 174 Z074.054
0 Sa 175
0 Sc 176
1 Sc 177
2 Sc 178
0 Sa 179
0 Sa 180
2 Sc 181 Z074.019
2 EO 182
1 Sb 187
2 E? 188
0 Sa 189 Z074.080
0 Sc 190 Z074.092
0 Sa 191
0 Sa 192
0 Sb 194
3 SO 195
0 Sb 196
3 E 197
4 SO 198 Z074.086
0 Sc 199 Z074.073
0 Sa 2 0 0

2 E 2 0 1

1 Sc 2 0 2 Z074.002
3 Sa 203 Z074.004
3 Sb 204 Z073.093
0 Sa 205 Z074.081
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250.3 280.5 ---- 14.6 3 SO 206
255.8 283.6 .0209 15.5 3 Sa 207
142.4 294.2 .0440 15.8 1 Sa 208
138.0 292.8 .0273 15.7 0 Sc 209 Z074.097
130.8 289.6 ---- 15.1 1 Sc 2 1 0 Z074.103
153.6 286.6 .0006 15.3 2 Sa 2 1 1 Z074.079
145.6 293.9 .0065 14.2 1 SO 2 1 2 Z074.089
154.0 301.7 .0207 15.1 4 Sa 213 Z074.078
155.0 300.6 .0195 15.3 0 Sb 214
171.6 305.1 ---- 15.5 0 Sc 215
210.0 307.0 ---- 15.2 3 Sb 216 Z074.030
203.8 305.8 .0204 15.2 4 EO 217
229.4 299.3 .0274 15.4 0 Sb 218 Z074.021
247.4 302.5 ---- 14.0 0 Sa 219 Z074.015
247.3 301.1 .0249 14. 9 2 Sa 2 2 0 Z074.014
246.2 300.1 .0270 15.2 2 Sb 2 2 1 Z074.016
136.2 313.9 ---- 15.1 0 Sa 2 2 2
141.7 314.1 .0152 15.6 2 Sa 223
169.4 314.1 .0477 15.6 3 Sa 224
169.5 310.2 .0310 15.7 0 Sc 225 Z074.067
197.2 315.1 ---- 14.7 0 Sc 226
317.0 199.0 ---- 15.7 2 Sa 227
204.0 317.3 .0516 15.6 0 Sa 228 Z074.037
255.2 316.2 ---- 15.7 1 Sa 229 Z074.011
130.8 327.8 .0517 15.6 3 E 230 Z074.104
131.5 327.8 .0385 15.6 4 E 231
138.5 324.7 .0370 15.6 1 Sa 232 Z074.095
155.9 338.8 .0045 15.2 2 Sa 233 Z074.076
214.6 187.6 .0187 15.4 3 234
218.2 343.4 .0340 15.2 1 235 Z074.027
37.7 244.4 .0309 15.4 3 EO 236
46.8 260.2 .0169 14. 9 2 Sa 237 Z074.137
66.2 260.4 .0228 15.0 0 E 238
94.0 242.4 ---- 15.6 3 EO 245

107.2 246.1 .0594 15.8 2 Sa 246
60.0 270.5 .0757 15.8 0 Sc 247
60.7 270.3 ---- 15.7 0 Sc 248
62.4 270.6 ---- 15.6 1 Sc 249
62.3 275.0 .0239 15.7 2 E? 250
63.0 278.5 .0186 15.7 2 E? 251
82.6 278.6 .0715 15.1 3 E 252 Z074.124

106.4 276.5 .0263 15.2 4 Sa 253
45.3 302.2 .0118 15.7 0 Sc 254 Z074.139
2 9.0 2 94.2 ---- 15.5 3 Sb 255
28.1 300.4 .0310 15.6 2 SO? 256

N5456

10962
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69.6 293.3 .0497 15.7 0 Sa 257
63.3 288.3 ---- 15.3 0 Sa 258
53.2 292.9 ---- 15.7 0 Sb 259
54.3 295.5 ---- 15.5 0 Sc 260
50.7 300.4 .0329 15.5 3 Sa 261
77.6 297.3 .0516 15.4 0 Sb 262 Z074.127
98.8 291 .1 ---- 14. 9 2 Sa 263 Z074.119
23.4 319.5 .0208 15.5 0 E 264 Z074.149
98.8 322.5 ---- 14.6 0 Sc 266

100.0 316.9 .0735 15.7 4 SO 267
102.2 326.0 ---- 15.5 0 EO 268
119.4 330. 9 ---- 15.3 2 Sa 269 Z074.108
93.2 333.7 .0421 15.2 0 Sa 270

117.3 332.4 ---- 14.8 0 SO 271 Z074.112
22.8 119.1 .0133 14.8 2 EO 272
35.2 132.3 .0622 14. 9 4 SO 273 Z074.143
33.6 139.0 .0194 15.0 2 Sb 274 Z074.145
37.6 119.8 .0047 15.5 0 Irr 275 Z074.141
38.3 120.5 ---- 14.9 0 Sa 276
43.8 151.2 ---- 15.4 0 SO 277
46.2 1 2 1 . 1  .0210 15.1 3 E 278 Z074.136
50.0 122.0 .0168 14. 9 3 Sc 279 Z074.134
58.1 129.8 .0018 15.4 2 Sa 280 Z074.132
66.5 122.5 .0073 15.5 0 Sa 281
69.7 139.8 ---- 14.7 1 Sa 282 Z074.128
87.7 134.8 .0099 15.4 1 Sb 2 83 Z074.122
99.1 136.3 .0167 14.2 2 Sa 284 Z074.115
98.3 150.4 .0133 14.2 3 Sa 2 85
98.2 150.6 .0101 15.5 2 SO 286 Z074.118
98.5 150.6 .0193 15.6 2 SO 287a
26.5 181.6 .0186 15.7 2 Sb 288 Z074.147
40.2 189.5 ---- 15.0 0 Sb 289 Z074.140
82.0 186.1 .0084 15.3 1 Sb 2 90 Z074.123
94. 9 189.7 .0654 15.6 1 Sc 291
98.8 189.5 .0503 15.7 1 Sc 2 92

101.7 189.5 .0395 15.6 1 Sc 2 93
97.3 187.4 .0350 15.5 2 Sb 2 94

104.3 186.0 .0541 15.9 2 Sa 2 95
106.8 184.4 .0798 15.6 1 Sa 2 96
107.5 174.2 .0361 15.8 3 Sa 2 97
109.0 187.3 ---- 15.6 0 Sb 2 98
110.1 183.4 .0368 15.7 2 Sa 299
108.0 179. 9 .0748 15.8 1 Sa 300
110.7 175.9 ---- 15.6 0 Sc 301 Z074.114
52.6 213.9 ---- 15.4 0 Irr 302 Z074.113

N5482
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71.2 2 0 1 . 8  ---- 15.5 0 Sa 303
78.6 202.5 .0067 15.1 2 Sb 304 Z074.126

116.4 205.7 .0297 15.8 2 Sa 305
116.0 203.1 .0497 15.6 2 Sb 306
23.3 225.1 .0307 15.2 2 Sa 307 Z074.148
29.1 2 2 2 . 8  .0169 15.6 3 SO 308
36.2 238.7 .0402 15.6 1 Sb 309
62. 9 235.2 .0993 15.7 2 SO? 310
75.6 217.8 .0840 15.8 5 E 311
78.4 218.5 ---- 15.7 0 Sa 312
80.6 237.3 .0905 15.9 4 SO 313
82.4 229.0 .0535 15.8 3 SO 314
80.3 228. 9 ---- -------- 0 Sc 315
95.1 236.3 ---- 15.6 0 Sa 316
85.3 227.0 .0948 15.7 3 Sa 317
84. 9 227.0 .0574 15.6 2 Sa 318
97.2 238.5 .0694 15.5 1 Sa 319

119.1 218.4 ---- 14.8 0 Sb 320 Z074.107
118.2 227.9 .0421 15.4 0 Sb 321 Z074.110
118.2 231.9 .0081 15. 9 2 Sb 322
1 1 0 . 8 232.9 ---- 16.0 0 Sa 323
91.1 43.3 .0614 15.7 2 Sa 324
99.3 35.7 ---- 14.5 0 Irr 325 Z046.060

106.8 34.8 .0204 15.5 1 Sc 326 Z046.055
109.2 44.2 .0137 15.3 1 SO 327
108.8 43.3 ---- 15.3 0 Sc 328 Z046.054
111.7 41.9 .0202 15.5 4 EO 329 Z046.053
21.4 60.6 .0186 14.6 2 Sa 330 Z046.070
94.0 54.7 .0798 15.6 2 EO 331
97.8 57.0 ---- -------- 0 332
82.8 90.0 .0069 14.6 2 Sa 333 Z046.061
94.2 76.5 ---- 15.5 0 Sb 334
98.3 93.7 .0735 15.6 3 Sb 335
32.7 97.2 .0540 15.7 2 Sa 336
30.2 98.2 .0210 15.7 2 Sb 337
29.4 98.2 .0197 14.7 3 EO 338 Z046.067
27.4 109.8 .0134 15.8 1 Sa 339
26.6 1 1 1 . 8  . 0 1 2 1 15.6 2 Sb 340
48.1 113.7 .0035 15.2 2 Sa 341 Z074.135
58.5 105.6 .0355 15.1 2 Sb 342 Z074.131
[06.3 96.0 ---- 15.5 0 SO 343
[19.7 98.9 ---- 15.1 0 Sa 344
.19.6 98.9 ---- 15.2 0 Sc 345
.2 0 . 0 98.0 ---- 15.8 0 Sa 346
2 0 . 0 98.0 ---- 15.5 0 347a
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23.2 124.8 .0599 15.2 2 348
163.0 19.5 ---- 14. 9 0 Sc 34 9
194.5 153.0 .0634 15.5 0 350
297.5 81.5 .0384 15.8 2 Sa 351
338.6 75.6 .0189 15.5 1 Sb 352
328.0 105.0 .0413 15.2 1 353
146.7 103.0 ---- 15.4 0 Irr 354 Z074.082
195.0 117.5 .0228 15.6 4 Sa 355
203.0 121.0 .0172 15.6 1 Sc 356 Z074.035
172.0 127.0 ---- 15.6 0 Sc 357 Z074.060
171.5 133.5 .0169 15.6 2 Sc 358 Z074.061
169.5 136.5 .0232 15.0 2 SO 359 Z074.066
167.5 133.5 .0087 15.6 3 SO 360
159.5 145.5 .0157 15.0 2 Sa 361
163.5 151.0 .0241 14.8 1 SO 362 Z074.069
142.0 157.0 ---- 15.6 0 Sc? 363 Z074.091
180.5 181.5 .0169 15.3 3 EO 364
287.0 161.0 .0204 15.6 2 S? 365 Z073.094
306.0 215.5 .0421 15.4 2 Sa 366
210.5 303.0 .0191 15.2 2 Sa 367
184.0 320.0 .0291 15.6 2 Sa 368 Z074.049
96.5 297.0 .0135 15.7 2 Sb 369 Z074.120
43.5 301.0 ---- 15.7 0 Sc 370 Z074.130?
61.6 267.0 .0121 -------- 1 Sb 371
31.0 311.5 ---- 15.6 0 Sc 373
30.0 311.5 .0458 15.3 2 Sa 374
46.0 113.0 .0262 15.4 2 Sa 28A

1 2 0 . 0 98.0 ---- 15.6 0 347b
317.5 198.3 .0404 15.7 1 Sa 165b
98.5 150.6 .0239 15.7 2 287b
29.5 98.5 .0253 ------- 2 E 26A(2)

Table 5.2b (Plate BJ 9055P (2N) , Field 933):

14.0 103.7 ---- 15.5 0 E? 274
31.9 44.3 .0031 12.9 2 SO 275 Z015.032 (8610: 46)
89.6 109.5 ---- 13.1 0 Sa 276 Z043.034 N4701
66.3 99.3 .0305 15.4 2 EO 277 Z043.043
76.0 102.3 ---- 15.5 0 SO 278

114. 9 96.7 .0292 15.5 2 Sa 279
1 1 2 . 6 90.6 .0299 15.0 2 E 280 Z043.024
57.4 84.5 .0634 15.3 2 Sb? 281
83.5 75.6 .0319 15.7 2 Sa 2 82 Z043.037 (8610:85)
97.8 67.0 .0819 15.4 1 Sa 284
6 6 . 8 67.0 .0384 15.5 2 Sa 285
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67.4 62.4 .0555 15.4 3 Sa 286
112.7 56.0 ---- 15.5 0 Sb 287
1 0 2 . 6 48.3 .0971 15.5 1 Sa 288
94.3 35.9 .0034 15.4 2 E 289 (8610:48)

136.5 33.4 .0440 15.3 2 Sa 2 90 (8610:49)
146.6 29.4 .0535 15.5 2 Sa 291 (8610:52)
142.6 28.6 .0653 15.6 2 SO 2 92 (8610:53)
136.5 27.3 .0421 15.4 2 SO 293 (8610:57)
132. 9 24.3 .0390 15.4 2 E 2 94 (8610:58)
140.7 25.9 .0550 15.5 2 E 2 95 (8610:56)
142.7 24.6 .0421 15.3 2 E 2 96 (8610:54)
184.6 102.4 ---- 15.5 0 Sb 297
184.1 102.1 .0715 15.5 2 Sa 2 98
183.7 1 0 2 . 1  ---- 15.5 0 Sa 299
184.1 99.7 .0862 15.4 2 Sa 300
175.6 84.8 .0648 15.5 1 Sa 301
170.6 83.8 .0404 15.4 2 Sa 302
171.1 81.5 ---- 15.4 0 Sb 303
150.6 80.9 .0396 15.6 2 E 304 Z043.013
146.5 72.3 .0262 15.7 2 Sb 305 Z043.017
177.3 76.4 ---- 15.3 0 EO 306
176.4 76.9 .0724 15.4 2 SO 307
184.6 77.2 .0883 15.5 2 Sb 308
187.7 74.4 .0763 15.4 2 Sa 309 (8610:117)
176.8 70.9 .0791 15.2 2 SO 310 (8610:118)
174.6 71.6 ---- 1 1 . 8 0 E 311 Z043.002
182.6 64.3 ---- 15.4 0 E 312
152.2 44.8 .0819 15.5 2 Sa 313
171.3 40.9 ---- 15.6 0 Sa 314
181.1 38.5 ---- 15.7 0 E 315 Z014.108
167. 9 33.7 ---- 11.9 0 Sa 316 Z015.008
186.6 29.8 .0735 15.6 2 E 317 (8610:88)
167. 9 27.3 .0777 15.5 3 E 318
150.6 24.4 .0336 15.5 2 EO 321 (8610:50)
164.9 24.5 .0440 15.5 3 Sb 322
26.3 197.9 ---- 15.7 0 SO 323 Z043.057
35.6 167.4 ---- 13.0 0 Sa 324 Z043.054
9.8 157.1 .0654 15.5 2 Sa 325

1 0 . 2 144.7 ---- 15.4 0 ------- 326
13.8 136.4 ---- 15.5 0 --- 327 Z043.063
34.6 149.2 .0655 15.5 2 E 328
37.0 128.4 ---- 15.4 0 Sa 329
29.4 130.0 ---- 15.3 0 Sc 330

108.8 159.8 .0258 14.5 2 --- 332 Z043.028
25.0 128.4 .0494 14.8 1 --- 333

N4636

162
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29.4 125.5 .0486 14.8 2 E0 334
28.1 112.7 .0247 15.6 2 EO 335
67.6 196.4 .0458 15.5 2 Sa 336
62.8 188.4 .0063 14.3 1 Sa 337

107.2 186.7 ---- 15.4 0 SO 338
113.2 183.4 .0467 14. 9 3 SO 339
138.0 181. 9 .0756 15.5 3 E 340
112.3 179.8 .0777 15.6 3 Sa 341
105.7 179.4 ---- 15.7 0 E 342
63.6 173.4 .0597 15.6 2 EO 343
55.1 173.2 .02 94 15.3 2 Sa 344
53.7 173.4 .0525 15.6 3 Sa 345
50.3 172.2 ---- 15.4 0 Sa 346
50.0 177.1 .0574 15.3 2 SO 347
50.3 175.7 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 348
50.8 174.2 .0654 15.4 2 Sa 349
49.6 162.2 .0587 15.5 2 Sa 350
105.7 165.5 .0162 15.5 1 Irr 351
59.8 135.1 .0342 15.3 2 Sa 352

109.5 135.4 .0186 15.2 2 Sb 353
143.3 132.5 .0402 15.5 2 E 354
141.2 131.4 ---- 15.4 0 E 355
1 2 2 . 6 128.4 .0777 15.4 3 E 356
119.6 128.0 .0674 15.5 3 Sa? 357
1 1 2 . 8 1 2 0 . 0 .0385 15.5 2 --- 358
150.6 178.0 .0819 15.5 2 Sa 359
149.8 173.2 .06 94 15.5 2 Sa 360
154.8 165.0 .0335 15.3 2 Sa 362
167.6 161.4 .0798 15.4 2 E 363
168.8 161.4 .1247 15.5 1 Sa 364
176.2 167.0 .0674 15.5 2 EO 365
171.4 148.3 .0819 15.4 2 EO 366
169.1 146.6 .0419 13.6 2 SO 367
168. 9 146.7 .0420 15.6 2 Sa? 368
178. 9 139. 9 ---- 13.4 0 Sc 369
185.7 122.7 .0463 15.5 2 E 370
173.3 124.7 •-.009 15.1 2 E 371
159. 9 121.5 .0488 15.5 1 SO 372
208.1 108.8 .0654 15.5 2 Sa 373
236.7 100.7 .0724 15.5 2 SO 374
207.4 94.7 ---- 13.7 0 SO 375
229.2 90.5 ..06 94 15.5 2 SO 376
226.4 90.0 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 377
231.5 70.2 .,0133 14.4 2 SO 378
204.8 59.9 ..0445 15.5 2 Sa 379

Z043.045

Z043.026
Z043.030
Z043.044

Z043.047

Z043.029

Z043.027

Z043.025

Z043.011

Z043.006
Z042.208

Z043.003
Z043.010

Z042.198

Z042.188
Z042.201

N4734

N4273

N4600

(8610:147) 
(8610:119)
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222.5 32.4 .0365 15.4 2 E0 380
169. 9 119.7 ---- 15.4 0 Sa 381 Z043.004
167.8 118.0 ---- 15.4 0 EO 382 Z043.007
167.8 115.6 .0458 15.5 3 E 383
152. 9 116.6 .0008 15.3 2 E 384 Z043.012
222.5 32.4 .0367 15.5 3 EO 385
230.4 23.7 .0574 15.5 1 Sa 386 (8610:134)
233.1 21.7 .0167 15.0 2 SO 387 (8610:135)
2 83.8 105.8 .0199 14.8 2 SO 388 Z042.161 N4538
308.6 104.8 ---- 15.3 0 Sc 389 Z042.147
327.6 103.7 .0694 15.4 2 Sa 3 90
268.8 99.3 ---- 15.7 0 Sb 3 91 Z042.170
303.3 99.2 ---- 15.4 0 Sb 392
326.4 96.0 ---- 15.4 0 Sb 3 93
331.5 95.8 .02 92 15.5 2 E 3 94
337.0 97.6 ---- 15.5 0 E 3 95
344.7 97.4 ---- 15.5 0 E 3 96
316.2 88.7 .0365 15.4 2 SO 3 97
271.4 90.4 14.4 0 Sa 3 98 Z042.168 N4544
276.7 8 8 . 6 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 399
275.7 8 6 . 2 .0674 15.5 2 E 400
259.8 77.3 ---- 15.3 0 Sb 401
291.1 70.1 ---- 12.4 0 Sb 402 Z042.156 N4527
321.4 71.7 ---- 15.5 0 SO 403
259.0 63.0 ---- 15.4 0 --- 404
256.5 61.7 .0089 15.5 2 SO 405
282.0 55.0 ---- 15.4 0 Sa 406
2 95.2 50.0 .0 948 15.5 2 E 407 (8610:149)
311.6 51.9 15.4 0 Sa 408
287.0 45.0 -.005 12.3 2 Sb 409 Z014.068 (8610:150)
300.9 43.4 .0410 15.3 2 E 410
302.7 43.1 .0634 15.5 2 Sa 411
295.2 28.6 .0687 15.5 2 EO 412 (8610:161)
284.8 30.4 .0816 15.5 2 E 413 (8610:160)
272.1 28. 9 .0715 15.1 3 E 414 (8610:154)
271.8 29.3 .0852 15.4 3 E 415
268.7 28.1 .0515 15.5 2 Sa 416 (8610:153)
266.6 26.0 .0674 15.5 2 Sa 417 (8610:152)
271.0 25.2 .0654 15.5 2 Sb 418
271.7 23.0 .0653 15.4 2 E 419 (8610:155)
279.3 24.1 .0583 15.4 2 EO 420
278.8 23.5 .0563 15.4 2 Sa 421 (8610:157)
277.2 23.3 .0516 15.4 2 E 423 (8610:156)
252.3 25.4 .0421 15.5 2 EO 424 Z014.078 (8610:151)
2 2 1 . 1 192.3 ---------- 15.4 0 E 425 Z042.192
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219.7 156.3 .0152
233.0 159.3 .0124
245.2 161.8 ----
230.4 151.0 ----
206.3 146.9 ----
214.9 138.6 .0233
214.8 131.1 .0205
224.7 1 H . 7  ----
223.4 112.4 .0292
224.6 111.2------
209.2 111.2 ----
208.1 108.9 .0574
328.5 200.0 ----
273.4 198.2 .0024
270.3 197.8 ----
269. 9 197.8 .0634
261.4 177.1 ----
275.8 183.0 .0777
281.7 187.2 .0674
307.9 186.5 ----
320.5 186.7 .0365
338.6 184.1 .0574
330.9 173.8 .0201
317.2 172.8 ----
315.9 171.5 .0497
308.8 162.0 .0384
296.3 163.4 ----
286.3 161.3 .0905
282.9 160.0 ----
281.7 160.2 ----
281.5 160.1 .0777
244.8 161.6 .0249
256.7 149.1 .0634
254.7 147.7 ----
339. 8 155.7------
248.0 125.9 .0784
270.1 126.7 ----
270.1 124.5 .0971
270.6 124.3 .0735
286.5 145.1 .0715
285.5 140.9 .0735
289.3 140.9 .0421
292.4 137.6 .0735
288.8 137.7 .0840
289.6 137.9 .0188

15.7 3 Sb 426
13.5 1 Sb 427
14.6 0 Sb 428
15.5 0 SO 429
15.5 0 E 430
15.4 1 E 431
15.6 1 Sb 432
15.4 0 E 433
15.4 2 Sa 434
15.4 0 Sa 435
15.4 0 SO 436
15.4 2 E 437
15.5 0 Sa 438
15.5 2 SO 439
15.4 0 Sa 440
15.4 2 Sa 441
15.5 0 Sa 442
15.5 2 E? 443
15.4 2 Sa 444
15.4 0 E 445
15.5 2 E 446
15.6 2 Sa 447
15.4 3 Sa 448
15.4 0 Sb 449
15.5 2 E 450
15.2 2 E 452
15.4 0 Sa 453
15.2 2 E 454
15.5 0 E 455
15.4 0 Sa 456
15.1 2 Sa 457
14.6 2 Sb 458
15.4 2 Sb 459
15.1 0 Sc 460
13.4 0 Sb 461
15.4 2 E 462
15.5 0 Sa 463
15.4 2 Sa? 464
15.4 2 E 465
15.4 2 Sa 466
15.5 2 E 467
15.5 2 Sa 468
15.3 2 Sa 469
15.3 2 SO 470
15.4 3 EO 471

Z042.1 93 
Z042.187 N4586

Z042.196

Z042.142

Z042.117 

Z042.139 N4480
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286.3 134.7 ---------- 15.4 0 E 472
2 92. 9 135.5 ---- 15.4 0 Sc 473
290.6 132.8 .0441 15.5 2 Sa?' 474
293.1 129. 9 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 475
2 95.8 126.5 ---- 15.4 0 Sa 476
297.0 1 2 1 . 2 ---- 15.2 0 Sa 477
293.4 117.9 ---------- 15.3 0 Irr■ 478
2 90.3 116.4 .0717 15.5 2 Sa 479
311.0 131.4 .0084 15.5 2 SO 480
310.8 141.6 .0654 15.5 2 Sa 481
341.3 128.4 .0067 15.1 2 Sb 483
343.3 119.8 ---------- 15.5 0 Sa? 484
341.6 113.2 ---- 15.6 0 Sa 485
333.7 115.2 .0144 15.2 1 Sa 486
334.4 117.4 .0715 15.5 2 Sb 487
326.7 115.6 .0883 15.4 2 Sa 488
145.6 203.8 .0715 15.5 2 Sa 489
114.0 200.5 .0440 15.5 2 Sa 4 90
26.4 276.1 .0883 15.5 2 E 491
22.4 216.6 ---------- 15.4 0 EO 4 92
21.3 215. 9 .0171 15.5 1 Sa 4 93
19.7 211.4 ---------- 15.6 0 SO? 4 94

103.5 302.2 ---- 15.7 0 Sb 4 95
104.4 291.0 .0798 15.5 2 SO 4 96
1 0 1 . 2 293.2 .0535 15.4 2 EO 497
1 0 1 . 2 2 93.2 .0813 15.3 2 EO 4 97
1 0 1 . 1 293.6 .05 93 15.4 3 Sb 4 98
1 0 1 . 1 293.6 .0813 15.4 2 Sb 498
72.4 294.0 ---- 15.7 0 Sa 499
51.0 279.3 .0414 15.4 2 E 500
54.7 272.3 .0519 15.5 2 Sa 501

135.0 266.8 ---- 15.7 0 Sc 502
133.8 260.0 ,.0601 15.5 2 SO 503
1 2 1 . 1 247.0 -- . 0 0 2 14.7 2 Sc 504
98. 9 241.4 ,.0679 15.6 3 E 505
70.1 244.8 ..0614 15.6 2 SO 506
56. 9 242.3 ,.0093 15.4 2 Sa 507
58.1 240.1 ..0310 15.5 3 SO 508
60.2 241.0 .,0335 15.5 2 SO 509
93.4 227.7 .,0274 15.5 2 Sa 510
93.5 224.7 ---------- 15.4 0 Sa 511
94.9 225.2 .0463 15.6 2 SO 512
38.7 330.7 .0204 15.7 1 Sa 513
40.5 310.5 .0421 15.6 2 SO 514
46.4 308.6 ----  15.7 0 EO 515

Z042.154

Z042.138
Z042.136

Z042.140

Z043.058
Z043.059
Z043.031

Z043.042
Z043.048

Z043.019
Z043.020
Z043.023

Z043.052
Z043.051
Z043.049
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75.2 334.4 .0233 15.1 2 Sa 516
108.7 328. 9 .0674 15.5 2 SO 517
1 2 0 . 1 326.8 ---- 15.4 0 E 518
121.4 326.8 .0380 15.4 2 SO 519
132.3 321.6 .0634 15.7 3 Sa 520 Z043.021
131.8 321.9 .0516 15.4 2 Sa 521
131.8 320.5 ---- 15.5 0 Sb 522
126.1 311.8 .0634 15.4 2 Sa 523
99.2 313.0 ---- 15.4 0 Sc 524
92.5 315.3 .1015 15.5 1 E 525
91. 9 316.8 .0725 15.7 2 EO 526 Z043.033

166.0 285.0 .0099 15.6 3 Sa 527 Z043.008
192.6 285.7 .0063 15.2 2 SO 528 Z042.204
161.3 276.3 .0656 15.4 3 E 529
161.1 276.3 ---- 15.3 0 E 530
161.1 276.3 .0676 15.4 2 E 530
162.6 271.8 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 531
149.1 260.6 . 0 2 2 1 15.6 2 SO 532
166.5 243.7 .1015 15.5 2 Sa 533
182. 9 222.9 .0247 15.6 2 Sa 534 Z042.206
167.3 332.3 ---- 15.5 0 E 535
163.4 326.8 ---- 15.3 0 Sa 536 Z043.009
196.4 312.3 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 537
2 95.8 205.3 .0292 15.5 2 Sb 538
314.4 202.3 .0798 15.6 3 E? 53 9
316.7 203.0 ---- 15.3 0 E 541
221.3 286.0 ---- 15.5 0 E 542
228.1 262.6 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 543
227.6 263.3 .0522 15.6 2 Sa 544
2 1 2 . 1 266.4 ---- 15.5 0 SO 545
225.4 257.8 ---- 15.4 0 SO 546
232.5 257.9 .0456 15.4 1 Sa 547
234.8 246. 9 ---- 15.5 0 Sa 548
2 2 1 . 8 249. 9 .0049 14.1 2 Sa 549 Z042.191
210.3 250.3 .0365 15.4 2 E 550
210.9 249.7 ---- 15.5 0 E 551
215. 9 245.2 .0458 15.4 2 SO 552
204.4 242.3 .0715 15.4 1 Sa? 553
222. 9 236.7 .0735 15.4 2 Sa 554
224.4 219.0 .0443 15.5 2 SO 555
240.6 215.4 ---- 13.1 0 Sa 556 Z042.183
204.1 214.9 .0479 15.7 2 Sa 557 Z042.202
208.7 216.0 .0409 15.7 2 Sb 558 Z042.197
215. 9 312.2 ---- 15.6 0 Sa 559 Z042.196
226.1 309.3 .0186 15.5 2 Sa 560 Z042.190

N4591

N4580
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339.0 332.6 .0274 15.6 2 Sa 561
339.4 329.6 ---------- 15.3 0 Sc 562
339. 9 328.8 ---------- 15.4 0 Sa 563
262.3 331.8 .0645 15.5 0 Sa 564
251.6 320.8 ---------- 15.5 0 SO 565
282.3 311.7 ---------- 14.2 0 Sa 566 Z042.162
282.3 309.5 ---------- 15.5 0 E 567
282.0 307.6 .0971 15.4 2 Sa 568
250.5 299.1 .0109 14.6 2 Sb 569 Z042.179
285.6 294.8 .0477 15.5 2 Sc 570
297.0 295.7 .0555 15.4 3 E 571
256.2 282.6 ---------- 15.2 0 Irr 572 Z042.176
272.4 282.8 .0787 15.5 1 EO 573
273. 9 278.7 .0187 15.2 2 Sa 574 Z042.166
288.2 275.5 .0735 12.3 2 Sa 575 Z042.158
289.4 275.5 .0715 15.4 2 EO 576
290.0 275.8 ---------- 15.4 0 Sa 577
2 90.7 275.8 ---------- 15.5 0 SO 578
298.6 282.7 ---------- 15.2 0 Sb 579
320.5 278.8 .0715 15.5 2 E? 580
321.4 279.0 .0756 15.5 2 SO 581
271.0 267.4 ---------- 15.4 0 SO 582 Z042.169
257.4 258.5 .0257 15.3 3 Sa 583 Z042.173
273.4 255.7 14.6 0 E 584 Z042.167
291.8 260.3 .0806 15.4 1 SO 585
325.1 258.6 .0516 15.5 1 Sa? 586
332.6 255.5 .0510 15.6 2 E 587
333.7 253.0 .0674 15.5 0 SO 588
342.5 236.1 .0535 15.5 2 Sb 589
342.5 236.1 .0487 15.5 2 Sb 589
2 92.4 242.2 .0524 15.5 2 SO 5 90
290.4 241.0 .0798 15.5 2 E 591
289.8 242.7 .0841 15.5 2 E 5 92
276.8 242.8 .02 92 15.4 2 Sa 5 93 Z042.165
275.4 241.1 .0471 15.5 2 Sa 5 94
266.0 238.2 .0447 15.5 2 SO 5 95
266.0 236.6 .0337 15.6 2 EO 5 96 Z042.172
291.8 228.3 .0535 15.5 3 E 5 97
2 94.7 224.7 .0645 15.5 3 SO 5 98
249.7 218.4 .0034 15.7 2 E 599 Z042.180
259.0 219.1 .0867 15.6 3 Sb? 600
332.4 217.6 .0273 15.4 2 Sa 601

13521

13589/3591

13576

N4532

N4543
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Table 5.2c (Plate BJ 8610P (2N), Field 861):

14.6 187.8 .0634 15.3 2 Sb 4
16.5 184. 9 .06 94 15.3 0 SO 5
28.5 154.3 .0715 15.7 1 E 6
23.6 155.5 .0000 15.5 0 Sb 7
47.4 142.2 .0707 15.5 1 E 8
72.4 207.0 .0000 15.5 2 E 9
63.6 207.5 .0594 15.4 1 E 1 0
58.5 194. 9 .0000 15.6 0 Sa 1 1

101.4 198.3 .0574 15.6 2 Sa 1 2
1 2 1 . 6  2 0 1 . 1  .0738 15.5 2 SO 13
146.2 192.5 .0363 15.6 2 EO 14 Z015.014
143.6 183.4 .0436 15.6 2 Sa 15
109.3 187.4 .0561 15.6 2 EO 16
102.3 180.3 .0614 15.7 1 Sa 17
1 0 1 . 6  180.8 .0654 15.7 2 E 18
84.7 174.5 .0654 15.7 2 E 19

103.6 169.9 .0000 15.6 0 E 20
152.6 170.6 .0153 15.7 2 Sa 2 1 Z015.011
147.4 171.9 .0320 15.5 2 Sa 22
136.6 163.7 .0634 15.5 2 Sb 25
125.1 160.2 .0674 15.6 2 Sa 26
122.6 156.5 .0000 15.4 0 Sa 27
60.6 146.2 .0634 15.7 2 SO 28
98. 1 139.1 .0634 15.5 3 E 29

132.0 137.3 .0000 15.6 0 E 30
191.2 188.8 .0000 15.6 0 E 31
182.9 189.7 .0436 15.6 2 EO 32 Z014.107
178.6 190.6 .0000 1 2 . 6 0 Sa 33 Z014.110
162.4 175.7 .0341 15.5 2 E 34
171.0 171.5 .0377 15.7 2 EO 35 Z015.004
218.9 173.9 .0694 15.5 2 E 36
2 2 2 . 0  166.6 . 0 0 0 0 1 2 . 6 0 Sa 38 Z014.091
161.1 164.9 .0000 13.7 0 Sc 39 Z015.009
186.1 131.8 .0000 15.6 0 E 40 Z014.106
173.2 129.0 .0000 14.3 0 Sb 41 Z015.002
53.9 275.0 .0000 16.0 0 - 42
26.7 268.2 .0516 15.6 1 SO 43
33.6 262.9 .0000 13.3 0 Sc 44 Z015.031
54.1 224.8 .0477 15.6 1 Sa 45
31.7 311.2 .0000 12.9 0 --- 46 Z015.032
15.5 307.8 .0000 14.8 0 -- 47 Z015.036.
94.2 302.9 .0011 15.6 1 -- 48

136.4 300.7 .0421 15.4 2 --- 49
150.5 291.8 .0384 15.7 2 --- 50
149. 9 294.0 .0337 15.5 2 --- 51
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146.5 296.5
142.4 295.7
142.6 291.6
142.2 291.6
140.6 293.0
136.3 294.4 
132.8 291.4
135.5 281.8
153.1 259.0
152.3 256.2
154.4 253.6
152.4 253.3
139.1 247.0
144.3 239.4
154.5 234.9
154.0 234.4
130.4 233.2 
66.3 235.1

152.5 220.2
141.1 220.1
126.2 2 2 2 . 9 

126.1 2 2 0 . 6  

127.2 217.5 
130.9 211.6 
141.8 207.8
148.6 209.7
120.7 210.7
118.1 215.4
114.4 216.5
113.1 212.5 
1 0 1 . 6 2 2 1 . 2
146.2 339.6 
83.3 342.8

102.4 315.5 
180. 9 305.9
186.4 297.3
222.4 299.8
159.4 287.5
156.8 281.8
161.8 272.6
156.7 267.5
180.0 270.0
176.7 267.1 
177.6 269.5
192.0 276.1

.0570 

.0713 

.0324 

.0000 

.0516 

.0404 

.0389 

.0402 

.0654 

.0458 

. 0000  

.0000 

.0819 

.0632 

.0777 

.0000 

.0000 

.0674 

.0000 

.0000 

.0000 

.0 905 

.0000 

.0550 

.0000  

.0233 

.0000 

.0000 

.0332 

.0831 

. 0000  

.0347 

.0365 

.1083 

.0152 

.0756 

.0403 

.0310 

.0310 

.0798 

.0458 

.0472 

.0101 

.0000  

.0654

15.7
15.7 
15.2
15.4
15.7
15.6
15.6
15.5
15.7
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.4
15.5
15.7
15.6
15.4
15.7 
14. 9
15.5
15.5
15.6
15.5
15.7
15.6
15.5
15.4
15.6
15.6
15.4
15.5
15.7
15.7
15.7
15.7
15.6
15.6
15.7 
15.6
15.5
15.5
15.6
14.8 
15.3 
15.5

0 -------
3 ---
3 ---
0 ---
1 ---
2 -----
3 ---
3 Sa 
3 Sa?
1 Sa 
0 Sc 
0 Sa?
2 E 
2 E
2 E0 
0 SO 
0 Sc
3 SO 
0 Sc 
0 SO 
0 Sa 
2 SO
0 Sa
1 Sa 
0 E
2 Sa 
0 SO
0 EO
3 Sb
1 Sa
0 E

3 ---
 2------
2 ------
 1 ---
2 -----
2 ------
2 SO
3 Sa 
2 Sa 
2 Sa 
0 Sc 
0 SO 
2 Sb

52
53

55
56
57
58
59
60 
61 
62
63
64
65
66 
67
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80 
81 
82
83
84
85
86

87
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

Z015.012

Z015.020

Z043.017
Z043.037

Z014.108

Z015.001
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2 2 1 . 6 272.0 .0365 15.6 1 Sb 98 Z014.095
222. 9 272.4 . 0 2 2 1 15.4 2 Sa 99 Z014.093
206.5 259.2 .0032 13.7 3 Sa 1 0 0 Z014.099
153.1 258. 9 .0634 15.6 2 SO 1 0 1

152.3 256.1 .0458 15.6 2 Sa 1 0 2

154.4 253.6 . 0 0 0 0 15.5 0 E 103
157.3 254.4 .0320 15.6 2 Sa 104
2 0 0 . 6 249.1 .0152 15.7 2 Sc? 106 Z014.100
207.0 250.4 .0756 15.6 2 Sa 107
207.6 251.0 . 0 0 0 0 15.6 0 E 108
208.1 251.9 . 0 0 0 0 15.6 0 Sa 109
217.7 235.3 .0118 15.4 2 Sb 1 1 0 Z014.096
209. 9 232.3 .0105 15.6 2 E 1 1 1

163.8 224.2 .0634 15.5 2 E 114
184.0 224.4 . 0 0 0 0 15.6 0 Sa 115
2 2 1 . 0 219.6 . 0 2 2 1 15.6 3 Sa 116 Z014.094
187.5 341.9 .0819 15.6 1 ------- 117
176.5 338.3 .0737 15.4 2 -------- 118
204.6 327.4 .0448 15.5 2 ------- 119 Z042.201
173.0 320.1 . 0 0 0 0 15.7 0 ------- 1 2 0

180. 9 305. 9 . 0 0 0 0 15.7 0 ------- 1 2 1 Z014.108
234.2 143.2 . 0 0 0 0 15.7 0 Sa 1 2 2 Z014.084
233.6 144.4 .0329 15.6 3 SO 123
211.9 147.9 .0239 15.4 2 Sa? 124
324.8 187.1 .0421 15.6 2 E 125
314.4 186.8 .0674 15.6 2 Sa 126
277.3 183.3 .0158 14.0 2 Sa 127 Z014.071
270.2 183.7 .0127 15.1 2 SO 128 Z014.073
271.0 184.1 .0067 15.3 2 SO 129
291.1 176.1 . 0 0 0 0 14.8 0 Sa 130 Z014.065
278.2 148. 9 .0819 15.5 2 SO 131
269.1 143.1 . 0 0 0 0 15.5 0 E 132
323.4 141.1 .0556 15.6 2 Sa 133 Z014.059
230.3 291.6 .0613 15.1 2 -------- 134
232.9 289.3 . 0 1 1 1 14.7 2 -------- 135 Z014.085
234.3 285.0 .0172 15.5 3 -------- 136
237.6 283.4 .0654 15.5 2 -------- 137
244.5 280.4 . 0 0 0 0 15.5 0 Sa 138
230.7 274.0 .0254 15.3 1 Sb 139 Z014.087
231.3 270.2 . 0 0 0 0 15.2 0 Sc 140 Z014.086
238.1 274.4 .0016 13.4 1 E 141 Z014.083
241.1 265.5 .04 97 15.6 2 E 142
237.7 262.0 .02 92 15.6 2 - 143
225.1 247.0 .0535 15.6 3 E 144
225.8 214.7 . 0 1 0 1 14.4 4 E 145 Z014.090

N4599

N4541

N4581



229.1 212.3 .0000 15.7 0 Sa 146
231.3 337.7 .0120 14.4 3   147
287.9 319.9 .0000 14.7 0 ---  148
295.0 317.4 .0948 15.6 2 ---  149
286.9 312.6 .0515 12.3 1 ---  150
252.2 292.6 .0326 15.5 2 ---  151
266.4 245.0 .0674 15.5 0 ---  152
268.5 295.4 .0654 15.6 2 ---  153
271.7 296.6 .0735 15.4 3 ---  1 5 4

271.5 290.3 .0715 15.5 3 --- 155
277.0 290.7 .0000 15.5 0 --- 156
278.4 290.0 .0000 15.6 0 --- 157
278.6 291.0 .0634 15.5 2 --- 158
284.6 297.8 .0819 15.5 3 --- 160
295.0 296.1 .0781 15.6 2 --- 161
301.8 277.0 .0000 15.3 0 Sa 162
310.7 262.8 .0000 15.5 0 E 163
312.3 260.8 .0735 15.6 2 E0 164
308.3 239.4 .0819 15.7 2 SO 165
305.1 236.9 .0241 15.7 4 Sa 166
325.5 229.6 .0971 15.6 2 E 167
331.4 228.2 .0032 14.9 2 EO 168
330.8 227.8 .0209 14.9 3 E 169
291.9 220.9 .0000 15.5 0 SO 170
291.6 220.9 .0000 15.5 0 Sa 171
171.8 126.2 .0000 14.3 0 Sc 193
178.7 1 2 2 . 6 . 0 0 0 0 14.3 0 Irr 194
170.3 117.6 .0400 15.6 2 EO 195
142.3 1 2 0 . 8 .0402 15.6 3 SO 197
214.3 201.7 .0186 15.5 4 SO 198
174.7 196.3 .0334 15.4 3 Sb 199
238.3 193.7 .0250 14.9 1 Sa 2 00
306.1 112.5 . 0 0 0 0 15.6 0 SO 2 0 1
305.7 112.7 . 0 0 0 0 15.6 0 SO 2 0 2
152.9 107.0 .0421 15.5 2 SO 203
142.3 103.8 .0634 15.7 1 Sb 204
134.1 104.8 .0404 15.5 2 SO 205
143.7 89.0 .0675 15.5 3 E 206
137. 9 81.4 . 0 0 0 0 15.2 0 SO 207
132.7 69.7 . 0 0 0 0 15.5 0 Sa 208
153.0 33. 9 .0161 15.1 2 Sa 209
144.8 30.5 .0259 15.6 1 Sa 2 1 0
145.6 31.5 .1106 15.4 2 Sa 2 1 1
159.0 107.0 .0516 15.4 2 EO 2 1 2
158.3 102.5 .0365 15.6 2 Sa 213

Z014.088 
Z042.188 N4587
Z042.157 N4533

Z014.068 N4536 
Z014.078

Z014.064

Z014.056 N4493

Z015.002
Z014.109
Z015.006

Z014.082

Z015.017
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156.0 101.4 .0614 15.5 3 Sa 14
174.6 97.7 .0594 15.5 2 E 215
163.0 90.6 .0715 15.4 3 E 216
169.8 87.4 .0000 15.5 0 Sa 217
183.2 79.7 .0587 15.5 1 SO 218
177.2 74.7 .0756 15.5 2 EO 219
238. 9 73.7 .0093 14.1 2 Sa 2 2 0 Z014.081
242.5 59.2 .0000 15.5 0 Sa 2 2 1
242.7 60.9 .0000 15.6 0 SO 2 2 2
224. 9 60.6 . 0 0 0 0 15.3 0 Sa 223 Z014.089
169. 9 60.8 .0218 15.6 1 Sa 224 Z015.005
170.7 46.7 .0000 15.6 0 SO 225
215.4 45.0 .0402 15.5 2 E 226
177.3 40.6 .0331 15.6 2 E 227
230.5 36.0 .0093 15.4 1 Sb 228
220.4 32.0 .0000 15.7 0 Sa 229
194.4 31.1 .0221 14. 9 2 Sa 230 Z014.104
153.0 33.8 .0090 15.1 2 Sa 231 Z015.010
314.7 102.0 .0251 15.5 2 EO 232
320.4 61.6 .0574 15.6 2 SO 233
322.7 36.0 .0134 14. 9 2 SO 234 Z014.058
284.7 70.6 .0000 14. 9 0 E 235
273.0 70.3 .0091 15.4 2 Sa 236 Z014.072
267.5 67.2 .00 94 15.1 3 Sa 237 Z014.076
159.6 17.9 .0310 15.6 1 Sa 238
194.2 19.4 .0948 15.7 2 E 239
196.7 18.9 . 0 0 0 0 15.6 0 E 240
52. 9 83.5 .0067 14.8 2 Sa 241 Z015.028
46.8 82.7 . 0 0 0 0 15.6 0 EO 242
40.1 78.0 .0756 15.6 2 SO 243

106.5 106.1 .0000 14.0 0 E 244 Z015.021 N4690
104.9 106.1 .0000 15.4 3 E0 245
104.9 106.1 .0634 15.4 3 EO 245
104.8 106.4 .0654 15.5 3 EO 246
89.0 104.3 .0840 15.5 3 SO 247
86.3 105.6 .0756 15.5 2 EO 248
67.5 109.4 .0756 15.7 1 Sa 249
58.7 96.2 .0694 15.6 4 Sa 250
59.6 96.8 .0000 15.6 0 Sa 251
92.2 91.4 .0535 15.5 2 EO 252
92.7 88.0 .0000 15.5 0 Sa 253

119.9 77.0 .0000 15.5 0 E 254
121.2 71.6 .0000 15.5 0 EO 255
121.9 71.8 .0674 15.7 3 EO 256
127.3 70.9 .0000 15.6 0 E 257
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115.1 48.6 . 0 0 0 0

69.4 43.4 .0176
74.7 24.6 .0905
82.8 27.5 .0781
82.2 2 2 . 6 .0421
23.0 127.3 .0385

124.1 126.5 . 0 0 0 0
123.7 128.1 . 0 0 0 0
92.1 132.7 . 0 0 0 0
79.8 1 2 2 . 0 .0748
78. 9 1 2 0 . 6 .0731
69.6 1 2 1 . 8 . 0 0 0 0
79.1 114.1 .0715
77.9 112.3 .0735

12.4 0 Sa 258
15.7 2 Sa 259
15.7 1 E 260
15.6 2 E0 261
15.5 3 SO 262
15.7 3 - 263
15.6 0 E 264
15.5 0 Sa 265
15.6 0 Sa 266
15.3 2 E 267
15.6 2 E 268
15.5 0 E 269
15.5 2 E 270
15.0 2 EO 271

Z015.019 
Z015.026

N4684
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